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Abstract

Biological nervous systems exhibit an astonishing complexity. One approach to
better understand them is by modelling and simulating networks of neuron models.
In the �eld of computational neuroscience it is important that models are suited
to a speci�c purpose or sensibly model a certain biological process. Therefore a
multitude of neuron models is needed for various di�erent experiments and issues.

The class of integrate-and-�re point neurons is one of the most used descrip-
tions of neural activity in computational neuroscience. The basic model is de�ned
by a mathematical component describing the subthreshold dynamics of the mem-
brane potential, and arti�cial action potentials (spikes), which are simply modelled
as abstract events rather than being contained in the equations. This simple de-
scription of neuron models allows the routine simulation of large neural networks
containing up to 105 neurons (83; 107) on standard hardware widely available in
most laboratories these days.

The subthreshold dynamics are usually de�ned by a small set of ordinary dif-
ferential equations. Evolution schemes for the corresponding system of di�erential
equations are well known for many neuron models and most of them satisfy both
demands on e�ciency as well as accuracy. These schemes are implemented in several
of the commonly used simulators (18; 33; 23; 6; 39).

However, there are many neuron models for which the implemented evolution
schemes in the given simulator are neither ideal, nor selected through a structured
process based on numerical criteria. Additionally, many neuron models that have
been published, are not implemented at all due to modellers lacking the means to
construct or select suitable evolution schemes.

In this thesis I give an overview of equations and state descriptions typically used
to express the dynamics of the membrane potential or other variables in integrate-
and-�re models. I describe a process that automates the design or selection of a
suitable evolution scheme for this large class of equations. Furthermore I present the
reference implementation of a symbolic analysis tool that can be used to automate
this task.

The reference implementation is used as an important component of the domain
speci�c language NESTML. It supports neuroscientists in creating neuron models
for the neural simulation tool NEST. I give a short description of the NESTML lan-
guage, in particular of the part for the description of systems of di�erential equations
in neuron models.



Zusammenfassung

Biologische Nervensysteme weisen eine erstaunliche Komplexität auf. Um sie
besser zu verstehen, modelliert und simuliert man Netzwerke von Neuronenmodellen.
Im Bereich der computational neuroscience ist es wichtig, dass Modelle passend
zu ihrem jeweiligen Zweck gewählt sind oder einen ganz bestimmten biologischen
Prozess modellieren. Daher benötigt man eine Vielzahl von Neuronenmodellen für
die verschiedenen Experimente und Sachverhalte.

Die Klasse der integrate-and-�re Punktneuronen ist in der computational neuro-
science eine der am meisten verwendeten Beschreibungen neuronaler Aktivität. Das
Grundmodell wird durch eine mathematische Komponente, die die Dynamik des
Membranpotentials vor Überschreiten einer Schwelle beschreibt, und ein künstliches
Aktionspotenzial, welches lediglich durch ein abstraktes Ereignis statt innerhalb der
Gleichungen modelliert wird, de�niert. Diese einfache Beschreibung eines Neuronen-
modells erlaubt die routinemäÿige Simulation groÿer neuronaler Netwerke bestehend
aus bis zu 105 Neuronen (83; 107) auf Hardware, die in den meisten Laboren ver-
fügbar ist.

Die Dynamiken vor Überschreiten der Schwelle sind üblicherweise durch eine
kleine Anzahl gewöhnlicher Di�erentialgleichungen de�niert. Numerische Integra-
tionsmethoden sind für viele Neuronenmodelle und ihre zugehörigen Di�erentialglei-
chungen wohlbekannt und erfüllen Anforderungen sowohl an E�zienz als auch an
Genauigkeit. Diese Integrationsmethoden sind typischerweise in vielen der gemein-
hin verwendeten Simulatoren implementiert worden (18; 33; 23; 6; 39). Dennoch
gibt es viele Neuronenmodelle, für die die implementierten Integrationsmethoden
in den jeweiligen Simulatoren weder ideal, noch durch einen strukturierten Prozess
basierend auf numerischen Kriterien, ausgewählt sind. Auÿerdem gibt es viele Neu-
ronenmodelle, die gar nicht implementiert sind, weil die Modellierer_innen nicht
die Möglichkeiten haben eine geeignete Integrationsmethode zu konstruieren oder
auszuwählen. In dieser Arbeit gebe ich eine Übersicht über die Gleichungen und
Zustandsbeschreibungen, die typischerweise in Beschreibungen von Dynamiken des
Membranpotentials oder anderer Variablen des integrate-and-�re Modells verwen-
det werden. Ich beschreibe einen Prozess, der die Konstruktion oder Auswahl einer
geeigneten Integrationsmethode automatisiert. Auÿerdem stelle ich eine Referenzim-
plementierung eines symbolischen Analysetools, das bei dieser Aufgabe helfen kann,
vor.Die Referenzimplementierung wird als wichtige Komponente der domänenspez-
i�schen Sprache NESTML verwendet. Sie unterstützt Neurowissenschaftler_innen
dabei neue Neuronenmodelle für den Neuronensimulator NEST zu erstellen. Ich
stelle die NESTML Sprache, insbesondere die Teile für die Beschreibung von Di�er-
entialgleichungssystemen, vor.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this section I introduce concepts related to the simulation of biological neural
networks and present the main results of this thesis. The important contribution of
this thesis is, to present in the scope of the domain speci�c language NESTML an
algorithmic approach for choosing the right solver for di�erential equations occuring
in simulations of neural networks. Since the interaction of these equations is strongly
linked to its domain an approach adapted to it is superior to otherwise already
existing approaches for automated solver selection that apply to general systems
of di�erential equations. It enables scientists interested in the simulation of neural
networks to easily implement neuron models without knowledge of analysis and
numerics of di�erential equations.

1.1 Neurons

In 1891 Heinrich Wilhelm Gottfried von Waldeyer-Hartz proposed the so called
neuron doctrine (5; 99), that states that the nervous system is made up of dis-
crete individual cells, so called neurons. Since then neuroscience has, in some sense,
reached an extremely high level of knowledge about neurons in the brain, speci�cally
mammal and human brains (76).

The morphology, i.e. the speci�c structural features, of neurons can be described
in great detail for various types of cells, see Figure 1.1; it is widely known where
(i.e in which brain region and which layer) di�erent cell types occur and in which
density they can be found there; it is possible to distinguish di�erent neuron classes
from each other with respect to morphology but also functionality and even di�erent
tasks in signal reception and processing have successfully been linked to the various
cell types (76).

Di�erent cell types can also be linked to certain brain areas as they are dis-
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: Neurons in di�erent and layers of the brain have di�erent
morphologies. Shown are some of the most important classes of neurons
(taken from 104).

tributed according to functionality. E.g. photoreceptors and horizontal, bipolar,
amacrin, and ganglion cells can all be found in well de�ned (di�erent) brain layers.
But even among cells with the same general functionality there might be further
specializations. Some photoreceptors are, e.g very sensitive to small changes in
illumination while others respond to very bright light. This structuring is found
throughout the brain. In many regions of the nervous system, cells with similar
functions are clustered together in bounded groups (76).

However detailed the knowledge of morphology and functionality of the brain
may be, it does not provide a clear understanding of the connectivity of cells, i.e.
their behaviour as a network. During the study of the brain it has turned out though,
that it is important to study and understand the connections between neurons to
better understand how we perceive the world. These connections have thus been
analyzed in great detail.

For most neuron types, brain regions and layers, the amount of connections of
neurons to each other have been estimated. Each neuron receives on average 104

connections from other cells, a cubic millimetre of cortex contains at least 109 con-
nections, see Figure 1.2. The distances of these connections can be as long as from
a toe to the spinal cord (76).

Also, connections have been classi�ed as convergent, divergent, lateral or recur-
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rent : Figure 1.3 (A), for example, shows converging connections from photoreceptors
to ganglion cells. There are far more photoreceptors than ganglion cells: 100 million
photoreceptors provide converging outputs to only 1 million ganglion cells, meaning
that most ganglion cells receive input from photoreceptors through intermediary
cells. On the other hand, a horizontal cell branches to supply divergent output to
many other cells Figure 1.3 (B). Lateral connections among neurons in one layer are
also possible, as are recurrent connections in the opposite direction, e.g. backward
from ganglion cells to photoreceptors.

Via these connections neurons transmit information from cell to cell via electri-
cal and chemical signals. The biophysical and biochemical processes causing these
signals or spikes have been, in most cases, described accurately. The electrical sig-
nals generated by cells are classi�ed into so called localized graded potentials and
action potentials. Although the processes causing electrical signals vary extremely
for di�erent neuron and connection types, the signals themselves are more or less
identical for all nerve cells in the body.

The brain has not only been characterized through its individual cells but also,
on a larger scale, by brain regions di�ering in structural features, but also in func-
tionality.

9
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Figure 1.2: Neural connectivity in the cortex: Stained connections in the
cortex (taken from 1)
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(A) (B)

Figure 1.3: (A) Photoreceptors connect to bipolar cells. Bipolar cells to ganglion
cells. Horizontal cells (not shown) and amacrine cells make predominantly horizontal
connections. (B) The divergence of a single horizontal cell that branches extensively
to supply many other target cells (taken from 76)

.
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1.2 Brain regions

Di�erent parts of the brain have speci�c characteristic morphological features too,
which enable the division of the brain into areas. The partition of the brain into so
called Brodmann areas (15) for example, was based on the cytoarchitecural orga-
nization, i.e. the study of the cellular composition of the central nervous system's
tissues under the microscope, of neurons in the cerebral cortex. Brodmann under-
took this division using the Nissl method, which is performed by staining the cell
body, to highlight important structural features of neurons, see Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.4: Division of the brain into di�erent areas due to structural
di�erences (taken from 76)

Figure 1.4 shows such a division of the brain into classical regions, such as the
Globus Pallidus or the Thalamus which was originally undertaken based on struc-
tural features of these brain regions, rather than the functionalities of these regions.
Nevertheless, neuroscientists attempt to link these structural features to the func-
tional signi�cance of the regions and have in many cases been able to show their
connection. The Thalamus for instance is widely thought to relay information be-
tween di�erent subcortical areas (100) and the cerebral cortex and the Globus Pal-
lidus are thought to be responsible for voluntary movement as a damaged Globus
Pallidus can cause movement disorders (35).Figure 1.5 shows a division of the brain
into areas according to their motor and sensory functions. The brain can be roughly

12
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divided into areas responsible for visual senses, taste senses or motor functions and
so on.

1.3 Decoding the brain using computer simulations

Despite this level of knowledge about the brain's neurons and regions, neuroscience
has not yet been able to explain how we think. We have not yet succeeded in de-
coding the organizational structure of the brain's approximately 86 billion nerve
cells, in order to allow us to understand how we evaluate and perceive the world.
A profound understanding of these processes would in turn most probably provide
indications as to possible therapeutic approaches to neurological and psychological
diseases, which are becoming more and more important as life expectancy has been
increasing rapidly in the last decades.

One of the main obstacles causing neuroscience to fall short of this goal is the
(current) inability to record the signalling behaviour of a very large amount of neu-
rons at the same time. Although many recording techniques have been devised to
increase the amount of neurons, whose signalling is monitored at one time (19),
the number of neurons is still restricted to approximately 5000 individual neurons
depending on the recording technique (101; 89; 27; 74; 46).

This is one of the reasons for which, computer simulations of spiking neuron
networks and computational neuroscience have become a very useful.

Computational neuroscience brings together physics, e.g. for the description of
occurring currents and potentials on cell membranes, biology e.g. in describing the
morphologies of neuron cells and therefore the connection properties of the network,
chemistry, e.g. for the signal transmission between cells, mathematics, e.g. for
the analysis of di�erential equations used to describe the occurring processes and
computerscience for the e�cient simulation on e.g. supercomputers. The �eld of
computational neuroscience is therefore extremely interdisciplinary and most �nd-
ings are necessarily based on all �elds mentioned above. Often the challenge of
computational neuroscience is therefore not to �nd new methods in the respective
�elds but to combine existing methods in order to obtain new insights.

Computer simulations allow for large numbers of neurons and connections in
one network. E.g. (95) show simulations of networks containing approximately 108

neurons. (52) shows how software tools for neuronal network simulations can en-
able investigations of large-scale networks of the entire human brain at a resolution
of individual neurons and synapses on supercomputers, see Figure 1.6: Exploiting

13
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(A)

(B)

Figure 1.5: The brain divided into areas according to their functionalities (A)
shows a lateral view and (B) the sagittal, (taken from 76)

the biologically given upper limit on the number of incoming connections leads to
manageable computational costs.

Neuroscientists create computer simulations using models consisting of individual

14
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Figure 1.6: A neural network across the entire cortex, (taken from 62).

neurons and their connections to understand the processes taking place in the living
human brain. These models are based on prior experiments that may have been
performed on living organisms. A simulation is then run and shows the behaviour
of the neuronal network for this speci�c model. The acquired data is compared
to the data from experiments on living organisms and the model reassessed and
possibly modi�ed.

Thus simulations, by allowing the realization and recording of neural networks
can partly avoid the problem of recordability in genuine biological brains and again
partly circumvent possible ethical questions concerning testing with mammals or
speci�cally monkeys.

Simulations also allow the construction of tailored networks whose parameters
can be changed to exemplify a neural network in a healthy or diseased brain making
complex experiments and testing possible.
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It is important here, to distinguish between arti�cial neural networks and spiking
neural networks. Arti�cial neural networks are computing systems that learn tasks
by considering examples, generally without task-speci�c programming, e.g. in im-
age recognition, they might learn to identify images that contain cats by analysing
example images that have been manually labeled as �cat� or �no cat� and using the
results to identify cats in other images. Spiking neural networks, on the other hand,
are designed to be close to and to better understand the brain.

Simulation experiments are thus often purposefully restricted to one speci�c bi-
ological neuron model and its corresponding mathematical abstraction to better
understand factors in�uencing properties of the network, to classify and distinguish
them from each other. In order for this classi�cation to be exact it is therefore impor-
tant that assumptions made for the models are stated clearly and that implications
of these assumptions are drawn accurately. When, e.g. an aspect of a neuron's
behaviour is best modelled by a speci�c di�erential equation it is important that
the solution of this di�erential equation is carried out as exactly as possible. This
kind of accuracy aims to ensure that properties of a network during simulation are
not merely artefacts of the simulation but properties that may be found similarly in
a genuine biological neuron network, so that conclusions from a simulated network
to a biological network are sound.

Simulation experiments use suitable infrastructures for representing neurons, sav-
ing connections between them and simulating their interaction. To that end many
di�erent simulators have been designed. NEST (NEural Simulation Tool), for ex-
ample, provides approximately 50 neuron models (81), each of which has been im-
plemented manually as a C++ class.
Implementing neuron models for NEST requires knowledge about programming in
C++, neuroscience and numerics: As seen above, computational neuroscience bring
together many �elds as is the case for NEST users implementing neuron models.
Di�erential equations are derived from biological, physical and chemical processes.
For these di�erential equations sensible numerical solutions must be found and must
then be implemented. The construction and use of non-standard neuron models is
therefore a task reserved to very pro�cient users.

1.4 Neuronal modelling languages

To resolve this problem, various neuronal modelling languages have been developed,
e.g. NeuroML (36), LEMS (17) and NineML (85), to simplify the creation and
sharing of models and ease a comparison of results between simulators. Modelling
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languages provide tools that generate implementations of neuron models from ab-
stract de�nitions that can be executed in a concrete given simulator.

Unfortunately, these approaches have been proven to be only partly suited for
the problems described in the last section as they are either verbose, again making
comprehending and creating neuron models di�cult, not constructed modularly so
that their parts cannot be reused, or closely linked to a speci�c neural simulator,
restricting reproducibility (79). Most importantly, however, they do not automate
the process of solver selection and thus still expect a deep knowledge of numerics
and ordinary di�erential equation solving from neuron modellers: The occurring dif-
ferential equations for one time point of a simulation are typically well known as are
adequate numerical methods for solving them. Implementations of such methods
can be found in many mathematical software tools, e.g. SymPy (68) or MATLAB
(34). Nevertheless, such tools do not enable the continuous and e�cient solution of
di�erential equations occurring in whole network simulations over time, where neu-
rons interact with each other through spikes causing di�erential equations to change
in a very speci�c way in each time step. This problem class is not known to these
more general tools.

In this thesis I present an alternative approach, NESTML, that is solver auto-
mated, so that it requires no former knowledge of numerics and solving ordinary
di�erential equations.

1.5 Main results of this thesis

At the beginning of this project, computer scientists using and developing NEST
and other neural simulators faced several problems:

� The implementations of biological or mathematical neuron models provided
by NEST or other neural simulators are incomplete, i.e. there are several
models that are relevant and required for various research purposes but are
not available as an implemented neuron model in any simulator (113).

� The implementation of neuron models for neural simulators usually requires
expertise in many �elds and is generally an elaborate and cumbersome task,
especially with respect to the occurring di�erential equations.

� Reading, understanding and adjusting implementations of neuron models is
very di�cult for the same reasons.

� There is no quality assurance for existing neuron models but especially new
hand-written models and speci�cally their dealing with mathematical equa-
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tions: It is not clear that the methods for solving equations implemented in
simulators are actually accurate.

� The available implementations are usually not easily adjustable with respect
to accuracy of their numerical methods.

� Simulation results are di�cult to reproduce as implementation decisions, that
have nothing to do with the neuron model itself, and are not transparent, have
an impact on the results.

With this project, i.e. the development of the modelling language NESTML
(NEST Modelling Language), we have addressed these problems and provided solu-
tions. In the scope of this thesis I have contributed signi�cantly to the following:

� We constructed a domain speci�c language for the description of neuron mod-
els, that is very easy to use for computational neuroscientists.

� It can be used for the speci�cation of di�erential equations in a mathematical
notation, where di�erential equations are analyzed and solved appropriately
and automatically.

� From NESTML models, a generator produces code that is executable in NEST.

� NESTML model implementations are easy to understand and link to the un-
derlying model, thereby making it easy to make adjustments to the implemen-
tations.

� It is clear in which way the generated code treats di�erential equations. This
makes it easy to compare and reproduce other simulation results.

� Scientists performing neural simulations can be certain that their results are
not just artefacts based on wrong numerical integration methods but know
that their methods are sound and which methods they are using.

In the context of this project, NESTML was evaluated in two workshops with in
total 27 participants, validating the usability of NESTML (see Chapter 10).

1.6 Structure of the thesis

In Chapter 2 I present physiological and chemical properties and mechanisms of neu-
rons and neuron networks. I present modelling assumptions in the context of neu-
ronal simulations and thereby derive mathematical models of neuronal behaviour.
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In Chapter 3 I introduce the simulation tool NEST and reason why there is a
need for so called modelling languages and what the requirements for such a mod-
elling language are.

In Chapter 4 I describe how the NESTML language, for describing neuron mod-
els, was constructed, what it's elements are and how to use them.

In Chapter 5 I show how the properties of a system of ordinary di�erential equa-
tions, e.g. linearity and sti�ness in�uence the choice of an appropriate solver (in
the context of neuronal simulations) and present a mathematical algorithm that per-
forms this analysis and generates a solver for a given system of ordinary di�erential
equations.

In Chapter 6 I present the implementation of this algorithm.

In Chapter 7 I give a step-by-step demonstration of the algorithm described in
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 using a concrete example of a biological neuron model
and its mathematical abstraction and thereby supply a proof of concept for the
NESTML approach. I will further present the implementation of this neuron model
in NEST and NESTML and demonstrate advantages of the latter. This chapter can
therefore serve as a parallel read for the earlier chapters in order to see a concrete
application of the matters discussed there.

In Chapter 8, I apply the sti�ness tester to all neuron models currently imple-
mented in NESTML with varying parametrization.

In Chapter 9 I compare the proposed framework for choosing evolution schemes
for systems of ODEs in neural models with the corresponding approaches imple-
mented in the simulators Brian (38; 102) and NEURON (47; 18). I present pos-
sible applications of mathematical software packages to the problem setting using
a detailed description of functionalities provided by MATLAB and describe similar
problem settings from other �elds.

In Chapter 10 I present the NESTML workshops and discuss the evaluation of
NESTML by participants of the workshops.

In Chapter 11 I summarize the restrictions of the algorithm, discuss alternative
ideas for the implementation and describe possible future additions.
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Chapter 2

Mathematical modelling of biological

neurons

In this chapter I start by presenting physiological and chemical properties and mech-
anisms of neurons and neuronal networks. Then I present modelling assumptions
in the context of neuronal simulations. Thereby I derive mathematical models of
neuronal behaviour.

2.1 Biological neurons

The following section is based mainly on material from the books by (24) and (76).

Neurons are the key components of the brain. One main aim of computational
neuroscience is to understand the meaning behind their signalling in a network of
neurons. This is a demanding task as the brain, unlike other organs, in which cells
are highly stereotyped, has an abundance of di�erent cell types.

Typically, a cell in the nervous system consists of the cell body containing the
nucleus, the axon that connects to the target cells and the dendrites to which in-
coming �bres connect. They receive so called inhibition and excitation from other
cells that hinder or evoke signalling of the neuron itself (see Figure 2.1).

But not all neuron types conform to this structure. Some cells may, for example,
not have axons at all. There are many distinctive cell types with distinguishable
morphology and physiological properties. Studies using genetic sequencing obtain,
depending on classi�cation procedures and considered brain regions, numbers in the
range of ten to one hundred distinguishable cell types (114). Since the number
heavily depends on the �neness of the classi�cation and since there are several brain
regions with di�erent cell types one can safely assume that there are more than one
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CHAPTER 2. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF BIOLOGICAL NEURONS

Figure 2.1: Systematic sketch of a pyramidal neuron (modi�ed from 24)

hundred. Although the reasons for the richness in cell types and their individual
functions are widely known, for many cells, e.g. certain cell types in the retina, they
are not.

Typically neurons transmit information to other neurons through chemical and
electrical signalling. We can distinguish two main types of electrical signals: localized
graded potentials and action potentials. Localized graded potentials are generated
by extrinsic stimuli, e.g. (for vision) by light on a photoreceptor in the eye. Action
potentials are initiated by localized graded potentials. The amplitude and duration
of an action potential of a neuron are �xed. Action potentials can be seen as mech-
anisms by which the brain receives information about the world.

Action potentials are more or less indistinguishable across neuron types and for
that matter even neuron types of di�erent animals. They are always explosive events
of the following form: If the sum of spikes coming in from other cells cause the mem-
brane potential of the cell to reach a critical level, the threshold, the action potential
is triggered. Then, the membrane potential rapidly increases and decreases again
over a time period of 1ms to 2ms. The amplitude of this short pulse is about
100mV, see Figure 2.2.

The amount or strength of the incoming signals does not in�uence the amplitude
or length of the triggered action potential. For these reasons, an action potential
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2.1. BIOLOGICAL NEURONS

Figure 2.2: An action potential recorded intracellularly from a cultured
rat neocortical pyramidal cell (taken from 24)

can be seen as a stereotyped unit, a spike. This is an important simpli�cation in the
�eld of computational neuroscience. Nevertheless it is highly relevant to consider
di�erent neuron types because they di�er �rstly in their dynamics, leading to the
crossing of the threshold, and secondly with respect to the characteristics of the
sequences of spikes they emit. These sequences of spikes a neuron emits are usually
referred to as spike trains, i.e. lists of occurring spikes with times of spiking.

Another action potential can only occur once the membrane potential has again
fallen below the threshold, and a certain amount of time, the refractory period, has
passed.

Signals between neurons are exchanged chemically, through synaptic transmis-
sion, see Figure 2.3 (A). The presynaptic axon and the postsynaptic cell are separated
by a cleft, which is too wide for currents from the axon to pass through. Therefore
neurotransmitters, that are stored in presynaptic vesicles, are released from the axon
and travel across the cleft to the postsynaptic cell. There they interact with the so
called receptors, which are certain types of protein molecules, in the postsynaptic
cell.
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CHAPTER 2. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF BIOLOGICAL NEURONS

As we have seen, neurons can transmit information through action potentials.
To understand the mechanism of an action potential more precisely it is necessary
to introduce the membrane potential of the neuron properly: There is a di�erence
between the electrical charge of the interior and surrounding extracellular medium
of the neuron that yields the potential at the cell's membrane. In the so-called
resting state the potential is approximately −70mV. The cell membrane contains
ion pumps that maintain this potential, see Figure 2.3 (B).

(A) (B)

Figure 2.3: (A) The principal feature of synaptic structures made by a photore-
ceptor on a bipolar cell (taken from 76). (B) Schematic sketch of the cell membrane
of a neuron. Ion pumps and channels are built into the membrane and allow the
selective passage of certain ions (taken from 28)

When positively charged ions �ow out of the cell or negatively charged ions
�ow in, causing a current �ow out, the membrane potential becomes more negative.
This is called hyperpolarization. Current �owing into the cell changes the membrane
potential to less negative or positive values, which is called depolarization. This is
the mechanism by which the membrane potential reaches a threshold and an action
potential is generated, which is a �uctuation in the electrical potential across the
cell membrane of approximately 100mV for approximately 1ms, see Figure 2.2.

2.2 Mathematical models of neurons

As stated above there is a huge variety of neuron types in the brain, each with their
own spiking behaviour. The derivation of so-called neuron models from these neuron
types is an important step for conducting simulation experiments with networks of
neuron models. The models should be suited to the experiment, e.g. when com-
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2.2. MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF NEURONS

Figure 2.4: A network of neurons consisting of point neurons and a mul-
ticompartment model (modi�ed from 29)

paring results from experiments on living neurons with simulation experiments the
spiking behaviour of the neuron model should be similar to the spiking behaviour
of the biological neuron.

Neuron models re�ect certain aspects of the morphological and anatomical prop-
erties of their corresponding real neuron type. The known properties of a neuron
type are reduced to the properties that are relevant to a certain research issue.
Therefore there is a large amount of neuron models with huge variation in their
detailed properties. Ranging from so called point neurons (65), that have no spa-
tial expansion to multicompartment models (86), that can comprise morphological
characteristics of the neuron type in arbitrary detail.

Figure 2.4 shows a network of point neurons and a depiction of a multicom-
partment model. Multicompartment models take into account the morphological
structure of a neuron, e.g. its axon and dendrites, see Figure 2.1 and are thus more
realistic models. They are on the other hand more complex, possibly making sim-
ulations with such models more costly. Also, the de�nition of multicompartment
models can be considered a question of perspective: Point neuron models can, e.g.
be used as compartments of neurons and connected in a certain way to construct a
multicomparment model.

For both point neurons and multicompartment models, the model is typically
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CHAPTER 2. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF BIOLOGICAL NEURONS

de�ned as a set of variables, e.g. the membrane potential of the neuron, whose evo-
lution in time is de�ned by a set of di�erential equations with initial values.

I start by introducing the simpler point neuron models, that are described mainly
by the dynamical behaviour of their membrane potential, and go on to describe a
multicompartment model which can be expressed in very similar terms.

The dynamical behaviour of the membrane potential before and after a threshold
crossing of the membrane potential can be described in many di�erent ways. The
simplest being given by the basic integrate-and-�re model.

2.2.1 The integrate-and-�re model

In the absence of input, the membrane potential �uctuates around the resting poten-
tial EL (typically at around −70mV). Excitatory input depolarizes the membrane,
driving the membrane potential closer to zero, while inhibitory input hyperpolarizes
the neuron, driving the membrane potential away from zero. If the membrane po-
tential crosses the spiking threshold θ (typically at around −55mV), the neuron �res
an action potential (spike), which is transmitted to all downstream (postsynaptic)
neurons, where it in turn elicits excursions of their membrane potentials.

The basic integrate-and-�re model (24) describes the dynamics of the membrane
potential in the following way: if the membrane potential V is in the interval [EL, θ),
the time evolution is governed by a di�erential equation of the type

d

dt
V = G(V ) (2.1)

where G is a possibly non-linear function. G may contain variables whose time
evolution is again described by an ordinary di�erential equation which can in turn
contain the membrane potential. This leads to a closed system of di�erential equa-
tions and can be written in the following general form of a vector ODE:

d

dt
X =

d

dt


V
x1
...
xn

 =


G0(X)
G1(X)

...
Gn(X)

 (2.2)

Once the membrane potential reaches its threshold θ, a spike is �red and the
membrane potential is set back to EL for a certain amount of time called the refrac-
tory period. After this time the evolution of Equation 2.1 starts again. The basic
idea of the integrate-and-�re neuron model is therefore to integrate over the input
until the threshold is reached and a spike is �red. The important simpli�cation
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here is that the exact course of the membrane potential during the spike is either
completely neglected or only considered partially. Threshold detection is typically
added algorithmically on top of the sub-threshold dynamics (24).

2.2.2 Current-based and Conductance-based integrate-and-
�re neurons

The two most common variants of this type of model are the current-based and the
conductance-based integrate-and-�re model (24). For current-based models excita-
tory inputs are assumed to cause a current into in the cell body and inhibitory inputs
cause a current out of the cell body. The more realistic, conductance-based model
on the other hand assumes that inputs just alter the conductance of the membrane.

The current-based approach renders simpler equations though, which are of the
following general form:

d

dt
V (t) =

1

τ
(EL − V (t))

+
1

C
I(t) + F (V (t)). (2.3)

Here C is the membrane capacitance, τ the membrane time constant and I the
input current to the neuron. If we assume that spikes are constrained to a �xed
temporal grid, I(t) represents the sum of the currents elicited by all incoming spikes
at all grid points for times ti ≤ t scaled by their synaptic weight, plus a function
Iext:

I(t) =
∑
i:ti≤t

∑
k∈Sti

ωkIk(t− ti) + Iext(t). (2.4)

Iext is a piece-wise constant function that models additional external input. St
is the set of synapses that deliver a spike to the neuron at time t and Ik is the
current that enters the neuron through synapse k while ωk is the corresponding
synaptic weight. Ik describes the temporal excursion of a postsynaptic potential
and is typically referred to as shape. Thus, incoming spikes simply cause a change
of current, as stated above. Ik could be, for example, a so called alpha-function,

Ik(t) =

{
0 t < 0

a · t · et/a t ≥ 0
, (2.5)

but can in principle have any form depending on the model. These functions are
generally chosen to be close to data from biological processes though (4). Usually
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the functional dependence for shapes is just given for positive times where it is
implicitly understood that they vanish for negative times so that one can write e.g.
Ik(t) = a · t · et/a to mean the same as Equation 2.5. F is some non-linear function
of V that may also be zero.

As stated above the conductance-based model is a more realistic, yet more com-
plex model as it assumes that inputs alter the conductance of the membrane, ren-
dering the non-linear ODE:

d

dt
V (t) =

1

τ
(EL − V (t))

+
1

C
G(t)(V (t)− E) + F (V (t))

+ Iext(t). (2.6)

G in Equation 2.4 has the same mathematical form as I, but models a conduc-
tance rather than a current:

G(t) =
∑
i:ti≤t

∑
k∈Sti

ωkGk(t− ti). (2.7)

Again, St is the set of synapses that deliver a spike to the neuron at time t and
Gk is the conductance that is due to the spike incoming through synapse k. The
Gk take the same mathematical form as the function Ik and are also refered to as
shapes. Again, Gk could be, for example, the alpha function Gk(t) = a · t · et/a.

E is the reversal potential at which there is no net �ow of ions from one side of
the membrane to the other (for details see 53).

The di�erential Equation 2.3 for the current-based model is a linear constant
coe�cient ODE when F ≡ 0.

Current-based neuron models with F 6≡ 0 are unusual because models from this
category are chosen primarily for their simplicity (24).

It should be noted here that there are some neuron models that are not explic-
itly referred to or described as current-based or conductance-based models in the
literature, but whose time evolution can still be expressed by di�erential equations
of the mathematical forms shown in Equation 2.3 and Equation 2.6.

In the following sections I describe four neuron models in detail.

2.2.3 The adaptive exponential integrate-and-�re model

An example of a neuron model described by a system of di�erential equations, where
F 6≡ 0 in Equation 2.6 is the adaptive exponential integrate-and-�re model (13). It
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has two variables and corresponding ODEs:

d

dt
V (t) =

1

τ
(EL − V (t))

+
1

C
G(t)(V (t)− E)

+G(t) · δ · exp(
V (t)− VT

δ
)− w(t) (2.8)

d

dt
w(t) = a(V (t)− EL) (2.9)

Again, V describes the membrane potential. Equation 2.8 contains an activation
term, i.e. a term that causes an activation of an upswing of the membrane potential,
as an exponential with dependence on V . Equation 2.8 is coupled to a second
equation, Equation 2.9, where w models a variable that causes an adaptation of the
threshold. Hence the name of the model. The occurring parameters correspond to
biological values:

� VT is the maximum voltage that can be reached under constant current injec-
tion without generating a spike.

� The slope factor δ quanti�es the sharpness of spikes.

� The adaptation coupling a may model ionic channels that hyperpolarize the
membrane for a > 0 or depolarize for a < 0.

� G is de�ned as Equation 2.7, where Gk is typically the alpha-function Gk(t) =
a · t · et/a and models a conductance.

This model di�ers from typical integrate-and-�re models in the fact that the
exponential nonlinearity causes singularities of V . In contrast to other models a
spike is �red when the membrane potential V diverges to in�nity and not when it
reaches a certain threshold. (Although in practice the integration of the ODE is
usually stopped when the membrane potential reaches a �nite value.)

2.2.4 The Hodgkin-Huxley model

An even more complex neuron model was constructed as one of the �rst neuron
models by Alan Lloyd Hodgkin and Andrew Fielding Huxley in 1952 (55). It was
based on observations made during experiments on the squid giant axon and aims
to be close to these biologically given conditions. Its biological accuracy makes it a
very elaborate model though so that it is ill suited for modelling large networks.
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As seen in Section 2.1 the membrane of a neuron contains ion channels that
maintain the di�erence in potential between the extracellular medium and the in-
side of the neuron. Positively or negatively charged ions �ow out of the cell through
these channels. This is called passive transport.
On the other hand ions can move through the cell membrane with transport molecules.
This is called active transport.

The Hodgkin-Huxley model describes these biological processes explicitly (32).

The currents contributing to the right-hand-side of the ODE for the membrane
potential V are described by several terms of the form g(t)(V (t)−E). Each of these
terms corresponds to a certain ion channel: IK corresponds to channels for K+ and
INA to channels for Na+. Additionally there is a leakage term IL.

For the membrane potential V we have:

d

dt
V = I − IK − INa − IL (2.10)

where I = G(t)(V (t) − E) refers to the current due to incoming spikes as in
Equation 2.6 and IK , INA and IL are

IK = gKn
4 · (V − EK)

INa = gNam
3 · h · (V − ENa)

IL = gL(V − EL)

n, m and h are so called gating variables that describe to which degree the ion
channels are open, and satisfy

d

dt
m/n/h(t) = αm/n/h(t)V (t)(1−m/n/h(t))− βm/n/h(t)m/n/h(t),

where the α and β are given in terms of the potentials

αn(t) =
0.01(V (t) + 55)

1− e−
V (t)+55

10

, βn(t) = 0.125e−
V (t)+65

80

αm(t) =
0.1(V (t) + 40)

1− e−
V (t)+40

10

, βm(t) = 4e−
V (t)+65

18

αh(t) = 0.07e−
V (t)+65

20 , βh(t) =
1

1 + e−
V (t)+35

10
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Their parameters were adjusted according to experimental �ndings. The sodium,
potassium and leak conductances are gNA = 12000, gK = 3600, gL = 30, the sodium
and potassium reversal potentials are ENA = 50, EL = −54 and EK = −77.

The model can be extended with an arbitrary amount of ion channels as desired.

2.2.5 The Izhikevich model

Rather than neuron models whose description is very close to biological processes
and therefore often very complex, some neuroscientists require neuron models only
to reproduce certain experimentally observed �ring statistics possibly allowing for
less complex equations.

The Izhikevich model proposed in (50) provides such a neuron model. It is not
modelled on biological processes but reproduces a multitude of �ring patterns using
a very simple set of equations. The dynamics for the membrane potential V and
the (dynamical) threshold U are de�ned as

d

dt
V (t) = 0.04V (t)2 + 5V (t) + 140− U(t) + I(t),

d

dt
U(t) = a(bV (t)− U(t)).

if V ≥ 30 then

{
V is set to c
U is set to U + d

.

Di�erent settings of the variables (a, b, c, d) will produce di�erent spiking pat-
terns. To show, for example regular spiking the parameters can be chosen as

(a, b, c, d) = (0.02, 0.2,−65.0, 8.0), (2.11)

or as
(a, b, c, d) = (0.1, 0.2,−65.0, 2.0) (2.12)

for fast spiking.

2.2.6 Multi-compartment models

Finally, as seen in Figure 2.4 multicompartment models (86) can describe morpho-
logical characteristics of a neuron type in arbitrary detail. A neuron consists of
several parts that are connected to each other in certain ways, that conform to the
shape of a biological neuron.
Modelling such neurons can be achieved by using point neuron as compartments of
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neurons and connecting them in a certain way, thereby constructing a multicom-
partment model.
Alternatively, and possibly more accurately, one can assume a di�erent variable
for the membrane potential of each segment of the multicompartment model. The
ODEs of these variables are then linked resulting in strongly coupled ODEs.
One might for example consider, a neuron model where the membrane potential at
the cell body (soma), dendrites and axons are considered separately leading to the
system (67; 8)

d

dt
V1(t) =

1

τ
(EL − V1(t))−

1

C
G(t)(V1(t)− EK) + g1(V1(t)− V2(t))

d

dt
V2(t) =

1

τ
(EL − V2(t))−

1

C
G(t)(V2(t)− EK) + g1(V2(t)− V1(t)) + g2(V2(t)− V3(t))

d

dt
V3(t) =

1

τ
(EL − V3(t))−

1

C
G(t)(V3(t)− EK) + g2(V3(t)− V2(t)).

Where V1, V2 and V3 correspond to the membrane potential at the axon, soma
and dendrites respectively.

Generally, the choice of an appropriate solver for any of the above equations is
a non-trivial task, as it requires deep knowledge of ordinary di�erential equations
and numerics to assess the type of di�erential equation and construct an appropriate
numeric solver. This choice depends not only on the form of the di�erential equation
but also on the magnitude of the occurring parameters. In Chapter 5 I therefore
�rst derive compact canonical representations of the equations and their parts that
allow an e�cient implementation on a computer system, and then show that the
distinction between linear and non-linear, sti� and non-sti� systems of di�erential
equations is important for automating the construction or selection of an optimal
evolution scheme.

Supplying an intuitive infrastructure for the description of the di�erent model
concepts, out of which models that are executable in a neural simulator, are gener-
ated, is NESTML's main goal. This infrastructure is described in Chapter 4.

In the following chapter I introduce the concept of neural simulation and neural
simulators that aim to provide a suitable infrastructure for representing neurons,
saving connections between them and simulating their interaction.
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Chapter 3

Neural simulations

3.1 Neural simulation

Computer simulations allow the arti�cial reconstruction of large neural networks in
the brain. These provide the means to perform experiments and make observations
on arti�cial networks. They enable the construction of tailored networks where pa-
rameters can be changed as required to exemplify, e.g. a neural network in a healthy
or diseased brain making complex experiments and testing possible.
One of the main advantages of computer simulations of neural networks in compar-
ison to recordings on living brains is the size of the network that can be achieved
for neural simulations. This is further facilitated by the use of super computers.
The infrastructure enabling simulations must thus lay great emphasis on the precise
realization of neuron model properties. Inaccurate handling of, e.g. the ODEs de�n-
ing neuron models or spike times might result in false data, i.e. simulation results
that don't correspond to the network that is being examined.
One of the main tools for neural simulation must thus be good numerical methods,
that give sensible approximations for, e.g., ODE solutions and spike times.
For simulations of large networks, e�ciency is also important and e�cient methods
using, e.g. parallelization are needed.
There is always a tradeo� between e�ciency and accuracy: Some network modellers
might want to take the exact morphology of neuron models into account, and must
thus accept less e�cient simulations. For other modellers, simple point neurons
might su�ce allowing more e�cient simulations.
This di�cult task of providing suitable infrastructures and tools for performing
neural simulations has been addressed by various simulators.
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3.2 Neural simulators

The di�erent simulators have been designed for di�erent purposes and simulations
on varying levels of detail. NEURON, e.g. (48) is a simulator that focuses on the
simulation of multicompartment models for taking into account neuron's complex
morphological structures. Brian's (102) main aim, on the other hand is to provide
a user friendly infrastructure that allows only the simulation of small networks of
point neurons. SpiNNaker aims to achieve a real time simulation of neural networks
with low energy consumption. NEST's (33) main focus is on the simulation of large
networks of point neurons:

3.2.1 NEST: a neural simulation tool

NEST (33), a well established and widespread neural simulator, and speci�cally its
neuron models, their dynamics and the implementation of neuron models, are the
main focus of this thesis. They primarily serve as a show case for the automated
generation of suitable numerical stepping functions for dynamics in neuron models
for general neural simulators. But because all methods and algorithms presented
in this thesis are of mathematical nature, they are not limited to the use in NEST.
With the right implementation they can as well be used in other neuronal simulators.

NEST is a simulator for large spiking neural network models that focuses on
the dynamics of neurons in large and structured neural systems rather than on the
exact morphology of individual neurons. There are more than 350 neuroscienti�c
research studies using NEST and the NEST mailing list has approximately 450 ac-
tive members. Hence NEST is one of the most widespread simulators for spiking
neural networks.

NEST comes with approximately 50 built-in neuron models. Each has been
implemented manually as a C++ class. Implementing neuron models for NEST
requires expert knowledge in programming in C++, neuroscience and numerics.
When changes are made to the NEST-infrastructure, changes must be made to each
neuron model individually.

In the neuron model's C++ implementation the de�nition of the neuron dynam-
ics (and the underlying di�erential equations) are mingled with the implementation
of their solutions so that it becomes unclear from the implementation of the neuron
model e.g. what the de�ning di�erential equations are. As a consequence, the neu-
ron model implementations are often hard to comprehend and it is di�cult or even
impossible to reuse parts of model implementation, although such implementations
are in principle, computationally and mathematically possible. Still, as a result,
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Figure 3.1: Schematic comparison of NEST implementations of two dif-
ferent neuron models: the iaf_cond_alpha model on the left and the
iaf_cond_exp model on the right. The dark segments signify identical
code (modi�ed from 79)

NEST users developing their own neuron models resort to copy and pasting from
old models and modifying the code to save time. As NEST users often lack (some
of) the required knowledge for writing neuron models, their code often becomes in-
e�cient, redundant, poorly documented, inaccurate through badly chosen numeric
solvers or, most importantly, might not even model the dynamics it is supposed to
model.

Because of the current model development work�ow through copy and paste,
there are cases in which 90% of the implementation of two models are identical or
very similar (79). Figure 3.1 shows this graphically using the example of the NEST
models iaf_cond_alpha and iaf_cond_exp where the dark segments signify parts
of the code that are identical.
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3.3 Modelling languages for neural simulators

Neuron models for most neural simulators have typically been implemented man-
ually and speci�cally for use in this simulator (as is the case in NEST), making it
di�cult to compare results and reuse neuron models between simulators (21).

To remedy the situation, various modelling languages have been developed by
the computational neuroscience community. NeuroML (36), LEMS (17), NineML
(85) and others simplify the task of sharing models and comparing results between
di�erent simulators. Typically, these modelling languages provide tools that gener-
ate implementations of neuron models from high-level descriptions that can then be
executed in a given simulator but usually don't take into account simulator-speci�c
properties to achieve a certain level of independence (9; 79; 14). This often leads to
implementations that are inferior to their manually implemented counterparts both
in accuracy and computational performance (79).

The currently available general neuroscience modelling languages have proven
to be only partly suited to solve the problems described in Section 3.2.1, as they
are either verbose, making comprehending and creating neuron models again, too
di�cult for many users, not constructed modularly so that their parts cannot be
reused easily, or are too closely linked to a speci�c neural simulator, restricting the
independent reproduction of results (79).

Modelling languages are important for the �eld of Neuroscience though as they
allow neuroscienti�c or biological experts to perform their research even though
they might not be experts in using methods from computer science or computa-
tional neuroscience. Neuroscientists using for example NEST were, due to the lack
of an appropriate modelling language, facing problems when they were not familiar
with programming in C++ (in which neuron models for NEST are implemented
at the core) or when choosing appropriate numeric solvers for ordinary di�erential
equations. Hence they were not able to write their own neuron models and perform
the network simulations that were relevant to their research.

To constitute a proper solution to this problem, a modelling language should be

� easy to learn for neuroscientists, which is the case if it is similar to already
known programming languages,

� minimal, i.e. neuron models should be reduced to their actual features without
additional technical or implementational details,
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� concise, so that neuron models are easily understood and reused by other
researchers,

� solver automated, so that it requires no former knowledge of numerics and
about solving ordinary di�erential equations,

� simulator independent, so that writing neuron models requires no knowledge
of the infrastructure and tools of the target simulator
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Chapter 4

The NESTML language

Writing neuron models with NESTML

Large parts of this chapter are based on (11).

In this chapter I describe the language concepts that I have chosen for NESTML,
name alternative concepts, advantages and disadvantages of the concepts and justify
the design decisions that have been made for NESTML.

NESTML is a domain speci�c language for modelling neuron models. A domain
speci�c language is a programming language that o�ers, through appropriate no-
tations and abstractions, expressive power focused on a particular problem domain
(108), (20).

It provides an infrastructure and tools for the generation of C++ implementa-
tions of point neurons for NEST from simple model descriptions. It is and will be
used to replace the hand-written models in NEST with well structured NESTML
models free from technical details that allow users to e�ortlessly write new neuron
models. Model descriptions (in NESTML) and model implementation (in NEST)
are thereby kept separate solving the issue of mingled di�erential equations and their
solutions.

NESTML comprises an embedded procedural language for general de�nitions
that are not speci�c to neural modelling and domain concepts for the description of
point neurons and a type system. NESTML's language concepts were chosen to be
close to the syntax of Python as this is widely known in the neuroscienti�c commu-
nity (74). Its main properties should be that it is simple, easy to learn, intuitive for
neuroscientists and requires no knowledge about implementation details in C++,
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NEST or numerics.

I use the example of the current-based integrate-and-�re model as seen in Chap-
ter 1 and Chapter 2 to de�ne the concepts of the language. Its behaviour in time
is described by the behaviour of its membrane potential, which is de�ned by the
di�erential equation

d

dt
V (t) =

1

τ
(EL − V (t)) +

1

C
I(t),

where C is the membrane capacitance, τ the membrane time constant, I the input
current to the neuron and EL is the resting potential. If we assume that spikes are
constrained to a �xed temporal grid, I(t) represents the sum of the currents elicited
by all incoming spikes at all grid points for times ti ≤ t scaled by their synaptic
weight, plus a piecewise constant function Iext that models some additional external
input:

I(t) =
∑

i∈N,ti≤t

∑
k∈Sti

ωkIk(t− ti) + Iext(t). (4.1)

St is the set of synapses that deliver a spike to the neuron at time t, Ik describes
the temporal excursion of a postsynaptic potential, typically referred to as shape,
and is multiplied with some factor (the synaptic weight) ωk, which is the strength
of the connection from the neuron that delivers a spike.

Here I take Ik to be a typical so called alpha-shape, i.e

Ik(t) = Iα(t) =
e

τsyn
te
−t
τsyn

where τsyn = 2.

1 neuron iaf_psc_alpha_neuron:

2

3 initial_values:

4 V mV = E_L

5 end

6

7 equations:

8 shape I_alpha = (e / tau_syn) * t * exp(-t / tau_syn)

9 function I pA = conv(I_alpha , spikes)

10 V' = -1/Tau * (V - E_L) + I/C

11 end

12

13 parameters:

14 C pF = 250pF # Capacity of the membrane

15 Tau ms = 10ms # Membrane time constant.
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16 tau_syn ms = 2ms # Time constant of synaptic current.

17 ref_timeout ms = 2ms # Duration of refractory period in ms.

18 E_L mV = -70mV # Resting potential.

19 V_reset mV = -70mV - E_L # Reset potential of the membrane in mV.

20 Theta mV = -55mV - E_L # Spike threshold in mV.

21 ref_counts integer = 0 # counter for refractory steps

22

23 end

24

25 input:

26 spikes <- spike

27 end

28

29 output: spike

30

31 update:

32 if ref_counts == 0: # neuron not refractory

33 integrate_odes ()

34 if V >= Theta: # threshold crossing

35 ref_counts = steps(ref_timeout)

36 V = V_reset

37 emit_spike ()

38 else

39 ref_counts = -1

40 end

41

42 end

43

44 end

Listing 4.1: The NESTML speci�cation of a current-based integrate-and �re
neuron with alpha-shaped synaptic input

4.1 Basic elements of the language

The basic elements of the NESTML language are declarations, assignments, func-
tions, operators, loops and conditionals. Again, these elements were chosen to be
close to the programming language Python's syntax as Python is widely known in
the neuroscienti�c community (74). By providing such basic elements, NESTML
users can implement new concepts that were not anticipated during the construc-
tion of NESTML, e.g. numerical methods tailored to the requirements of a speci�c
model.
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4.1.1 Declarations

Declarations are composed of a non-empty list of names separated by commas, fol-
lowed by a type (see Section 4.2) and optionally by an equal sign and an initialization
value. A name starts with a letter, an underscore or a dollar character. It contains
an arbitrary number of letters, numbers, underscores and dollar characters. The
type of the initialization value must be compatible with the type in the declaration.
Valid declarations are, e.g.

a, b, c real = -0.42

d integer = 1

n integer

e string = "Bob"

f mV = -2e12 mV

4.1.2 Expressions and their Operators

NESTML provides the following operators, where a, b and c are numeric expressions,
d and e Boolean expressions and n and m integers (see Section 4.2):

� addition (+), subtraction (-), multiplication (*) and division (/), e.g. a+b, a-b,
a*b or a/b

� parentheses (()), e.g. (a + b) * c

� signs, +, -, e.g. -a, +a

� modulo-operator, %, e.g. a%b

� left and right bit shifts by n bits, >>, <<, e.g. a<<n or a>>n

� bitwise and (&), or (|), xor (^) and negation (~), e.g. a&b, a|b, a^b or ~a

� comparison operators, <, <=, !=, >=, >, e.g. a<=b, a!=b

� logical conjunction (and), disjunction (or) and negation (not), e.g. not d, d or e

and d and e

� ternary operator ?:, e.g. c ? a : b returns a if c is true and b if c is false.

4.1.3 Assignments

NESTML supports the simple and compound assignments =, +=, -=, *= and /=, where

� n = 1 assigns the value 1 to the variable n,
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� n += 1 equates to n = n + 1,

� n -= 1 to n = n - 1,

� n *= 1 to n = n * 1 and

� n /= 1 to n = n / 1.

The right-hand side of an assignment can be any expression whose type is com-
patible with the left-hand sides type.

4.1.4 Functions

Functions can be de�ned in order to reuse previously stated pieces of code. They
start with the keyword function, followed by the function's name, its parameters,
a return type, if the function returns a value to the caller and a colon. It is ended
with the keyword end, e.g.

function add (a real , b real) real:

return a + b

end

A function call is composed of the name of the function and its arguments. If a
function has a return value, it can be assigned to a variable with a compatible type,
e.g.:

x = add(c, d)

Functions can drastically improve the readability of neuron models, which was one
of the main aims for a modelling language for NEST. e.g. stating

equations:

shape I_alpha = (e / tau_syn) * t * exp(-t / tau_syn)

function I pA = conv(I_alpha , spikes)

V' = -1/Tau * (V - E_L) + I/C

end

in lines 8-10 in Listing 4.1 clearly improves readability. This is even more so, when
dealing with more complicated ODEs.
Available prede�ned functions are exp(), expm1(), log(), max(), pow(), random and
randomInt, where

� exp(x) corresponds to ex,

� expm1(x) to ex − 1,

� log(x) to ln(x),

� pow(x, y) to xy,
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� random returns a random real number and

� randomInt returns a random integer.

4.1.5 Loops

NESTML supports while and for loops.

A while loop is composed of the keyword while, followed by a Boolean condition,
a colon and a statement that is executed as long as the Boolean expression evaluates
to true. It is closed with the keyword end. E.g.

x integer = 0

while x <= 10:

x += 1

end

A for loop is composed of the keyword for, followed by the name of a previously
de�ned variable of type real or integer (the iterator), see Section 4.2. It is possible
to either

� use an integer as iterator and iterate over a half-open interval in steps of 1,
e.g.

x integer = 0

y integer = 0

for x in 1, ..., 5:

y += 1

end

which iterates from 1 to 4. Or to

� use an integer or real as iterator and iterate over a half-open interval using a
positive stepsize of type real or integer, that is stated after the keyword step,
e.g.

x integer = 0

y integer = 0

for x in 1, ..., 5 step 2:

y += 1

end

or
x real = 0

y real = 0

for x in 0.1, ..., 0.5 step 0.1:

y += 1

end
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4.1.6 Conditionals

NESTML supports di�erent types of if-else conditionals:

� A simple if conditional is composed of the keyword if followed by a Boolean
expression, a colon, and a statement that is executed if the Boolean expression
evaluates to true. It is closed with the keyword end. E.g.

x integer = 0

if x > 2:

x += 1

end

� An if-else conditional is also composed of the keyword if followed by a
Boolean expression, a colon, and a statement that is executed if the Boolean
expression evaluates to true but is followed by the keyword else, a colon and
a statement that is executed if the Boolean expression evaluates to false, e.g.

x real = 0

if x > 2:

x += 1

else:

x -= 1

end

� elif conditionals allow grouping a sequence of related if conditionals: An
if conditional can be followed by an arbitrary number of elif conditionals,
optionally followed by an else statement, that are concluded with the keyword
end, e.g.

x integer = 0

if x > 2:

x += 1

elif x < 1:

x -= 1

elif x = 1:

x += 2

else

x -= 2

end

4.2 Data types and physical units

4.2.1 Data types

Data types de�ne the types of variables used in NESTML. NESTML provides the
following types:
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� real, which corresponds to the C++ data type double, e.g. -42.0, 0.42

� integer, which corresponds to long, e.g. 42, -42

� boolean, which coresponds to bool, which can be either true or false

� string, which corresponds to std::string, e.g. "Bea", "", "Hello World!"

4.2.2 Physical units

NESTML provides the following seven base units which can be composed to specify
any physical unit:

� meter: m

� kilogram: kg

� second: s

� ampere: A

� kelvin: K

� mol: mol

� candela: cd

They are composed to other physical units using the operators *, / and (), see
Section 4.1. Also, NESTML provides some physical units, that are compositions of
these units:

� farad: F

� siemens: S

� coulomb: C

� volt: V

� hertz: Hz

Any unit, or composed unit, can have any of the following pre�xes for magni-
tudes:

� d for 10−1, c for 10−2, m for 10−3, mu for 10−6, n for 10−9, p for 10−12, f for
10−15, a for 10−18, z for 10−21, and y for 10−24 and
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� da for 101, h for 102, k for 103, M for 106, G for 109, T for 1012, P for 1015, E for
1018, Z for 1021, and Y for 1024

Pre�xes for the magnitude are used by simply combining pre�x and physical unit
by writing the magnitude pre�x, followed directly by the physical unit, e.g. ms for
milliseconds.

Instances of variables with physical units as types are de�ned in the same way as
variables with data types: by stating the name of the variable, followed by a simple
or composed physical unit (including, optionally a magnitude pre�x), an equal sign,
a value and the physical unit of this value, e.g.

a mV = 1 V

b mV/ms = 1 mV/ms

Although stating variables using units is not actually necessary for neuron mod-
els, NESTML provides physical units for two main reasons: One is for the readability
and understandability. Magnitudes are only correctly classi�ed and consequently
altered by the modeller for di�erent simulation purposes if they come with their
corresponding unit. The other reason is so that NESTML can perform unit checks:
Any expressions including physical units are checked for correctness with regard to
their physical units, again providing quality assurance.

4.3 Neuron modelling with NESTML

NESTML �les are structured using so called blocks. A block generally starts with
a keyword that speci�es the type of block, for example equations, followed by a
colon. Each block is ended using the keyword end, see Listing 4.1 for an example.
Indentation is not mandatory but recommended for better readability. Again this
design decision was made to keep NESTML's syntax close to Python's. Each block
can occur only once on each level. NESTML supports the following types of blocks:

neuron is the top level block of a neuron model, which is followed �rst by the
desired name of the neuron model and then by a colon, see line 1 in Listing 4.1.
All following blocks are contained within this block. The de�nition of this block is
mandatory.

parameters contains a list of all variables that are constant for one instantiation
of the neuron model but can vary for di�erent instantiations. When using NEST,
one can set and read out these variables. Parameters are de�ned by �rst stating the
name of the parameter, followed by its type or physical unit (see Section 4.2), an
equal sign, the default value and the type or physical unit of the default value the
parameter is set on instantiation of the neuron, e.g.
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C pF = 250 pF

See lines 13-21 in Listing 4.1 This type of declaration was considered the most
intuitive by potential users of NESTML and participants of the NESTML workshops
(80; 12) during the evaluation of NESTML (Chapter 10) as it matches the standard
physical notation. Stating e.g.

C [pF] = 250 [pF]

or
C (pF) = 250 (pF)

was also considered, but deemed unnecessarily verbose and obscure. parameters

should contain all non-dynamical parameters occurring in the equations block apart
from initial values for the ODEs.

equations provides concepts for de�ning ODEs and functions or shape functions
occurring in them.
Here, NESTML must �rst provide a concept for de�ning derivatives. Possible de-
scriptions are e.g. V' or dV/dt. V' was chosen over dV/dt as the former is less verbose
and the latter uses the variable t which might cause confusion as V is not stated as
V(t).

Hence when using a derivative of a variable, say V, one must write V'. The second
derivative is V'' and so on. If a di�erential equation contains a derivative of order
n, its solution is only uniquely de�ned together with all initial values up to order
n− 1.
Initial values are stated in a separate block, the initial values block rather than the
parameters block or in equations itself to make clear that they are not (necessarily)
of relevance to the modeller but (possibly) only relevant for the correct solution of
the corresponding ODE and to avoid a convoluted equations block. For example, in
line 4 and 10 in Listing 4.1 we have

V' = -1/Tau * (V - E_L) + I/C

in theequations block, and in the initial values block
V mV = E_L mV

is stated. If the initial values are not stated, it is assumed that they are all zero
and unit checks are no longer performed for equations containing this variable (see
Section 4.2). NESTML automatically recognizes all di�erential equations in the
equations block, of which an arbitrary number can be de�ned each containing deriva-
tives of arbitrary order.
To provide a framework for expressing the synaptic input

I(t) =
∑

i∈N,ti≤t

∑
k∈Sti

ωkIk(t− ti). (4.2)
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with spike weights ωk and shape functions Ik, NESTML �rst supplies the keyword
shape for the de�nition of shape functions, i.e. shapes of post synaptic responses or
conductances. The alpha function in Listing 4.1, line 8, for example, is stated as

shape I_alpha = (e / tau_syn) * t * exp(-t / tau_syn)

This was chosen to be as close as possible to the language used in the neurosci-
enti�c community. A neuroscientist immediately understands the meaning of this
keyword and therefore (hopefully) intuitively uses it correctly as was con�rmed in
(80) and (12).
t is a built-in variable that must not be de�ned in parameters and represents the
current time of the system.

Further, NESTML should provide a concept for de�ning the convolution in Equa-
tion 4.2. This can be achieved by providing a function that takes a shape function
and incoming spikes as arguments or to ask users to write this convolution manu-
ally when updating the dynamics of the neuron model using for example a keyword
add_spikes. The latter is clearly a more cumbersome task but, more importantly,
for the former the dynamical de�nition of the variables before threshold crossing is
fully given in the ODE which improves greatly the readability of the neuron model.
Hence, NESTML was designed with the function convolve, that eases this summa-
tion of synaptic input. convolve links a shape function to incoming spikes and thus
has two arguments: The �rst is a function of t, which is either de�ned as a function
using the keyword shape or as a di�erential equation with initial values (where one
must also use the keyword shape in front of the di�erential equation statement). The
second argument is a spike input port, containing spike weights and spike times from
connected neurons. convolve takes every spike weight from the spike input port and
multiplies it by the shape function.

initial values contains all initial values for variables whose time evolution is
described by a di�erential equation in the equations block. As noted above, it
should contain all initial values of their derivatives up to order n− 1 for di�erential
equations of order n.

input Neurons receive input as spikes or currents, as seen in Chapter 2. Thus,
NESTML provides these two types of input: spike and current.
Also, spikes are typically modelled to be either excitatory or inhibitory, see Chap-
ter 2. Thus, NESTML provides the speci�cation of inputs as either inhibitory,
excitatory or both. Then inhibitory spike input ports receive all spike inputs with
negative weight and excitatory ports receive spike inputs with positive weights, see
Equation 4.1. This gives modellers the freedom to handle excitatory and inhibitory
input di�erently, for example to use varying shape functions for their convolution.
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An input port can be de�ned as both inhibitory and excitatory though, so that
it will receive spike inputs with positive as well as negative weights. Spike input
ports are de�ned by �rst stating the name of the input port, followed by a <- sign,
inhibitory, excitatory, both or neither and the keyword spike, e.g.:

input:

my_inhibitory_spikes <- inhibitory spike

my_excitatory_spikes <- excitatory spike

end

The arrow -notation was chosen to be intuitive in the sense that it can be read
from right to left as an 'inhibitory spike goes into the input port my_inhibitory_spikes'.
This notation was favoured over the alternative notation

input:

my_inhibitory_spikes [inhibitory spike]

my_excitatory_spikes [excitatory spike]

end

(80; 12). If an inhibitory or excitatory spike input is de�ned, an excitatory or
inhibitory spike input respectively must also be de�ned, as is the case above. Stating
both inhibitory and excitatory, e.g.

input:

my_inhibitory_and_excitatory_spikes <- inhibitory excitatory spike

end

equates to stating neither, e.g.
input:

my_inhibitory_and_excitatory_spikes <- spike

end

and the spike input can be either inhibitory or excitatory.

current inputs, i.e. currents in the form of piecewise constant functions that are
updated at grid points of the simulation and can be added to equations are de�ned
by simply stating the name of the current input, followed again by <- and by the
keyword current, e.g.

input:

my_currents <- current

end

output Currently NEST neuron models (and consequently NESTML models) can
send out only one type of event, a spike-event, which is stated as

output: spike

The output block is not ended by the keyword end. At the moment the output

block seems redundant because the only possible output is a spike output. This
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infrastructure is provided for possible future output concepts though, thereby main-
taining the compatibility of current neuron models with future versions of NESTML.

update can consist of any code that can be written with NESTML's internal pro-
gramming language, see Section 4.1 and enables the de�nition the behaviour of the
neuron during runtime of the simulator, which is typically, its behaviour with re-
spect to integrating ODEs, spike emission, threshold crossing and refractoriness. In
the generated NEST model the content of the update block is executed every time
the simulation is propagated from one time point to another.

Integrating ODEs:

NESTML must allow users to specify when and how ODEs are integrated, so
that ODEs can, for example be integrated until a variable crosses a certain thresh-
old, as is the case for the basic integrate-and-�re model, see Chapter 2.
To this end NESTML provides the function integrate_odes(). When integrate_odes()

is called, all ODEs from the equations block are integrated from the current time
of the system t to the next time-point t + h, where h is the simulation resolution.
After this the current time of the system is set to t+ h

t=t+h

integrate_odes() can be called anywhere in the update block, e.g.

update:

integrate_odes ()

end

See also line 33 in Listing 4.1. NESTML provides this function, that prompts
the integration of all ODEs, as the simultaneous integration of all ODEs during one
update step conforms to most model de�nitions, see Chapter 2 and therefore greatly
eases the statement of integration in the update block. Still, in some cases integrating
only some ODEs at di�erent parts in the update block is required. NESTML thus
provides the possibility to call integrate_odes() with arguments, e.g.

update:

integrate_odes(V)

end

which induces only the integration of V according to its ODE, keeping all other vari-
ables set to the values previously de�ned, but still increasing the system time to t+h.

Handling refractoriness:

A refractory period, see Chapter 2 is in principle de�ned simply by its length in
ms.
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One possible approach to modelling refractoriness is to use two variables: one that
de�nes the length of the refractory period, e.g.:

parameters:

ref_timeout ms = 2ms # duration of refractory period in ms.

end

and a counter that keeps track of the time that has passed within one refractory
period. It is initialized with 0, e.g.

parameters:

ref_counts integer = 0 # counter for refractory steps

end

and is set to the amount of steps (in terms of the resolution) that the neuron is
refractory, using the function steps(), (which calculates the amount of steps in the
refractory period) and is otherwise incremented, e.g.:

update:

if ref_counts == 0: # neuron not refractory

integrate_odes ()

if V >= Theta: # threshold crossing

ref_counts = steps(ref_timeout)

else

ref_counts -= 1

end

end

Modelling refractoriness in this way may at �rst glance seem unnecessarily elab-
orate and alternatively stating, e.g.

update:

if not_refractory(V) # neuron not refractory

integrate_odes ()

if V >= Theta: # threshold crossing

refractory(V,ref_timeout)

end

might seem simpler. This latter notation was considered less transparent though
(80; 12). Additionally, the former provides more freedom for novel or unforeseen
refractory concepts, especially when several parameters are set to a refractory state,
and was thus chosen for NESTML.
The function steps() eases the calculation of computational steps contained in a re-
fractory period and guarantees the correctness of the amount of steps taken avoiding
e.g. fencepost errors. More importantly though it allows the description of refrac-
toriness in terms of time rather than steps, which corresponds to the actual model
de�nition rather than technical approaches for its implementation.
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Emitting a spike:

For stating the emission of a spike, NESTML simply provides the function
emit_spike(). This results in the �ring of a spike to all connected neurons at the cur-
rent simulation time. One might want to, e.g. call emit_spike() whenever a variable
exceeds a certain value, i.e. when a threshold is crossed, e.g.:

update:

if ref_counts == 0: # neuron not refractory

integrate_odes ()

if V >= Theta: # threshold crossing

emit_spike ()

ref_counts = steps(ref_timeout)

else

ref_counts -= 1

end

end

4.3.1 Comments

Many models in NEST are not properly documented. It was hence important for
NESTML to provide a good concept for generating documentation from NESTML to
NEST. NESTML therefore provides the possibility to supplement code with com-
ments, that are taken into the generated NEST C++ code as documentation. #

starts such a documentation string. It can be spread over all lines surrounding an
expression, e.g. for the declarations

variable1 real # variable number one

# variable

variable2 real # number

# two

# variable number one is be added to the documentation for variable1 and # variable,
# number and # two are added to the documentation for variable2.
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Chapter 5

Solving di�erential equations in

neuron models optimally

This work has been submitted for publication to the journal Frontiers in Neuroin-
formatics and is currently under review. Both algorithms were created completely
by Inga Blundel.

As seen in Chapter 2, systems of di�erential equations describing the dynamics
in neuron models can be divided into current-based and conductance-based systems.
ODEs describing current-based integrate-and-�re neurons can usually be solved an-
alytically and e�ciently as I show in Section 5.1. When considering conductance-
based models, it is necessary to use a numeric integration scheme for the correspond-
ing ODE systems. Depending on the system at hand, it is advisable to choose an
integration method that is suitable for the problem, as I explain in Section 5.2.

5.1 Solving linear constant coe�cient ODEs analyt-

ically

Let V : R→ R satisfy the �rst order constant coe�cient linear di�erential equation

d

dt
V (t) = −1

τ
V (t) +

1

C
I(t) (5.1)

with initial value V (0) = V0, for a function I : R → R and constants C (the
capacitance of the membrane) and τ (the membrane time constant). Let I satisfy

(
d

dt

)n
I =

n−1∑
i=0

ai

(
d

dt

)i
I (5.2)
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for some n ∈ N and a sequence (ai)i∈N ⊂ R. Then it is possible to construct
an analytic evolution scheme for V . Before describing this evolution scheme in
Section 5.1.2 I present an algorithm that, given an ODE for V and a function
I, checks whether they satisfy Equation 5.1 and Equation 5.2 and calculates the
corresponding coe�cients a0, . . . , an−1.

5.1.1 Checking linearity

Two things have to be checked in order for the system to be analytically solvable in
the proposed framework. First of all the equation for the membrane potential has
to be a linear constant coe�cient ODE. Secondly the ODE that I satis�es has to
be determined.

Checking the equation for the membrane potential

The algorithm checks �rst whether the �rst order di�erential equation, d
dt
V = r(V ),

for a right hand side r : R → R, is indeed linear with a constant coe�cient. To do
this it considers the right hand side to be solely dependent on V while all other quan-
tities are �xed and veri�es that

(
d
dV

)2
r(V ) = 0. This gives that the equation is linear

in V . Then, it un�xes the other variables to compute whether d
dt

(
d
dV
r(V )(t)

)
= 0.

This ensures that the coe�cient of V is indeed constant in time.
Since this is clearly the most direct approach to checking the linearity of such an
ODE, no alternative methods need to be considered.

Example 1. (1) Let the following ODE be given:

d

dt
V = −1

τ
V +

1

C
I(t).

This is the simplest possible ODE for a current-based model, as the right-hand-
side of the ODE has no additional constant or piecewise-constant external
input. Then

r(V ) = −1

τ
V +

1

C
I(t).

The �rst derivative with respect to V is given by

d

dV
r(V ) = −1

τ
.

This depends neither on V nor on t and this means that the second derivative
with respect to V vanishes
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(
d

dV

)2

r(V ) = 0,

and also

d

dt

(
d

dV
r(V )(t)

)
= 0.

Therefore the equation is a linear constant coe�cient ODE as was clear by
inspection.

(2) Now consider the following ODE:

d

dt
V = −1

τ
V +

1

C
G(t)V.

This is an ODE for a conductance-based model. Then

r(V ) = −1

τ
V +

1

C
G(t)V.

The �rst derivative with respect to V is given by

d

dV
r(V ) = −1

τ
+

1

C
G(t),

and this means the second derivative vanishes

(
d

dV

)2

r(V ) = 0.

But this time

d

dt

(
d

dV
r(V )(t)

)
=

1

C

d

dt
G(t),

which is not zero and therefore the equation is not a linear constant coe�cient
ODE.
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Computing the coe�cients of the ODE for I

In actual neural simulations I is often de�ned as a sum of several shifted versions
of one shape (see Equation 2.4), which is given as a function. Then I satis�es the
same ODE as the shape. For simplicity I assume that I is given as a function. The
full problem is addressed when constructing the evolution scheme in Section 5.1.2
and in the implementation in Chapter 6.

After checking whether the equation for the membrane potential is linear the
algorithm determines whether I satis�es a linear di�erential equation of some order
n (Equation 5.2). This works by successively checking the cases n = 1, 2, 3, . . . .
Therefore the algorithm �rst checks whether

d

dt
I = a0I (5.3)

for some a0 ∈ R by solving for a0 and stops if such an a0 exists. If no such a0
exists the algorithm proceeds with step (S) described below, for n = 2. For better
understandability I explicitly describe the step for n = 2. The algorithm checks
whether (

d

dt

)2

I = a0I + a1
d

dt
I (5.4)

for some a0, a1 ∈ R using the following procedure: assume that a0, a1 exist such
that Equation 5.4 is satis�ed. Then it holds for t1, t2 ∈ R:

X(t1, t2) :=

(
I(t1)

d
dt
I(t1)

I(t2)
d
dt
I(t2)

)
,

X(t1, t2) ·
(
a0
a1

)
=

((
d
dt

)2
I(t1)(

d
dt

)2
I(t2)

)
If det(X(t1, t2)) 6= 0 then(

a0
a1

)
= X−1(t1, t2) ·

((
d
dt

)2
I(t1)(

d
dt

)2
I(t2)

)
.

Under the assumption that Equation 5.4 is satis�ed and that det(X(t1, t2)) 6= 0
this gives a0 and a1. There actually have to exist t1, t2 such that det(X(t1, t2)) 6= 0.
Otherwise by choosing t1 = 0 and denoting t = t2 there would exist a function
a : R→ R such that I(t) = a(t)I(0) and d

dt
I(t) = a(t) d

dt
I(0). But then

d

dt
I(t) =

d
dt
I(0)

I(0)
I(t),
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which means I already satis�es a homogeneous ODE for n = 1, which was al-
ready ruled out. A contradiction.

Finding the right t1, t2 works in the following way. The algorithm tries t1 =
1, t2 = 2 if that does not work it tries t1 = 2, t2 = 3 and so on up to maximum
values t1 = 10, t2 = 11 . Since the functions used in neuroscience are usually not
very pathologic this terminates under normal circumstances after two tries at the
latest.

The algorithm uses the calculated values for a0 and a1 and checks whether the
following equation is true: (

d

dt

)2

I − a0I − a1
d

dt
I = 0 (5.5)

Now, if such a0 and a1 exist, they are unique, as I and d
dt
I are linearly indepen-

dent, since there was no a0 ∈ R such that Equation 5.3 was satis�ed. In that case
the algorithm stops.

If a0 and a1 do not satisfy Equation 5.5, the algorithm executes step (S) succes-
sively for n = 3, 4, . . . , nmax to check whether constants a0, . . . , an−1 exist, for which
Equation 5.2 is satis�ed. For the choice of nmax see Section 5.1.1. For general n this
works as follows.

(S): Suppose it was already checked that I does not satisfy Equation 5.2 for
all orders less than n. Assume that a0, . . . , an ∈ R exist such that Equation 5.2 is
satis�ed. Then for t = (t1, . . . , tn) ∈ Rn (for example t1 = 1, . . . , tn = n):

X(t) :=

I(t1) · · ·
(
d
dt

)n−1
I(t1)

... . . . ...
I(tn) · · ·

(
d
dt

)n−1
I(tn)

 , (5.6)

X(t) ·

 a0
...

an−1

 =


(
d
dt

)n
I(t1)
...(

d
dt

)n
I(tn)

 . (5.7)

If det(X(t)) 6= 0 it holds a0
...

an−1

 = X−1(t) ·


(
d
dt

)n
I(t1)
...(

d
dt

)n
I(tn)

 . (5.8)

Again, there exists t = (t1, . . . , tn) ∈ Rn such that det(X(t)) 6= 0 because other-
wise an ODE of lower order would be satis�ed which was already ruled out. So if
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det(X(t)) = 0 the algorithm simply uses another t, for example t = (t1+1, . . . , tn+1).
Then, by Equation 5.8 the values of a0, . . . , an are obtained given that Equation 5.2
is satis�ed for order n. It is then checked whether this is true by symbolically
evaluating whether (

d

dt

)n
I −

n−1∑
i=0

ai

(
d

dt

)i
I = 0, (5.9)

and stopping if that is the case. If Equation 5.9 is not satis�ed the algorithm
proceeds with step (S) for n+ 1, i.e. checks whether(

d

dt

)n+1

I =
n∑
i=0

ai

(
d

dt

)i
I

for some a0, . . . , an, and so on or it terminates when (S) was carried out for nmax.
This way, for every I that satis�es Equation 5.2 for order n ≤ nmax the algorithm

can determine the factors a0, . . . , an.

Two examples for shapes

I give two examples of functions I to demonstrate the algorithm

(1) Let I(t) = 5te−t. Then

d

dt
I(t) = 5e−t − 5te−t.

The algorithm checks �rst whether there is an a0 such that

d

dt
I = a0I.

If this was the case then, by inserting t = 1 it would hold that

0 =
d

dt
I(1) = a0I(1) = a05e

−1

and hence a0 = 0. But the equation d
dt
I(t) = 0 is clearly not satis�ed for

all t. Therefore the algorithm checks the case n = 2. I.e. whether there are
constants a0, a1 such that

(
d

dt

)2

I = a0I + a1
d

dt
I.
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The second derivative is given by

(
d

dt

)2

I(t) =

(
d

dt

)
(5e−t − 5te−t)

= −5e−t − 5e−t + 5te−t

= −10e−t + 5te−t.

Using t1 = 1, t2 = 2 the matrix X is given by

X(1, 2) :=

(
5e−1 0
10e−2 −5e−2

)
.

The determinant is

det(X(1, 2)) = 5e−1 · (−5e−1)− 10e−2 · 0 = −25e−3 6= 0.

The matrix is therefore invertible and

X−1(1, 2) :=
1

5
e

(
1 0
2 −e

)
.

Now use Equation 5.8 to obtain the candidates

(
a0
a1

)
= X−1(1, 2) ·

((
d
dt

)2
I(1)(

d
dt

)2
I(2)

)

=
1

5
e

(
1 0
2 −e

)
·
(
−5e−1

0

)
=

(
−1
−2

)
.

The computation

a0I(t) + a1
d

dt
I(t) = −1

(
5te−t

)
− 2

(
5e−t − 5te−t

)
= −10e−t + 5te−t

=

(
d

dt

)2

I(t),
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shows that this is already the ODE for I. Therefore the algorithm terminates
at this point and returns the coe�cients a0 = −1 and a1 = −2.

(2) Let I(t) = te−t cos(t). Then

d

dt
I = e−t cos(t)− te−t cos(t)− te−t sin(t).

The algorithm checks �rst whether there is an a0 such that

d

dt
I = a0I.

If this were the case then, by inserting t = 1 it would hold that

−e−1 sin(1) = a0e
−1 cos(1)

and

sin(1)

cos(1)
= a0

e−1

−e−1
= −a0

and hence that a0 = − tan(1). But the equation

e−t cos(t)− te−t cos(t)− te−t sin(t) =
d

dt
I = a0I = tan(1)te−t cos(t)

is clearly not satis�ed for all t. Therefore the algorithm checks the case n = 2.
I.e. whether there are constants a0, a1 such that

(
d

dt

)2

I = a0I + a1
d

dt
I.

The second derivative is given by

(
d

dt

)2

I =

(
d

dt

)
(e−t cos(t)− te−t cos(t)− te−t sin(t))

=− e−t sin(t)− e−t cos(t)− e−t cos(t) + te−t cos(t)

+ te−t sin(t)− e−t sin(t) + te−t sin(t)− te−t cos(t)

=− 2e−t cos(t)− 2e−t sin(t) + 2te−t sin(t).

Using t1 = 1, t2 = 2 the matrix X is given by
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X(1, 2) :=

(
e−1 cos(1) −e−1 sin(1)
2e−2 cos(2) −e−2 cos(2)− 2e−2 sin(2)

)
.

The determinant is

det(X(1, 2)) = e−1 cos(1) · (−e−2 cos(2)− 2e−2 sin(2))− 2e−2 cos(2) · (−e−1 sin(1))

= e−3(− cos(1) cos(2)− 2 cos(1) sin(2)− cos(2) sin(1)) = 0, 0203 6= 0.

The matrix is therefore invertible and

X−1(1, 2) :=

(
2, 61 −4, 26
−1, 55 −2, 74

)
.

Now use Equation 5.8 to obtain the candidates

(
a0
a1

)
= X−1(1, 2) ·

((
d
dt

)2
I(1)(

d
dt

)2
I(2)

)

=

(
2, 61 −4, 26
−1, 55 −2, 74

)
·
(
−0, 398
0, 359

)
=

(
−2, 57
−0, 367

)
.

The computation

a0I(t) + a1
d

dt
I(t) = −2, 57te−t cos(t)− 0, 367

(
e−t cos(t)− te−t cos(t)− te−t sin(t)

)
= −0, 367e−t cos(t)− 2, 2te−t cos(t) + 0, 367te−t sin(t),

shows that this cannot be equal to
(
d
dt

)2
I(t) for all t since no term propor-

tional to e−t sin(t) appears. Therefore the algorithm checks the case n = 3.
I.e. whether there are constants a0, a1, a2 such that

(
d

dt

)3

I = a0I + a1
d

dt
I + a2

(
d

dt

)2

I.

The third derivative is given by
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(
d

dt

)3

I =

(
d

dt

)
(−2e−t cos(t)− 2e−t sin(t) + 2te−t sin(t))

=2e−t sin(t)− 2e−t cos(t) + 2e−t cos(t) + 2e−t sin(t)

+ 2e−t sin(t)− 2te−t sin(t) + 2te−t cos(t)

=6e−t sin(t) + 2te−t cos(t)− 2te−t sin(t).

Using t1 = 1, t2 = 2, t3 = 3 the matrix X is given by

X(1, 2, 3) := e−1 cos(1) −e−1 sin(1) −2e−1 cos(1)
2e−2 cos(2) −e−2 cos(2)− 2e−2 sin(2) −2e−2 cos(2) + 2e−2 sin(2)
3e−3 cos(3) −2e−3 cos(3)− 3e−3 sin(3) −2e−3 cos(3) + 4e−3 sin(3)

 .

The determinant det(X(1, 2, 3)) = 0, 0182 6= 0. The matrix is therefore invert-
ible and

X−1(1, 2, 3) :=

−1, 51 1, 96 −10, 3
−2, 14 −1, 85 −1, 46
−1, 61 2, 42 −4, 01

 .

Now use Equation 5.8 to obtain the candidates

a0a1
a2

 = X−1(1, 2, 3) ·


(
d
dt

)3
I(1)(

d
dt

)3
I(2)(

d
dt

)3
I(3)


=

−1, 51 1, 96 −10, 3
−2, 14 −1, 85 −1, 46
−1, 61 2, 42 −4, 01

 ·
 1, 64

0, 0208
−0, 296


=

0, 613
−3, 12
−1, 4

 .

The computation
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a0I(t) + a1
d

dt
I(t) + a2

(
d

dt

)2

I(t)

= 0, 613te−t cos(t)

− 3, 12
(
e−t cos(t)− te−t cos(t)− te−t sin(t)

)
− 1, 4

(
−2e−t cos(t)− 2e−t sin(t) + 2te−t sin(t)

)
= −0, 32e−t cos(t) + 2, 8e−t sin(t)

+ 3, 73te−t cos(t) + 0, 32te−t sin(t),

shows that this cannot be equal to
(
d
dt

)3
I(t) for all t since

(
d
dt

)3
I(t) contains

no term proportional to e−t cos(t).

Therefore the algorithm checks the case n = 4. I.e. whether there are constants
a0, a1, a2, a3 such that(

d

dt

)4

I = a0I + a1
d

dt
I + a2

(
d

dt

)2

I + a3

(
d

dt

)3

I.

The fourth derivative is given by

(
d

dt

)4

I =

(
d

dt

)
(6e−t sin(t) + 2te−t cos(t)− 2te−t sin(t))

=− 6e−t sin(t) + 6e−t cos(t) + 2e−t cos(t)− 2te−t cos(t)

− 2te−t sin(t)− 2e−t sin(t) + 2te−t sin(t)− 2te−t cos(t)

=8e−t cos(t)− 8e−t sin(t)− 4te−t cos(t).

Using t1 = 1, t2 = 2, t3 = 3, t4 = 4 the matrix X is given by

X(1, 2, 3, 4) :=
e−1 cos(1) −e−1 sin(1) −2e−1 cos(1)
2e−2 cos(2) −e−2 cos(2)− 2e−2 sin(2) −2e−2 cos(2) + 2e−2 sin(2)
3e−3 cos(3) −2e−3 cos(3)− 3e−3 sin(3) −2e−3 cos(3) + 4e−3 sin(3)
4e−4 cos(4) −3e−4 cos(4)− 4e−4 sin(4) −2e−4 cos(4) + 6e−4 sin(4)

4e−1 sin(1) + 2e−1 cos(1)
2e−2 sin(2) + 4e−2 cos(2)

6e−3 cos(3)
−2e−2 sin(2) + 8e−4 cos(4)
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The determinant is det(X(1, 2, 3)) = 0, 00414 6= 0. The matrix is therefore
invertible and

X−1(1, 2, 3, 4) :=


−8, 73 26, 7 −65, 1 81, 1
−13 48 −104 155
−9, 44 35, 7 −74 105
3, 09 14, 5 −29, 9 45, 1

 .

Now use Equation 5.8 to obtain the candidates


a0
a1
a2
a3

 = X−1(1, 2, 3, 4) ·


(
d
dt

)4
I(1)(

d
dt

)4
I(2)(

d
dt

)4
I(3)(

d
dt

)4
I(4)



=


−8, 73 26, 7 −65, 1 81, 1
−13 48 −104 155
−9, 44 35, 7 −74 105
3, 09 14, 5 −29, 9 45, 1

 ·

−1, 68
−0, 984
0, 141
0, 207



=


−4
−8
−8
−4

 .

The computation

a0I(t) + a1
d

dt
I(t) + a2

(
d

dt

)2

I(t) + a3

(
d

dt

)3

I(t)

=− 4te−t cos(t)8
(
e−t cos(t)− te−t cos(t)− te−t sin(t)

)
− 8

(
−2e−t cos(t)− 2e−t sin(t) + 2te−t sin(t)

)
− 4

(
6e−t sin(t) + 2te−t cos(t)− 2te−t sin(t)

)
=8e−t cos(t)− 8e−t sin(t)− 4te−t cos(t)

=

(
d

dt

)4

I(t),

shows that I satis�es the fourth order ODE

(
d

dt

)4

I(t) = −4I(t)− 8
d

dt
I(t)− 8

(
d

dt

)2

I(t)− 4

(
d

dt

)3

I(t).
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Therefore the algorithm terminates at this point and returns the coe�cients
a0 = −4, a1 = −8, a2 = −8 and a3 = −4.

Choice of nmax

The choice of the number nmax is in principle a compromise between realistic expec-
tations regarding the order of the ODE which the shapes satisfy and computational
e�ort. On the other hand there is not yet an alternative integration method if the
algorithm arrives at nmax without �nding an ODE (see Chapter 11), i.e. when the
shape is just given as a function and may not satisfy any linear constant coe�cient
ODE. This suggests to choose a large nmax so that this case occurs as seldom as
possible. Since the computational e�ort is needed only at generation of the model
and not during simulation it can basically be disregarded for the discussion.

In the current implementation the maximum order nmax = 10 which is compa-
rably small and can easily be increased if shapes come up that satisfy higher order
ODEs. On the other hand, all shapes (except for the delta function) that are used
in the community up to now satisfy a ODE of order less than or equal to two (24).
Since the qualitative properties of the shape change less and less, the higher the
order of the ODE gets, it is unlikely that in the near future shapes will be used that
satisfy ODEs of order higher than ten.

Novelty of the method

A typical mathematical problem setting consists in the solution of a given ODE, i.e
obtaining a function that satis�es a given ODE (87; 2; 110; 3). Finding the problem
to a solution is the exact opposite problem and is not typically treated.
The systematic checking whether a given function satis�es a linear constant coe�-
cient ODE

(
d

dt

)n
I =

n−1∑
i=0

ai

(
d

dt

)i
I

of some order n is such an issue and is thus a new method. Also, solutions of
such ODEs have been completely classi�ed (51; 2; 37) and a trained mathematician
is able to predict by inspection whether a certain function satis�es it for some n.
Still, it is a tedious task to obtain the actual coe�cients a0, . . . , an manually and
cannot be required by a neural modeller.
An alternative approach for obtaining the coe�cients a0, ..., an is, not to evaluate the
functions at time points t1, ..., tn, but to check symbolically whether the nth deriva-
tive lies in the span of the lower derivatives, which is computationally more involved.
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5.1.2 An analytic evolution scheme

Once it is established that Equation 5.1 and Equation 5.2 are satis�ed it is possible
to rephrase the system as the homogeneous di�erential equation

d

dt
y(t) = Ay(t) (5.10)

with initial values y(0) = y0, y = ( d
n−1

dtn−1 I,
dn−2

dtn−2 I, . . . , I, V ) and

A =



an−1 an−2 · · · · · · a0 0
1 0 · · · 0 0 0

0
. . . . . . ...

...
...

... . . . . . . 0 0 0

0 0
. . . 1 0 0

0 0 · · · 0 1
C
− 1
τ


(5.11)

This is the classical method of rephrasing an nth order ODE as system of n
�rst-order ODEs (22).

Thus for n = 1 A reads

A =

(
a0 0
1
C
− 1
τ

)
(5.12)

and for n = 2 it is given by

A =

a1 a0 0
1 0 0
0 1

C
− 1
τ


As it can be both more convenient and computationally more e�cient when A

is a lower triangular matrix I give an alternative choice of A and y if n = 2, where
A is such a triangular matrix:

A =

a1 + x 0 0
1 −x 0
0 1

C
− 1
τ

 (5.13)

where

x = −a1
2

+

√
a21
4

+ a0 (5.14)

and y = ( d
dt
I + xI, I, V ). The reformulation of the problem for n = 2 in the

lower triangular form is due to (91).
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Example 2. Let us consider the simple current-based model that was computed to
be a linear constant coe�cient ODE in Section 5.1.1, Example 1

d

dt
V = −1

τ
V +

1

C
I(t).

(1) If the shape function is given by I(t) = 5te−t as in Section 5.1.1 then the
matrix A has the form

A =


−2 −1 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 1

C
− 1
τ

 .

Since n = 2, the problem can be reformulated the for y = ( d
dt
I + I, I, V ) and

obtain the lower triangular matrix

A =

−1 0 0
1 −1 0
0 1

C
− 1
τ

 .

(2) If the shape function is given by I(t) = te−t cos(t) the matrix A reads

A =


−4 −8 −8 −4 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1

C
− 1
τ

 .

For the ODE Equation 5.10 the solution y at t ∈ R+ can be determined using
the matrix exponential:

y(t) = eAty0 (5.15)

Rephrasing this yields an incremental formulation which allows the evolution of
the system by a single calculation of eAh, the propagator matrix, for a �xed step
size h ∈ R+:

y(t+ h) = eA(t+h) · y0 = eAh · yt.

Example 3. The propagator matrix for case (1) from Example 2 is, using the lower
triangular matrix, given by
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eAh = e−h

 e−h 0 0
he−h e−h 0

1
C(− 1

τ
+1)2

e−h(h
τ

+ e−
h
τ
+h − h− 1) 1

C(− 1
τ
+h)

e−h(e−
h
τ
+h − 1) e−

h
τ

 .

(2) The propagator matrix for (2) is to big to be displayed here.

It is important to note here that the exact integration of (2.3) depends on the
exact calculation of eAh. In principle the methods used up to this point are well-
known. The important novelty consists in using the special structure of the input
current as explained in the following.

Let I(t) be the sum of currents elicited by all incoming spikes at all grid points
for times ti ≤ t,

I(t) =
∑

i∈N,ti≤t

∑
k∈Sti

ωkIk(t), (5.16)

where Ik(t) = ι(t − ti), for t ∈ R+. ωk is the synaptic weight of synapse k and
ι satis�es the di�erential equation (5.2) on R+ for some constants (ai)i∈N ⊂ R and
some n ∈ N. Then I satis�es the di�erential equation (5.2) on R+ \ {t1, . . . , tk}.
Therefore it is possible to consider I as the solution of the di�erential equation (5.2)
on the intervals (0, t1), (t1, t2), . . . with suitable initial values. For t ∈ (ti−1, ti) it
holds

y(t) = eA(t−ti−1)yti−1
.

At time ti, for i ∈ N, the di�erential equation (5.2) is not satis�ed because ι
does not satisfy the equation at t = 0, but I(ti) is given by continuous continuation
to the boundary of the interval (t, ti). The derivatives of I contained in y must be
updated by initial values of additional spikes at time ti, meaning for P (h) = eAh:

y(ti) = P (h)y(ti−1) + xti ,

where

xti = T



(
d
dt

)n
ι(0)
...

d
dt
ι(0)
0
0


∑

k∈St+h

ι̂k.
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Here, T ∈ Rn+1 × Rn+1 is such that

y = T


(
d
dt

)n−1
I

...
I
V

 (5.17)

T is the identity matrix when y is chosen as the vector of derivatives as in
Equation 5.10 and Equation 5.11. For the special choice of y for n = 2 after
Equation 5.14, T is given by

T =

1 x 0
0 1 0
0 0 1


The beauty of the described method is, that, even though I may consist of a

very large sum of individual constituents it can be evolved in a very easy way. In
between the grid points it is evolved by the matrix exponential and at the grid points
it is updated basically by the weights incoming at that grid point. Therefore it is
not necessary to keep track of when spikes of what weight arrived because they are
added at the time of their arrival and the ODE evolution takes care of incorporating
their in�uence for later times. A similar idea for n = 2 was �rst described in (72).

The method described above is an analytical and e�cient way to evolve any
linear constant coe�cient ODE containing the convolution of the solution of a linear
homogeneous ODE and a weighted spike train (see Chapter 2).

5.1.3 Adding a constant external input current

A common requirement in neuroscienti�c modelling is to add a bias current to neu-
rons. I show now how to solve the di�erential equation when there is an additional
constant external input current IE:

d

dt
V (t) = −V (t)

τ
+

1

C
(I(t) + IE), V (0) = V0, (5.18)

where I satis�es Equation 5.16. As shown in Section 5.1.2 above, there is a
solution to

d

dt
V1 = −V1(t)

τ
+
I(t)

C
, V1(0) = V10 . (5.19)

Consider the following di�erential equation,

d

dt
V2 = −V2(t)

τ
+
IE
C
, V2(0) = V20 , (5.20)
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where τ, C and IE are constants. By variation of constants (110) the solution of
Equation 5.20 is:

V2(t) =

(
IEτ

C
et/τ + V20

)
e−t/τ

=
IEτ

C
+ V20e

−t/τ ,

V2(t+ h) =
IEτ

C
+ V20e

−t/τe−h/τ (5.21)

= V2(t)e
−h/τ +

IEτ

C
(1− e−h/τ ). (5.22)

Now the solutions V1 and V2 of (5.19) and (5.20) are known. Then V := V1 + V2
solves

d

dt
V =

d

dt
(V1 + V2) = −V1(t) + V2(t)

τ

+
1

C
(I(t) + IE)

=
V (t)

τ
+

1

C
I(t) +

IE
C
.

and for P := P (h) = eAh the following holds

V (t+ h) = Pn+1,1y1(t) + · · ·
+ Pn+1,n+1V1(t) + V2(t)e

−h/τ

+
IE
C

(1− e−h/τ ).

As the last column in A has only one entry an+1 = −1
τ
and P = eAh =

∑∞
k=0

(Ah)k

k!
,

Pn+1,n+1 =

(
∞∑
k=0

(Ah)k

k!

)
n+1,n+1

=
∞∑
k=0

(−h
τ

)k

k!
= e−h/τ . (5.23)

This gives:
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V (t+ h) = Pn+1,1y1(t) + · · ·
+ Pn+1,nyn(t)

+ V (t)e−h/τ +
IEτ

C
(1− e−h/τ ).

This method is also applicable when a piece-wise constant function y0 instead of
a constant IE is given:

d

dt
V2 = −V2(t)

τ
+
y0
C
, V2(0) = V20 ,

where for all i ∈ N there is a ci ∈ R such that y0(t) = ci for all t ∈ [ti, ti + h).
Then the problem can be rephrased as:

d

dt
V2i = −V2i(t)

τ
+
ci
C
, V2i(0) = V2i0

for t ∈ [ti, ti + h) for all i ∈ N and therefore

V2(ti) =
ciτ

C
+ V2(ti−1)e

−h/τ

and

V (ti) = V (ti−1)e
−h/τ +

ciτ

C
(1− e−h/τ ).

This constitutes an exact description of how to handle the evolution of linear
constant coe�cient ODEs containing the convolution of the solution of a linear
homogeneous ODE and a weighted spike train with an additional constant external
input. The evolution method is still analytical and e�cient.
The method of representing the solution as the sum of two individual solutions is
standard ODE theory which was applied here to obtain a good representation of the
propagation step. To our knowledge, this was not yet applied in the neuroscienti�c
context yet.

5.1.4 Handling sums

The approximation of postsynaptic currents observed in real brain experiments is
sometimes best modelled by di�erent functions for di�erent synapses. It is possible
to handle the case when I is the sum of functions I1, I2 which satisfy a homogeneous
di�erential equation of arbitrary order m and n in the following way. As seen above
if V1 is a solution of

d

dt
V1(t) = −V1(t)

τ
+

1

C
I1(t)
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and V2 is a solution of

d

dt
V2(t) = −V2(t)

τ
+

1

C
I2(t)

then V = V1 + V2 is a solution of

d

dt
V (t) = −V (t)

τ
+

1

C
(I1(t) + I2(t)).

If, furthermore, I1 satis�es (5.2) for n ∈ N

V1(t+ h) = P 1
n+1,1y11(t) + · · ·

+ P 1
n+1,ny1n(t) + V1(t)e

−h/τ .

where P 1 is the corresponding propagator matrix and I2 satis�es (5.2) for some
m ∈ N

V2(t+ h) = P 2
m+1,1y21(t) + · · ·

+ P 2
m+1,my2m(t) + V2(t)e

−h/τ

where P 2 is the corresponding propagator matrix, then

V (t+ h) = P 1
n+1,1y11(t) + · · ·

+ P 1
n+1,ny1n(t)

+ P 2
m+1,1y21(t) + · · ·

+ P 2
m+1,my2m(t) + V (t)e−h/τ . (5.24)

Therefore just the two propagator matrices have to be computed to handle the
sum.

5.2 Choice of a suitable numeric integration scheme

As seen in Chapter 2 typical ODEs for modelling neuronal behaviour are for example

d

dt
V (t) =

1

τ
(EL − V (t)) +

1

C
I(t)

or

d

dt
V (t) =

1

τ
(EL − V (t) +

1

C
G(t)(V (t)− E),
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see Chapter 2. For such ODEs explicit numerical methods are typically applied
and are in fact in these cases generally su�cient both with respect to accuracy and
e�ciency.

Explicit numerical methods for solving di�erential equations of the form

d

dt
y = f(y, t).

only use already known values of the function at earlier grid points to determine
the value at the next grid point. There is a formula of the form

yn+1 = F (y0, . . . , yn),

where F usually depends on f in a prede�ned way for di�erent methods. The
simplest example for an explicit method is the so-called forward Euler method (22).

yn+1 = yn + f(un)h.

Figure 5.1 demonstrates the functionality of the Forward-Euler method: Suppose
one knows the value of the function y (the curved line) at tn and also its slope, i.e.
its �rst derivative y′, at tn and wants an approximation of y at another point tn+1.
To approximate the value yn+1 = y(tn+1) one assumes the slope of the function y
to be y′(tn) at every point of the interval [tn, tn+1], i.e. assumes y to be a linear
function so that

y(tn+1) ≈ y(tn) + y′(tn)(tn+1 − tn).

However, as becomes clear in Figure 5.1 the Euler method does not necessarily
deliver good approximations and the rate of convergence in terms of the step size is
not satisfactory.

The e�ciency and accuracy of explicit methods is typically su�cient though
for systems of ODEs used to model neuronal behaviour. Popular examples of such
methods are the explicit 4th order classical Runge-Kutta or the explicit embedded
Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg method (22; 98; 43; 90; 41; 16; 25) for the approximative
solution of ODEs (which have far better convergence properties than the forward
Euler method).

Most neuron model implementations currently use explicit stepping algorithms
and achieve satisfactory results in terms of accuracy and simulation time (72; 44).
However, some published models involve possibly sti� di�erential equations (e.g.
13), which potentially require a di�erent class of solvers.

(63) de�nes sti�ness as follows:
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of a Forward-Euler method, where the function y
is approximated at tn+1 using values at tn (taken from 54).

If a numerical method [. . .] applied to a system with any initial
conditions, is forced to use in a certain interval of integration a steplength
which is excessively small in relation to the smoothness of the exact
solution in that interval, then the system is said to be sti� in that interval.

Typical cases of sti�ness are for example when for an ODE system y′ = f(y, t)
with f : Rn+1 → Rn, the Eigenvalues λi, i = 1, . . . , n of the Jacobian, fy(y, t) ∈
Rn×n, have a negative real part Re(λi) < 0 and

maxi,j
|Re(λi)|
|Re(λj)|

� 1

(22), when di�erent parts of the solution decay on di�erent time scales or when
the step size is dictated by considerations of stability rather than accuracy.

Sti�ness usually comes from very di�erent scales inherent to the ODE. These
scales usually re�ect in the parameters of the equations, i.e. the range of constants
occurring in the equations of the systems. Therefore the sti�ness of a system always
depends not only on the mathematical structure of the equations but heavily on the
magnitude of the constants occurring in them.

A typical example for a sti� problem is (22):
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dy1
dt

= −100y1, (5.25)

dy2
dt

= −2y2 + y1, (5.26)

with initial values y1(0) = y2(0) = 1. This example is discussed in more detail
in Chapter 8 but the Jacobian of f is given by

fy =

(
−100 0

1 −2

)
The associated eigenvalues are λ1 = −100 and λ2 = −2 so that

maxi,j
|Re(λi)|
|Re(λj)|

= 50� 1.

In principle it is possible to solve sti� equations with explicit methods, but this
comes at the expense of a very small step size when using an adaptive step size
algorithm and trying to achieve a certain accuracy. This in turn leads to high
computational costs. For non-adaptive step size algorithms it leads to plain wrong
results without the user knowing, since the algorithm still terminates, but with large
error. Moreover, as the limited machine precision on a digital computer constitutes
a lower bound for the step size, explicit methods usually become unstable when
applied to sti� problems.

Implicit methods, on the other hand, do not determine the solution at the next
grid point by evaluating an explicit function of the foregoing data, but only give
them implicitly in the form of the solution of a system of equations

F (y0, . . . , yn, yn+1) = 0.

This system has then to be solved for yn+1 in every step. This makes implicit
methods computationally much more costly, but usually allows a larger step size to
be chosen, thus avoiding stability problems (103). The reason for this is that explicit
methods cannot take the behaviour of f at the next grid point into account, which
is a problem if f varies rapidly, while implicit methods often incorporate the value
of f at the next grid point and are thus non-sensitive to such issues.

In order to detect whether an explicit or implicit method is better suited for a
given ODE the following testing strategy is used.

First, choose representative spike trains (drawn from a Poisson distribution) and
compute approximate solutions for the given system of ODEs using an explicit and
implicit method of the same order:
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1. an explicit 4th order Runge-Kutta method

2. an implicit Bulirsch-Stoer method of Bader and Deu�hard (103)

both with adaptive step size. Compare them with respect to the required average
step size a and minimal step size m. In cases where the implicit method performs
better than the explicit method, the use of an implicit method is advisable.

Although ODEs may be sti� only for very speci�c initial conditions, usually
sti�ness is observable for a wide range of initial values, or in this case for a number
of incoming spike trains (103). By randomly choosing representative spike trains,
evaluating the required step sizes for the implicit and explicit method for each of
them, and comparing them, it is thus possible to detect whether the problem at
hand is sti� or not. In any case it is not desirable that an evolution scheme uses
step sizes close to machine precision ε because the risk of an abort of the scheme is
to high. Therefore I propose the following rules for choosing a numerical evolution
method:

� if the minimal step size of runs using the explicit method is close to machine
precision (i.e. less than 10 · ε) there are two cases

� this is not the case for the minimal step size of runs using the implicit
method (i.e. for the implicit method the minimal step size is greater than
or equal to 10 · ε). This is a hint that the system of ODEs is possibly
sti�. In this case an explicit stepping function could become unstable or
even abort, so I suggest the use of an implicit algorithm.

� not only the explicit but also the implicit methods use minimal step sizes
below 10 · ε. Then none of the methods can be recommended since both
methods may become unstable or even abort.

� if the minimal step size of runs using the explicit method is reasonably large
(i.e. greater than or equal to 10 · ε) there are again two cases:

� if the minimal step size of runs of the implicit method is very small (i.e.
less than 10 · ε), the use of an explicit method is suggested.

� if the minimal step size of runs of the implicit method is also large (i.e.
greater than or equal to 10 · ε), the average step size of runs using the
implicit algorithm aimplicit and the average step size of runs using the
explicit algorithm aexplicit is compared. If aimplicit is clearly better than
aexplicit, i.e.

simplicit > 6sexplicit,

then an implicit evolution method is advisable. In the other case an
explicit method is suggested.
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For a non-sti� system of ODEs, the computation time of an explicit algorithm
should be lower, as it does not require the solution of a system of equations (22).
Therefore as soon as the implicit method has no clear advantage with respect to
step sizes the choice of an explicit evolution method is sensible. The algorithm that
follows from these rules is depicted in Figure 6.2.

The factor 10 in front of the machine precision ε is due to the fact that the meth-
ods should be rejected as soon as their step size is of the same order of magnitude
as the machine precision.

The choice of the factor 6 for comparing average step sizes of the explicit and
the implicit schemes is motivated in Section 5.2.1.

5.2.1 Comparison of average step sizes

When comparing average step sizes of the implicit and explicit method applied to a
certain set of ODEs, we assume that the set of ODEs is sti� when the average step
size of the implicit method is considerably larger than the average step size of the
explicit method, see Section 5.2, i.e. when simplicit > β · sexplicit for some β.

To determine an appropriate factor β, we developed a testing strategy using
a well known example of a set of sti� ODEs: with a = −100 and initial values
y1(0) = y2(0) = 1,

dy1
dt

= ay1 (5.27)

dy2
dt

= −2y2 + y1

is a typical sti� ODE system (example taken from 22). The solution y1(t) =
e−100t decays very quickly, whereas the solution y2(t) = − 1

98
e−100t + 99

98
e−2t decreases

a lot more slowly, which causes the sti�ness of this system.
y1 is already reduced by four decimal places at t = 0.1 and y1 is practically

negligible for even larger t. Nevertheless, it plays a major role in the calculation of
y2 when using an explicit integration method. Using a simple explicit Euler method
and a resolution h for the approximation ỹ1 of y1, we have the following recursive
speci�cation:

ỹ1(t+ h) = ỹ1(t)− 100hỹ1(t) = (1− 100h)ỹ1(t).

For h = 1
200

and t = 1
10

we get

ỹ1(1/10) = 2−20 < 10−6.
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For computational e�ciency, we would like to choose a larger step size for y2
since the solution decays a lot slower than y1. If we therefore choose h = 1

2
to

integrate y2, we get

ỹ1(t+ h) = −49ỹ1(t),

causing an explosive growth in the course of the calculations.
A sti� set of ODEs will always result in the average step size of an implicit

method exceeding by far the average step size of a comparable explicit method.
Hence the runtime of the implicit method should be less than the explicit method's
runtime. However, runtime is not solely a�ected by the grade of sti�ness, so the
sti�ness of a given set of ODEs is evaluated more accurately by comparing average
step sizes.

To isolate sti�ness from other factors, we chose Equation 5.27 for its simplicity.
This problem is clearly sti�, as described above, and the grade of sti�ness relates
directly to the size of the factor a. Therefore it can be used as a controlled sti�
problem where other e�ects coming from the complexity of the system do not play
a role.

We measure the runtimes of the implicit and the explicit methods (using the
corresponding GSL-solvers) for �ve runs over 20 milliseconds each, whilst system-
atically varying the sti�ness controlling parameters a and the resolution h. The
quotient of the average implicit and explicit runtimes is shown in Figure 5.2.

For each measurement series, we can determine a∗, the value of a for which the
runtimes of the explicit and the implicit evolution scheme are the same. We then
calculate the ratio of the step sizes employed by the implicit and explicit schemes at
a∗: r∗ =

simplicit(a
∗)

sexplicit(a∗)
. Because in this problem the runtime, sti�ness and step size are

solely in�uenced by the factor a, we can consider r to be the borderline factor, i.e.
problems with simplicit > r∗ · sexplicit are su�ciently sti� to make the implicit method
faster.

For all the curves in Figure 5.2, we determine a value for r∗ between 6 and 7.
As some input scenarios may result in a somewhat sti�er system than that brought
about by the representative spike train chosen in the sti�ness tester, we choose β = 6
conservatively on the low side of the range of r∗, to ensure that the implicit scheme
is used in all sti� cases.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of implicit and explicit methods for a sti� ODE.
Ratio of runtimes for the implicit and explicit method as a function of the factor a
in Equation 5.27, for varying resolutions h and a desired accuracy of 10−3. Curves
averaged over 5 runs of 20 ms each. The red bar indicates when the explicit and
implicit methods require the same amount of time to evolve the ODE system. Where
a curve is below the red bar, the implicit method is faster than the corresponding
explicit method.
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5.3 Alternative approaches

The analytical integration scheme that is presented here, was chosen to be as close
as possible to the implementation in NEST, which is currently the main target plat-
form of this analysis toolbox and NESTML. In most of the NEST models, equations,
that can be integrated using the analytical method presented above, are solved using
exactly this solution. As noted above, this is evident in the calculation of eAh, which
may become di�cult to compute analytically rather than numerically if the matrix
A becomes very large. In this case the integration scheme may be, strictly speaking,
not analytical anymore.

Further, when comparing implicit and explicit integration schemes the proposed
framework compares the average step size and the minimal step size of the respec-
tive schemes. An alternative possibility could be to use a �xed step sizes instead
and compare the results and accuracy of the explicit and implicit schemes using the
results of the implicit scheme as a reference. This could be implemented alongside
the sti�ness tester presented here to provide a higher degree of certainty.

When the analysis method described here is given an ODE system consisting of
ODEs that cannot be solved analytically and e�ciently as a whole, no analytical
solution can be found and the system must be solved numerically after the sti�ness
test is performed. This framework does not take into account the case where the
system contains some ODEs that can sensibly be solved analytically and others that
cannot. Performing this analysis is a desirable extension to this framework.

5.4 Evaluation of solver approaches

At the beginning of the research for this thesis a review of the related work and
existing approaches (see, Chapter 9) was conducted and community workshops were
held (80; 12). From these, a review paper emerged, see (9).

5.4.1 Solving linear constant coe�cient ODEs analytically

Through this review, the following insights were gained: Most modelling approaches,
for example NEURON do not treat sets of linear constant coe�cients separately and
simply solve all ODEs numerically resulting in unneeded errors.
In Brian, on the other hand, analytical solutions are given for linear constant coef-
�cient ODEs with one shape that must be de�ned in ODE form. This approach is
insu�cient as neuron models are frequently not given in this form and more than
one shape function is also desired in neural modelling (26).
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The presented method is hence clearly superior as it applies to any set of ODEs
with a linear constant coe�cient ODE and an arbitrary number of shape functions
that can di�er in form and can be de�ned either as a function or in ODE form.
A practical proof of its accuracy is not necessary as it meets a priori any require-
ments to accuracy due to the fact that the generated solution is analytical. Nu-
merical integration will always fall short of the presented solution and produce an
error. Avoiding any such error is always desirable in large simulations as it can cause
incorrect results through error propagation (106).
Requirements to run time are also necessarily met, as the costly calculations demon-
strated, can be performed before run time of the given simulator, leaving only few
multiplications to be performed during run time. A numerical integration method
must necessarily be more costly due to the fact that it must contain at least as many
multiplications but additionally more costly function evaluations.

5.4.2 Choice of a suitable numeric integration scheme

Comparing the approach for automatically selecting a numeric integration scheme
with other modelling approaches one �nds, that this process is not automated for
other modelling languages (9). There the choice of solver is either automatically
always implicit or always explicit. In Brian ODEs are generally solved using a sim-
ple explicit solver, the Euler method. In NMODL users are given the choice of an
implicit or an explicit method but ODE systems are not automatically assigned an
integration method.

An in depth discussion in Chapter 9, using the example of MATLAB (34) shows
that the approach for dealing with ODEs in the context of neural simulations pre-
sented here cannot be replaced by mathematical software systems.
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Chapter 6

Reference implementation

This work has been submitted for publication to the journal Frontiers in Neuroinfor-
matics and is currently under review. The implementation of the above algorithms
was conceived and created by Inga Blundell and Dimitri Plotnikov.

In order to automate the process of �nding the most appropriate solver for a given
system of ODEs on a computer, we have designed and implemented an analysis tool-
box in Python (http://github.com/nest/ode-toolbox). It builds on the formal
mathematical foundations introduced in the previous chapter and uses SymPy (68)
to carry out symbolic mathematical tests and transformations. To achieve a high
degree of portability and re-usability, the input to the algorithm is given either in
the form of JSON �les or Python dictionaries, which specify equations, parameters
and additional properties (for an example, see Section 6.4). These two means of
input allow an easy embedding of the toolkit into third-party tool chains and enable
us to leverage the Python and SymPy parsers, which delegates all syntax checking
and exception handling to well established and tested tools.

The algorithm expects three components in the input: i) an ODE describing the
time evolution of a state variable (e.g. V ), ii) a list of postsynaptic shapes (e.g.
I) used within this ODE and speci�ed either as functions of time or as ODEs with
initial conditions and iii) a set of parameters with default values for the equations.
Fundamentally, the analysis algorithm checks the given system of ODEs for mem-
bership in the following two major categories and generates or selects an appropriate
solver accordingly:

1. First order linear constant coe�cient ODEs for the dynamics of a state vari-
able (see Equation 5.1) whose inhomogeneous part is a shape (i.e. satis�es
Equation 5.2) can be solved exactly using an analytical stepping scheme (Sec-
tion 5.1).

2. All other systems of ODEs have to be solved by a numerical solver. ODEs in
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Figure 6.1: Activity diagram summarizing all steps of the ODE analysis
algorithm. Steps executed in the main script of the toolbox are the �rst and the
third box (from top to bottom) on the left. The analysis of shapes (second box on
the left) is detailed in Section 6.1. The fourth and �fth box on the left represent the
generation of an analytical solver, which is described in Section 6.2. The selection of
a numerical stepper function is carried out by the actions on the right and explained
in Section 6.3.
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this category are, for example, non-linear ODEs describing the time evolution
of a state variable.

The implementation of the analysis toolbox consists of di�erent Python compo-
nents which are introduced in the activity diagram in Figure 6.1. The main script
orchestrates the execution of the analysis and uses the functions and classes of the
di�erent submodules:

shapes.py contains classes and functions for analysing and storing postsynaptic shapes
either given as functions of time or ODEs with initial values (second box on
the left in Figure 6.1). The main algorithm in this module is explained in
Section 6.1.

analytic.py provides the functionality to generate propagator matrices and com-
pute a speci�cation for the update step (fourth and �fth box on the left in
Figure 6.1). A detailed description can be found in Section 6.2.

numeric.py contains the code for creating a description of the update step for further
processing by the sti�ness tester or a numerical stepper function (�rst box on
the right in Figure 6.1).

stiffness.py implements the sti�ness tester (second box on the right in Figure 6.1).
This module can either be used as a module within the analysis toolbox or a
third-party tool, or run in a stand-alone fashion. It is explained in Section 6.3
together with the preparatory steps carried out in numeric.py.

The main script starts by reading and validating the input from a JSON �le or a
Python dictionary. It expects the keys shapes, odes and parameters to be present in
the input. For each shape in the shapes section, it runs the algorithm described in
Section 6.1, which checks if the given shape obeys a linear homogeneous ODE and
transforms it into a canonical representation suitable for further processing. If one
of the shapes fails the test for linearity and homogeneity, the script terminates with
an error ( 1O in Figure 6.1), because this class of ODEs cannot be solved easily with
traditional methods. This is due to the fact that evolving a system including shapes
as pure functions would result in a very long sum of multiple linear combinations of
shifts of this function for each incoming spike (see Equation 2.4). Evaluating such
a sum would make the evolution of the system containing it computationally very
costly, see Chapter 11.

After processing the shapes, the script checks whether all equations in the odes

section of the input are linear constant coe�cient ODEs (see Section 5.1.1): the
ODE is linear if the right hand side of the ODE di�erentiated twice by its symbol
is zero, the coe�cient of the symbol is constant if the right hand side of the ODE
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di�erentiated by its symbol is constant, see Section 5.1. If these two tests succeed,
the system can be solved analytically (see Section 6.2). If one of them fails, a
numerical stepper has to be chosen (Section 6.3). The output of the main script is
again a Python dictionary if the tool is called by another Python program and is
a JSON �le if the tool is executed as a console application. The output contains a
speci�cation of the most appropriate solver for the given input ( 2O in Figure 6.1).
The remainder of this section explains the di�erent algorithms in the submodules of
the analysis toolbox.

6.1 Analysis of postsynaptic shapes

In the neuroscience literature, postsynaptic shapes are described either as functions
of time or as ODEs with initial values. To provide users with maximum �exibility,
both speci�cations are supported by our toolbox. Regardless of the form of the
speci�cation, each of the given shapes has to satisfy a linear, homogeneous ODE
(Equation 5.2) to be solved either analytically or numerically.

In case the shape is given as an ODE with initial values, the check for linearity
and homogeneity is straightforward. For each occurring derivative of the shape in
the shape's de�nition, we simply have to iteratively subtract the product of the
derivative and its factor from the original de�nition of the shape and check if the
�nal di�erence is zero. This check fails if the shape is non-linear (i.e. at least one
of the derivatives occurs as a power term) or not homogeneous (i.e. not all terms of
the shape de�nition are products containing a derivative of the shape). This check
is implemented in the function shape_from_ode() in the shape module of the toolbox.

In case the shape is given as a function of time, it is checked whether the function
obeys a linear homogeneous ODE by trying to construct such an equation together
with the initial values of all relevant derivatives (see Section 5.1.1). This procedure
is implemented in the function shape_from_function() of the shape module. The
evaluation is started by checking if the shape function obeys a linear homogeneous
ODE of order 1.

1 t_value = None

2 ds = [shape, diff(shape, t)]

3 for t_ in range(1, max_t):

4 if ds[0].subs(t, t_) != 0:

5 t_value = t_

6 break

7

8 found_ode = False

9 if t_value is not None:

10 a0 = (1/ds[0] * ds[1]).subs(t, t_value)

11 diff_lhs_rhs = ds[1] - a0 * ds[0]

12 found_ode = diff_rhs_lhs == 0
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In line 10 the factor a0 from Equation 5.3 is calculated by dividing the �rst
derivative of the shape by the shape at an arbitrary point t. To avoid a division
by zero, a t needs to be found so that the shape function is not zero at this t
(lines 3-6). Line 11 calculates the di�erence between the left and the right hand
side of Equation 5.3. If this di�erence is zero (line 12) then the shape satis�es a
linear homogeneous ODE of order 1. The initial value is obtained by evaluating the
function at time 0 in line 40 below.

If the shape does not obey a linear homogeneous ODE of order 1, it is checked
whether the shape function satis�es a linear homogeneous ODE of a higher order.
This test is run in a loop (line 15) that increments the order to check, for each time
Equation 5.2 is not satis�ed. The loop terminates if either an ODE is found or
max_order, which corresponds to nmax from Chapter 5 iterations are exceeded. The
latter check prevents expensive tests of unlikely high orders.

13 order = 1

14 factors = [a0]

15 while not found_ode and order < max_order:

16 order += 1

17 ds.append(diff(ds[-1], t))

18 X = zeros(order)

19 Y = zeros(order, 1)

The loop is started by setting the next potential order (line 16), appending the
next higher derivative of the shape to the list of derivatives (line 17) and initializing
the matrix X with size order×order (Equation 5.6, line 18) and the vector Y with
length order (right hand side of Equation 5.7, line 19).

20 invertible = False

21 for t_ in range(max_t):

22 for i in range(order):

23 substitute = i + t_ + 1

24 Y[i] = ds[order].subs(t, substitute)

25 for j in range(order):

26 X[i, j] = ds[j].subs(t, substitute)

27

28 if det(X) != 0:

29 invertible = True

30 break

X and Y are assigned values according to Equations 5.6 and 5.7 (line 24 and 26)
for varying t = (t1, . . . , tn) (line 21) in order to �nd a t such that the matrix X is
invertible, i.e det(X) 6= 0 (line 28). In the inner loop (line 22-26), ti is substituted
so that the �rst try is t = (1, . . . , n), second t = (2, . . . , n+ 1) and so on (line 23).

If an invertible X is found, wthe potential factors ai from Equation 5.2 are
calculated according to Equation 5.8 for the current order, it is checked for (factors,
line 32).
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31 if invertible:

32 factors = X.inv() * Y

33 diff_rhs_lhs = 0

34 for k in range(order):

35 diff_rhs_lhs -= factors[k] * ds[k]

36 diff_rhs_lhs += ds[order]

37 if diff_rhs_lhs == 0:

38 found_ode = True

39 break

Lines 33-36 calculate the di�erence between the left and the right hand side of
Equation 5.2. If this di�erence is zero (line 37) then the shape satis�es an linear
homogeneous ODE of order order.

If no ODE is found during the execution of the while loop, the algorithm termi-
nates with an error ( 1O in Figure 6.1). If an ODE is found, the initial values of the
shape equation are calculated by substituting t by 0 for all derivatives of the shape.

40 iv = [x.subs(t, 0) for x in ds[:-1]]

In the case of successful termination, the functions shape_from_ode() and
shape_from_function() both return a Shape object to the main script of the toolbox,
which encapsulates all attributes of the shape required for further processing.

6.2 Generation of an analytical evolution scheme

If the ODE describing the update of a state variable was found to be a constant
coe�cient ODE and all shapes obey linear homogeneous ODEs, the system of ODEs
can be solved analytically according to Section 5.1. To this end, the module analytic

provides a class Propagator, which has two member functions corresponding to the
two steps required for the generation of an analytical evolution scheme.

The function compute_propagator_matrices() takes an ODE and a list of Shape

objects and computes a propagator matrix (Equation 5.15) for each shape. These
matrices can be used to evolve the system from one point to the next. The basic
idea here is to populate the matrix A using the factors of the derivatives (factors,
computed in lines 12 and 31 of the code in Section 6.1), the factor of the shape used
in the ODE for the state variable (ode_shape_factor) and the factor of the symbol of
the ODE (ode_sym_factor). For the equation

V ′ =
1

τ
· V +

1

C1

· I1 +
1

C2

· I2

ode_sym_factor would thus be 1
τ
. It is calculated using the following line of code:

1 ode_sym_factor = diff(ode_def, ode_symbol)
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ode_shape_factor would be 1
C1

for shape I1 in the example equation and 1
C2

for
I2. As these factors and other parameters depend on the shape, the following code
is run in a loop (omitted for better readability), each iteration assigning the current
Shape object to the variable shape:

2 ode_shape_factor = diff(ode_def, shape.symbol)

3

4 if shape.order == 1:

5 A = Matrix([

6 [shape.factors[0], 0],

7 [ode_shape_factor, ode_sym_factor]])

8 elif shape.order == 2:

9 pq = -shape.factors[1] / 2 + sqrt(shape.factors[1]**2 / 4 +

shape._factors[0])↪→

10 A = Matrix([

11 [shape.factors[1] + pq, 0, 0 ],

12 [1, -pq, 0 ],

13 [0, shape_factor, ode_sym_factor]])

14 else:

15 order = shape.order

16 A = zeros(order + 1)

17 A[order, order] = ode_sym_factor

18 A[order, order - 1] = shape_factor

19 for j in range(0, order):

20 A[0, j] = shape.factors[order - j - 1]

21 for i in range(1, order):

22 A[i, i - 1] = 1

Line 2 computes the ode_shape_factor for the current shape. In order to make
the calculation of the solution more e�cient (i.e. using fewer arithmetic operations
on a computer), compute_propagator_matrices() creates a lower triangular matrix for
shapes of order 1 and 2 (lines 5-7 and 9-13, respectively) as explained in Equa-
tion 5.13 and a generic matrix for all higher orders according to Equation 5.11 (lines
15-22). The variable pq in line 9 corresponds to Equation 5.14.

The propagator matrix for each shape can now be computed by taking the matrix
exponential of the matrix A multiplied by the update step size h:.

23 propagator_matrices.append(exp(A * h))

The second function of the Propagator class, compute_propagation_step(), takes
the list of propagator matrices and shapes and computes a calculation speci�cation
that can be executed to actually perform the system update. As this function merely
runs a loop over all propagator matrices and generates the update instructions as a
list of strings, the code is omitted here.
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Read input: 
ODEs, parameters

Evolve ODEs with 
implicit solver bsimp

Evolve ODEs with 
explicit solver rk4
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step sizes mscheme to 
machine precision ε

mimplicit < 10εmexplicit < 10ε

mexplicit ≥ 10ε
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Compare average step sizes of
implicit scheme (simplicit) and
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Recommend 
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impllicit

Figure 6.2: Activity diagram summarizing the steps taken to recommend
an appropriate numerical stepping scheme. The input to the algorithm are
the ODEs and their parameters. After evolving the system of ODEs in parallel
with an implicit and an explicit solver, it compares the minimal step sizes (mscheme)
of each scheme with the machine precision (ε). Depending on the outcome of the
comparison, it recommends an appropriate stepping scheme (explicit or implicit) or
compares the average step sizes (sscheme) of the tested schemes. In the case that
both the step size of the explicit and implicit solver are close to ε, the algorithm
does not give a recommendation, but terminates with a warning instead.
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6.3 Finding an appropriate numerical solver

In case the di�erential equation describing the dynamics of a state variable was not
found to be a linear constant coe�cient ODE, the system must be evolved using a
numerical stepping scheme as explained in Chapter 5. Instead of a full calculation
speci�cation, as produced for the analytical solution in Section 6.2, the numeric

module of the toolbox just passes the speci�cation of ODEs from the input and the
Shape objects created by the algorithm in Section 6.1 on to the sti�ness tester, which
is implemented in the stiffness module.

The sti�ness tester uses the standard Python modules SymPy and NumPy for
symbolic and numeric calculations. For evolving the ODEs during the test proce-
dure, it currently uses PyGSL, a Python wrapper around the GNU Scienti�c Library
(GSL; 40). This library was chosen over more pythonic alternatives such as SciPy
due to its more comprehensive selection of ODE solvers.

The sti�ness tester executes the algorithm described in Section 5.2 and gives a
recommendation as to whether the use of an explicit or an implicit evolution scheme
is appropriate. The steps performed by the algorithm are shown in Figure 6.2.

6.4 Example

The use of the toolbox as a Python module is explained in detail in the README.md �le
of the git repository at http://github.com/nest/ode-toolbox. Here, I demon-
strate the use of the analysis toolbox by executing the script �le ode_analyzer.py in
a stand-alone fashion for generating a solver speci�cation for a conductance-based
integrate-and-�re neuron with alpha-shaped postsynaptic conductances. The script
expects the name of a JSON �le as its only command line argument:

python ode_analyzer.py iaf_cond_alpha.json

The �le iaf_cond_alpha.json is shown in Listing 1. It contains the speci�cation of
one di�erential equation for the membrane potential V_m in the odes section in lines
3-7. This section is a list and can potentially contain multiple ODEs. The shapes

section de�nes two shapes, one of which is speci�ed as a function of time (g_in,
lines 10-14), the other as an ODE with initial conditions (g_ex, lines 15-20). The
parameters and their default values are given in the parameters dictionary in lines
22-33. This dictionary maps default values to parameter names and has to contain
an entry for each free variable occurring in the equations given in the odes or shapes
sections.

Depending on the complexity of the ODEs and shapes contained in the input,
the analysis may take some time. During its execution, the analysis tool prints
diagnostic messages about the current processing steps. If all steps succeed, it
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1 {

2 "odes": [

3 {

4 "symbol": "V_m",

5 "definition":"

6 (-(g_L*(V_m-E_L))-(g_ex*(V_m-E_e))-(g_in*(V_m-E_i))+I_stim+I_e)/C_m",

7 "initial_values": ["E_L"]

8 }

9 ],

10 "shapes": [

11 {

12 "type": "function",

13 "symbol": "g_in",

14 "definition": "(e/tau_syn_in)*t*exp((-1)/tau_syn_in*t)"

15 },

16 {

17 "type": "ode",

18 "symbol": "g_ex",

19 "definition": "(-1)/(tau_syn_ex)**(2)*g_ex+(-2)/tau_syn_ex*g_ex'",

20 "initial_values": ["0", "e / tau_syn_ex"]

21 }

22 ],

23 "parameters": {

24 "V_th": -55.0,

25 "g_L": 16.6667,

26 "C_m": 250.0,

27 "E_e": 0,

28 "E_i": -85.0,

29 "E_L": -70.0,

30 "tau_syn_ex": 0.2,

31 "tau_syn_in": 2.0,

32 "I_e": 0,

33 "I_stim": 0

34 }

35 }

Listing 1: Example JSON �le as input to the analysis toolbox. The �le
contains three entries: odes describing the ODEs of the system, shapes containing
the shapes used in the ODEs and parameters specifying the parameters and default
values for the di�erential equations in the shapes and odes sections.
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writes the result again to a JSON �le, which can be read by the next tool in the
model generation pipeline to create a complete model implementation.

For the input shown in Listing 1, the analysis toolbox produces the following
output:

1 {

2 "solver": "numeric-explicit"

3 "shape_ode_definitions": [

4 "-1/tau_syn_in**2 * g_in + -2/tau_syn_in * g_in__d",

5 "-1/tau_syn_ex**2 * g_ex + -2/tau_syn_ex * g_ex__d"

6 ],

7 "shape_state_variables": [

8 "g_in__d",

9 "g_in",

10 "g_ex__d",

11 "g_ex"

12 ],

13 "shape_initial_values": [

14 "0",

15 "e/tau_syn_in",

16 "0",

17 "e/tau_syn_ex"

18 ],

19 }

The �elds have the following meanings:

� solver states which integration scheme was selected. Possible values are ana-
lytical or numerical. If the sti�ness tester was run (i.e. if PyGSL is available),
this �eld also contains either explicit of implicit after a dash (-).

� shape_ode_definitions contains all di�erential equations for the shapes.

� shape_state_variables is a list of the names of the shapes and their derivatives
up to the order of the ODE they satisfy minus one.

� shape_initial_values are the initial values of the di�erential equations the
shapes satisfy.
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Chapter 7

The integrate-and-�re neuron model

with alpha-shaped postsynaptic

currents: A case study

In this chapter I give a demonstration of the proposed NESTML approach, i.e.
the NESTML language and the algorithms for assessing di�erential equations and
solving them. To do this I use the example of the so called integrate-and-�re neuron
model with alpha-shaped postsynaptic currents. This chapter therefore also serves
as a proof of concept.
I introduce the biological and physical principles leading to the di�erential equations
that describe the integrate-and-�re neuron model with alpha-shaped postsynaptic
currents. These in turn lead to the implementation of a neuron model in NEST.
I describe the implementation of this model in NEST and the shortcomings of this
approach, that expects NEST users to write and read NEST-code.
I further demonstrate the implementation of the model using NESTML and its
advantages in contrast to the handwritten NEST version. Moreover I give a step
by step demonstration of the algorithm for solving di�erential equations applied to
this model.

7.1 The biophysical model

In the �eld of neuroscience a neuron model typically refers to a mathematical neuron
model, i.e. sets of equations or di�erential equations describing certain biophysical
behaviour in biological brain cells. These describe distinctive behaviour or properties
of a certain neuron cell, e.g. the dynamic course of the potential of the membrane.

To derive the mathematical model of the integrate-and-�re neuron with alpha-
shaped postsynaptic currents and thereby its implementation in NEST, I start with
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the morphological and biological neuron model, i.e. an idealized description of the
shapes, forms and processes occurring in actual brain cells, proceed to a physical
abstraction, which leads to its mathematical model, which in turn brings us to a
neuron model in NEST.

As seen in Chapter 1, neurons can take di�erent shapes and forms, have di�erent
functionalities and underlying mechanisms. The most distinguishing property for
neuron cells is their number of appendices. Figure 7.1 shows the most important
morphological types of neurons.

21

3 4

Figure 7.1: Typical structures of neuron types. 1: unipolar neuron; 2:
bipolar neuron; 3: multipolar neuron; 4: pseudo-unipolar neuron. (taken
from 79).

Unipolar neurons have only one appendix, which is typically the axon. This type
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of neuron can be found in the retina. Bipolar neurons have two appendices, an axon
and a dendrite. They serve the transmission of information for di�erent senses. The
most common neuron type is the multipolar neuron with several dendrites and one
axon. Pseudounipolar neuron are similar to the bipolar neuron in that they have
one dendrite and one axon. However, dendrite and axon have a connection that
runs close to the cell body, so that an excitation from another neuron does not pass
through the entire cell body.

To derive a mathematical description of any of the processes occurring in the
afore mentioned neuron forms for the �eld of computational neuroscience though,
one must primarily describe the biochemical processes occurring in them. There are
di�erent angles one can take and di�erent processes and properties one can focus on
here. In the case of the integrate-and-�re neuron model one attempts to describe its
so-called spike trains (see Chapter 2), the sequence of spikes emitted by the neuron,
as a function of the dynamic course of the potential at the membrane. As seen
in Chapter 2 di�erent neuron models and di�erent neural network models lead to
di�erent spike trains. The more accurately a neuron model is modelled on actual
neuronal behaviour, the more accurately it is able to imitate the spike trains, i.e. the
sequence of action potentials occurring in the biological neuron. To analyse these
spike trains and derive the integrate-and-�re model, I therefore take a closer look at
the course of the membrane potential.

The important electrical signal here is the di�erence in electrical potential be-
tween the interior of the neuron and the medium surrounding it. In its resting
state, the potential inside the neuron is −70mV relative to its surrounding. In that
case the neuron is said to be polarized. Ion pumps in the cell membrane main-
tain this di�erence in potential: Na+ is much more concentrated outside the cell
than inside, K+ is more concentrated inside than outside. The process where a
current of positively charged ions �ows out of the cell is called hyperpolarization,
current �owing in is called depolarization. When a neuron is depolarized enough to
cause the membrane potential to reach its threshold, an action potential is generated.

In the works of (64) and (49) this processes occurring around the membrane
have been described and analysed with an equivalent circuit consisting of a resistor
and capacitor. The membrane potential of a neuron corresponds to the voltage at
the capacitor C, ion channels (see Chapter 2) correspond to the resistance R and
external input correspond to the current Isyn. An example of an equivalent circuit
is shown in Figure 7.2.

Modelling the behaviour of the membrane potential in this way leads to the
following di�erential equation:
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Figure 7.2: Diagram of an equivalent circuit (taken from 28).

C
d

dt
V = − 1

R
V + Isyn

If incoming spikes are summed up until a threshold is crossed and a spike is �red
one refers to the model as an integrate-and-�re model: When spikes are �red by
(surrounding) neuron cells, they arrive at the neuron as an external current Isyn.
Isyn can be modelled by the convolution of all incoming spikes with a kernel function,
the so-called shape. Here, one can assign a shape to all excitatory spikes, that is
spikes from connected neurons that evoke a spike, and another shape to all inhibitory
spikes, that is spikes from connected neurons that hinder a spike. It de�nes the
evolution of the post-synaptic potential.
Typical examples of such shapes are the so called alpha-function, e.g. ete−t , or
functions with exponential decay, e.g. e−t. Figure Figure 7.3 shows a plot of both
functions. The alpha-function starts at zero, reaches its maximum relatively fast and
then decays like an exponential. In contrast to the alpha-function the exponential
function does not vanish at zero, but starts with its maximum. Their general forms
are e

τ
te
−t
τ and e−t/τ for varying τ . Typically, each integrate-and-�re model comprises

two of such shapes. One for inhibitory spikes and one for excitatory spikes, see
Chapter 2. These can di�er either in their value of τ or can be completely di�erent
functions.

Summing the external currents elicited by incoming spikes to a total incoming
current is called the current-based approach (55) and leads to the integrate-and-�re
neuron with alpha-shaped postsynaptic currents (91) when the shape is chosen as an
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(A) (B)

Figure 7.3: Examples of typical shapes (A) shows the alpha-function e
0.2
te
−t
0.2 and

(B) shows the function e−t

alpha-function. This is a useful model description as it leads to a simpler mathe-
matical model but is less accurate than the so called conductance-based approach,
where the in�uence of the incoming spikes on the membrane potential is modelled,
more realistically, as their in�uence on the conductance of the membrane.

7.2 The NEST-implementation

An implementation of the integrate-and-�re neuron with alpha-shaped postsynaptic
currents as a C++ class for NEST requires 804 lines of code. The entire code can
be found in Appendix 11.3.

When comparing its implementation to the integrate-and-�re neuron model with
exponential-shaped postsynaptic currents, which is, apart from the choice of the
shape the same model, it becomes clear that their code is very similar.
Figure 7.4 shows how many lines of code are either exactly the same or else very
similar, demonstrating that the code is repetitive.

If one additionally ignores any di�erences in code due to di�erent choices of vari-
able names or minor implementation choices one is left with two very small portions
of di�ering code.
Both de�ne the dynamical behaviour of the membrane potential V and their postsy-
naptic currents Isyn: One is the de�nition of the propagator matrix (see Section 5.1),
i.e. the assignments of values to a matrix that allows the precise time evolution of
V by multiplication of a vector, containing V , with the propagator matrix (both for
the inhibitory and the excitatory case), see Section 7.4.
Listing 2 shows the assignment of the entries of the propagator matrix.
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Figure 7.4: Schematic comparison of NEST implementations of two dif-
ferent neuron models: the iaf_psc_alpha model on the left and the
iaf_psc_exp model on the right. The dark segments signify identical
code.

V_.P11_ex_ refers to the �rst entry of the �rst row of the matrix for the excitatory
shape and and so on leading for the excitatory case to the propagator matrix:V_.P11_ex_ 0 0

V_.P21_ex_ V_.P22_ex_ 0
V_.P31_ex_ V_.P32_ex_ V_.P33_ex_

 (7.1)
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243 V_.P11_ex_ = V_.P22_ex_ = std::exp( -h / P_.tau_ex_ );

244 V_.P11_in_ = V_.P22_in_ = std::exp( -h / P_.tau_in_ );

245

246 V_.P33_ = std::exp( -h / P_.Tau_ );

247

248 V_.expm1_tau_m_ = numerics::expm1( -h / P_.Tau_ );

249

250 // these depend on the above. Please do not change the order.

251 V_.P30_ = -P_.Tau_ / P_.C_ * numerics::expm1( -h / P_.Tau_ );

252 V_.P21_ex_ = h * V_.P11_ex_;

253 V_.P21_in_ = h * V_.P11_in_;

254

255 // these are determined according to a numeric stability criterion

256 V_.P31_ex_ = propagator_31( P_.tau_ex_, P_.Tau_, P_.C_, h );

257 V_.P32_ex_ = propagator_32( P_.tau_ex_, P_.Tau_, P_.C_, h );

258 V_.P31_in_ = propagator_31( P_.tau_in_, P_.Tau_, P_.C_, h );

259 V_.P32_in_ = propagator_32( P_.tau_in_, P_.Tau_, P_.C_, h );

260

261 V_.EPSCInitialValue_ = 1.0 * numerics::e / P_.tau_ex_;

262 V_.IPSCInitialValue_ = 1.0 * numerics::e / P_.tau_in_;

Listing 2: The values of the propagator matrix for the integrate-and-�re
model with alpha-shaped postsynaptic currents implemented in NEST

V_.EPSCInitialValue_ and V_.IPSCInitialValue_ are the initial values of the shape
for the excitatory and inhibitory case respectively. V_.P30_ is the factor IEτ

C
in Equa-

tion 5.21.

The other piece of varying code is shown in Listing 3. It shows the actual evo-
lution or update of the variable S_.y3_ which corresponds to the the membrane
potential V . This equates to the update shown in Equation 5.24 using the propaga-
tor matrix in Equation 7.1. S_.dI_ex_, S_.I_ex_, S_.dI_in_ and S_.I_in_ correspond
to y11 , y12 , y21 , y22 respectively and P_.I_e_ and S_.y0_ are constant or piecewise con-
stant external inputs described in Section 5.1.3.

The fact that a lot of the code of the implementation of this neuron model is non-
model-speci�c or given simply by the the fact that it is a current-based integrate-
and-�re neuron model with a certain shape justi�es the need for a modelling language
that makes it possible to generate this implementation by stating only its de�ning
features. In the following section I assess if NESTML enables this adequately.
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310 S_.y3_ = V_.P30_ * ( S_.y0_ + P_.I_e_ ) + V_.P31_ex_ * S_.dI_ex_

311 + V_.P32_ex_ * S_.I_ex_ + V_.P31_in_ * S_.dI_in_ + V_.P32_in_ * S_.I_in_

312 + V_.expm1_tau_m_ * S_.y3_ + S_.y3_;

321 S_.I_ex_ = V_.P21_ex_ * S_.dI_ex_ + V_.P22_ex_ * S_.I_ex_;

322 S_.dI_ex_ *= V_.P11_ex_;

330 S_.I_in_ = V_.P21_in_ * S_.dI_in_ + V_.P22_in_ * S_.I_in_;

331 S_.dI_in_ *= V_.P11_in_;

Listing 3: Updating the value of the variable for the membrane poten-
tial, here S_.y3_, and the variables S_.I_ex_, S_.I_in_, S_.dI_ex_ and S_.dI_in_

that correspond to the values of the shapes and their derivatives, which
contribute to the value of the membrane potential.

7.3 The NESTML-implementation

An implementation of the integrate-and-�re neuron with alpha-shaped postsynaptic
currents as a NESTML model requires 135 lines of code, 61 excluding documenta-
tion.
This drastically reduces the amount of code necessary for creating its model imple-
mentation (or other similar implementations) for NEST making it not only easier to
implement but �rst and foremost easier to read and make adjustments to the model.
The main advantage here though is that it is not necessary to state the actual up-
date assignments but only the de�ning functions and di�erential equations of the
current-based integrate-and-�re neuron with alpha shaped postsynaptic currents.
In lines 89-90 the de�nition of a current-based di�erential equation for the mem-
brane potential can be seen, where incoming spikes are simply multiplied by the
shape and summed up using the convolve function:

I = convolve(I_shape_in, in_spikes) + convolve(I_shape_ex, ex_spikes)

and

V_abs′ =
−1

Tau
V_abs+

1

Cm
(I + Ie + currents), (7.2)

where convolve is de�ned as

convolve(I_shape_in, in_spikes) =
∑

i∈N,ti≤t

∑
k∈in_spikes(ti)

ωkI_shape_in(t− ti),

with in_spikes(ti) as the set of incoming spikes at time ti.
The shapes are de�ned in lines 87-88 and are:

e

tau_syn_in
te

−t
tau_syn_in
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and
e

tau_syn_ex
te

−t
tau_syn_ex .

The integrate-and-�re mechanism is de�ned in lines 110-122. The di�erential equa-
tion Equation 7.2 is integrated:

if r == 0: # neuron not refractory:

integrate_odes ()

until the neuron is refractory
else: # neuron is absolute refractory

r = r - 1

end

Refractoriness is assessed by the counter r that counts down from the number of
time steps in a refractory period. Then a threshold crossing is checked:

if V_abs >=Theta: # threshold crossing

if V_abs >=Theta: # threshold crossing

and, where applicable, the membrane potential is set to its reset value, the neuron
emits a spike and the refractory counter is set to the amount of steps in a refractory
period:

r = RefractoryCounts

V_abs = V_reset

emit_spike ()

The remaining code consists of variable de�nitions and assignments of default
values, so that the code stated in Listing 7.1 is in accordance with the model de�-
nition in Section 7.1 but especially consists of very little additional technical detail.

1 neuron iaf_psc_alpha_neuron:

2 state:

3 r integer # counts number of ticks during the refractory period

4 end

5 initial_values:

6 V_abs mV = 0mV

7 function V_m mV = V_abs + E_L # Membrane potential.

8 end

9 equations:

10 shape I_shape_in =

11 pA * (e/tau_syn_in) * t * exp(-1/ tau_syn_in*t)

12 shape I_shape_ex =

13 pA * (e/tau_syn_ex) * t * exp(-1/ tau_syn_ex*t)

14 function I pA =

15 conv(I_shape_in , in_spikes )+conv(I_shape_ex , ex_spikes)

16 V_abs ' = -1/Tau * V_abs + 1/C_m *(I+ I_e + currents)

17 end
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18 parameters:

19 C_m pF = 250pF # Capacity of the membrane

20 Tau ms = 10ms # Membrane time constant.

21 tau_syn_in ms = 2ms # Time constant of synaptic current.

22 tau_syn_ex ms = 2ms # Time constant of synaptic current.

23 t_ref ms = 2ms # Duration of refractory period in ms.

24 E_L mV = -70mV # Resting potential.

25 function V_reset mV =

26 -70mV - E_L # Reset pot. of the membrane in mV.

27 function Theta mV =

28 -55mV - E_L # Spike threshold in mV.

29 I_e pA = 0pA # Constant external input current in pA.

30 end

31 internals:

32 RefractoryCounts integer = steps(t_ref)

33 # refractory time in steps

34 end

35 input:

36 ex_spikes pA <- excitatory spike

37 in_spikes pA <- inhibitory spike

38 currents <- current

39 end

40 output: spike

41 update:

42 if r == 0: # neuron not refractory

43 integrate_odes ()

44 else: # neuron is absolute refractory

45 r = r - 1

46 end

47 if V_abs >= Theta: # threshold crossing

48 #A supra -threshold membrane potential should never be observable

49 #The reset at the time of threshold crossing enables accurate

50 #integration independent of the computation step size , see

51 #[2,3] fordetails.

52 r = RefractoryCounts

53 V_abs = V_reset

54 emit_spike ()

55 end

56 end

57 end

Listing 7.1: Tn implementation of the iaf_psc_alpha neuron in NESTML

I show now how these few de�ning statements in Listing 7.1 lead to an imple-
mentation of the neuron's evolution using the algorithm described in Chapter 5 and
Chapter 6.
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1 {

2 "odes": [

3 {

4 "symbol": "V_abs",

5 "definition":

6 "-1/Tau*(V_abs) + (I_shape_in + I_shape_ex + I_e + currents)/C_m",

7 "initial_values": ["E_L"]

8 }

9 ],

10 "shapes": [

11 {

12 "type": "function",

13 "symbol": "I_shape_in",

14 "definition": "(e/tau_syn_in)*t*exp((-1)/tau_syn_in*t)"

15 },

16 {

17 "type": "function",

18 "symbol": "I_shape_ex",

19 "definition": "(e/tau_syn_ex)*t*exp((-1)/tau_syn_ex*t)"

20 }

21 ],

22 "parameters": {

23 "C_m": 250.0,

24 "Tau": 10,

25 "tau_syn_in": 2.0,

26 "tau_syn_ex": 2.0,

27 "E_L": 0,

28 "V_th": 15.0,

29 "I_e": 0,

30 "currents": 0

31 }

32 }

Listing 4: Example JSON �le as input to the analysis toolbox. The �le
contains three entries: odes stating a current-based ODE for the membrane potential
V\_abs, shapes containing the alpha functions used in the ODEs and parameters

specifying the parameters and default values for the di�erential equations in the
shapes and odes sections.

7.4 Code-Generation

The algorithm presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 is given a JSON �le as input.
Listing 4 shows a JSON �le corresponding to the integrate-and-�re neuron with
alpha-shaped postsynaptic currents presented above. It starts by analysing the
ODE for V_abs:
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d

dt
V_abs = − 1

Tau
V_abs+

1

C_m
(I_shape_in+ I_shape_ex+ I_e+ currents)

Then the right hand side is given by

r(V_abs) = − 1

Tau
V_abs+

1

C_m
(I_shape_in+ I_shape_ex+ I_e+ currents).

The �rst derivative with respect to V_abs is given by

d

dV_abs
r(V_abs) = − 1

Tau
.

This depends neither on V_abs nor on t and this means that the second deriva-
tive with respect to V_abs vanishes(

d

dV_abs

)2

r(V_abs) = 0,

and also

d

dt

(
d

dV_abs
r(V_abs)(t)

)
= 0.

Therefore the algorithm has identi�ed the equation to be a linear constant coef-
�cient ODE.

Next, the algorithm checks whether the shapes satisfy a linear ODE of some
order. The �rst given shape is

I_shape_in(t) =
e

tau_syn_in
te
− t
tau_syn_in .

Then it holds

d

dt
I_shape_in(t) =

e

tau_syn_in
e
− t
tau_syn_in − e

tau_syn_in2 te
− t
tau_syn_in .

The algorithm checks �rst whether there is an a0 such that

d

dt
I_shape_in = a0I_shape_in.

If this were the case then, by inserting t = 1 it would hold that
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d

dt
I_shape_in(1) =

e

tau_syn_in
e
− 1
tau_syn_in − e

tau_syn_in2 e
− 1
tau_syn_in

=

(
1− 1

tau_syn_in

)
e

tau_syn_in
e
− 1
tau_syn_in

= a0I_shape_in(1)

= a0
e

tau_syn_in
e
− 1
tau_syn_in

and hence a0 = 1− 1
tau_syn_in

. But the equation

e

tau_syn_in
e
− t
tau_syn_in − e

tau_syn_in2 te
− t
tau_syn_in

=

(
1− 1

tau_syn_in

)
e

tau_syn_in
te
− t
tau_syn_in

is not satis�ed for all t, since on the right hand side no term proportional to
e
− t
tau_syn_in appears.

Therefore the algorithm checks the case n = 2. I.e. whether there are constants
a0, a1 such that(

d

dt

)2

I_shape_in = a0I_shape_in+ a1
d

dt
I_shape_in.

The second derivative is given by

(
d

dt

)2

I_shape_in(t) =

(
d

dt

)
·
(

e

tau_syn_in
e
− t
tau_syn_in − e

tau_syn_in2 te
− t
tau_syn_in

)
=− 2e

tau_syn_in2 e
− t
tau_syn_in +

e

tau_syn_in3 te
− t
tau_syn_in .

Using t1 = 1, t2 = 2 the matrix X is given by

X(1, 2) :=

 e
tau_syn_in

e
− 1
tau_syn_in e

tau_syn_in
e
− 1
tau_syn_in − e

tau_syn_in2 e
− 1
tau_syn_in

2e
tau_syn_in

e
− 2
tau_syn_in e

tau_syn_in
e
− 2
tau_syn_in − 2e

tau_syn_in2 e
− 2
tau_syn_in

 .

The determinant is
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det(X(1, 2)) =
e

tau_syn_in
e
− 1
tau_syn_in

·
(

e

tau_syn_in
e
− 1
tau_syn_in − e

tau_syn_in2 e
− 1
tau_syn_in

)
− 2e

tau_syn_in
e
− 2
tau_syn_in

·
(

e

tau_syn_in
e
− 2
tau_syn_in − 2e

tau_syn_in2 e
− 2
tau_syn_in

)
=− e2

tau_syn_in2

6=0.

The matrix is therefore invertible and

X−1(1, 2) :=

tau_syn_in
e

e
1

tau_syn_in

(
−1 + 2

tau_syn_in
e

1
tau_syn_in − 1

tau_syn_in
e

1
tau_syn_in

2 −e
1

tau_syn_in

)
.

Now use Equation 5.8 to obtain the candidates

(
a0
a1

)
=X−1(1, 2) ·

((
d
dt

)2
I_shape_in(1)(

d
dt

)2
I_shape_in(2)

)

=
tau_syn_in

e
e

1
tau_syn_in

(
−1 + 2

tau_syn_in
e

1
tau_syn_in − 1

tau_syn_in
e

1
tau_syn_in

2 −e
1

tau_syn_in

)

·

(
− 2e
tau_syn_in2 e

1
tau_syn_in + e

tau_syn_in3 e
− 1
tau_syn_in

− 2e
tau_syn_in2 e

2
tau_syn_in + 2e

tau_syn_in3 e
− 2
tau_syn_in

)

=

(
− 1
tau_syn_in2

− 2
tau_syn_in

)
.

The computation
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a0I_shape_in(t) + a1
d

dt
I_shape_in(t)

= − 1

tau_syn_in2

e

tau_syn_in
te
− t
tau_syn_in

− 2

tau_syn_in

(
e

tau_syn_in
e
− t
tau_syn_in − e

tau_syn_in2 te
− t
tau_syn_in

)
= − 2e

tau_syn_in2 e
− t
tau_syn_in +

e

tau_syn_in3 te
− t
tau_syn_in

=

(
d

dt

)2

I_shape_in(t),

shows that I already satis�es this ODE. Therefore the algorithm terminates the
test for I_shape_in at this point and returns the coe�cients a0 = − 1

tau_syn_in2 and
a1 = − 2

tau_syn_in
.

The algorithm then performs the same computations for I_shape_ex as it di�ers
from I_shape_in only in naming of parameters.

Next the propagator matrix is computed. Since the shapes satisfy a second order
ODE, the algorithm constructs so called states, linear combinations of the shapes
and their derivatives, for which the matrix A (see Equation 5.11) becomes a lower
triangular matrix. In the in-case the state vector (see Equation 5.17) is given by

y =

(
d

dt
I_shape_in(t) +

1

tau_syn_in
I_shape_in(t), I_shape_in(t), V

)
the states are listed under shape_state-variables in Listing 5. The corresponding

matrix A is then given by

A =

−
1

tau_syn_in
0 0

1 − 1
tau_syn_in

0

0 1
C_m

− 1
Tau

 .

The propagator matrix is computed to be

eAh =

 exp(− __h

tau_syn_in
) 0

__h exp(− __h

tau_syn_in
) exp(− __h

tau_syn_in
)

(Tau ∗ tau_syn_in)2 exp(− 2__h

tau_syn_in
) Tau ∗ tau_syn_in exp(− __h

tau_syn_in
)
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0
0

exp(− __h

tau_syn_in
)


The same propagator matrix is obtained for the ex-case.
Since there are two di�erent shapes and a constant input current, the exact

evolution instructions for the ODE are then computed using the methods from
Section 5.1.3 and Section 5.1.4. The arising update rule can be found in lines 2-4 of
Listing 5.

Listing 5 shows the output produced by the algorithm as a JSON �le. Entries
of the propagator matrices for I_shape_ex and I_shape_in are given in propagator,
where the ending in__1_2 indicates, that this is the second entry of the �rst row of
the propagator matrix for I_shape_in.
ode_updates gives the evolution instructions based on the matrix entries and
shape_state_updates gives the evolution instructions for the state variables, which
are linear combinations of the shape function and its �rst derivative.
shape_state_variables makes these linear combinations explicit. solver simply states
analytical rather than numerical as the algorithm is able to compute an analytical
solution.
The initial values of both shape functions and their derivatives are given in
shape_initial_value, i.e.

I_shape_in(0) =
e

tau_syn_in
· 0 · e−

0
tau_syn_in = 0.

and

d

dt
I_shape_in(0) =

e

tau_syn_in
e
− 0
tau_syn_in − e

tau_syn_in2 · 0 · e
− 0
tau_syn_in

=
e

tau_syn_in
.

From the JSON �le C++ code for NEST is generated, see Listing 3 and Listing 2.
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1 { "ode_updates": [

2 "V_abs = (exp(-__h/Tau)) * V_abs+ ((I_e + currents)/C_m) * ...",

3 "V_abs += I_shape_in*__P_I_shape_in__2_1 + I_shape_in__d*__P_I_shape_in__2_0",

4 "V_abs += I_shape_ex*__P_I_shape_ex__2_1 + I_shape_ex__d*__P_I_shape_ex__2_0"

5 ],

6 "solver": "analytical",

7 "shape_initial_values": [

8 [

9 "0",

10 "e/tau_syn_in"

11 ],

12 [

13 "0",

14 "e/tau_syn_ex"

15 ]

16 ],

17 "shape_state_updates": [

18 [

19 "I_shape_in__d*__P_I_shape_in__0_0",

20 "I_shape_in*__P_I_shape_in__1_1 + I_shape_in__d*__P_I_shape_in__1_0"

21 ],

22 [

23 "I_shape_ex__d*__P_I_shape_ex__0_0",

24 "I_shape_ex*__P_I_shape_ex__1_1 + I_shape_ex__d*__P_I_shape_ex__1_0"

25 ]

26 ],

27 "shape_state_variables": [

28 [

29 "I_shape_in__d",

30 "I_shape_in"

31 ],

32 [

33 "I_shape_ex__d",

34 "I_shape_ex"

35 ]

36 ],

37 "propagator": {

38 "__P_I_shape_in__1_1": "exp(-__h/tau_syn_in)",

39 "__P_I_shape_in__1_0": "__h*exp(-__h/tau_syn_in)",

40 "__P_I_shape_in__0_0": "exp(-__h/tau_syn_in)",

41 "__P_I_shape_ex__2_2": "exp(-__h/Tau)",

42 "__P_I_shape_ex__2_0": "Tau*tau_syn_ex*Tau* ...",

43 "__P_I_shape_ex__2_1": "Tau*tau_syn_ex * -exp(__h/Tau) + ...",

44 "__P_I_shape_in__2_0": "Tau*tau_syn_in*Tau* ...",

45 "__P_I_shape_in__2_1": "Tau*tau_syn_in*(-exp(__h/Tau) + ...",

46 "__P_I_shape_in__2_2": "exp(-__h/Tau)",

47 "__P_I_shape_ex__1_1": "exp(-__h/tau_syn_ex)",

48 "__P_I_shape_ex__0_0": "exp(-__h/tau_syn_ex)",

49 "__P_I_shape_ex__1_0": "__h*exp(-__h/tau_syn_ex)"

50 }

51 }

Listing 5: Example JSON �le as output to the analysis toolbox. The �le
contains six entries: propagator, shape_initial_values, solver, shape_state_variables,
ode_updates and shape_state_updates.
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7.5 Advantages of the new approach

Here, in the case of the integrate-and-�re neuron with alpha-shaped post-synaptic
currents, it becomes clear how the new approach bene�ts scientists using NEST,
more speci�cally those changing and improving NEST's neuron model implementa-
tions.

The NESTML approach reduces the amount of code necessary to implement
neuron models considerably. Thereby neuron models can be read and edited far
more easily, see Appendix 11.3 and Listing 7.1.

Furthermore in NESTML all mathematical computations are outsourced rather
than left to the knowledge of the programmer. This not only makes it a lot easier
for scientists to implement this and similar neuron models but far more importantly
gives certainty regarding correctness of the generated NEST implementations by
Chapter 5. Mathematical computations for NEST on the other hand, must be im-
plemented by hand giving no such quality assurance. Quality assurance for numer-
ical methods is extremely important for the �eld of neural simulations as scientists
must make sure that their simulations are valid in the sense that any results must
be based on the actual mathematical premises rather than being due to artefacts
occurring on account of faulty mathematical methods. Neural simulation scientists
wish to verify other simulations by attempting to reproduce their results. The re-
production and replication of scienti�c results is an indispensable aspect of good
scienti�c practice, enabling previous studies to be veri�ed and built upon (106).
However, reproducibility and replicability are not su�cient: an incorrect result will
be accurately reproduced if the same incorrect methods are used. For the �eld of
simulations of complex neural networks, the causes of incorrect results vary from
insu�cient model implementations and mathematical analysis methods, de�ciencies
in workmanship (e.g., simulation planning, setup, and execution) to errors induced
by hardware constraints (e.g., limitations in numerical precision) (106).

One major advantage of the proposed approach, I cannot demonstrate using the
integrate-and-�re neuron model with alpha-shaped post synaptic currents, though,
is the fact that modellers are able to simply generate an implementation of a neu-
ron model not yet implemented in NEST without any knowledge of implementation
details for neuron models in NEST and mathematical methods for evolving ODEs.
Take for example the integrate-and-�re neuron model with two di�ering shape func-
tions. One is the alpha-function, the other the exponential function. Although the
integrate-and-�re neuron with two alpha-shapes, see Section 2.2.2 (one for inhibition
one for excitation) and the integrate-and-�re neuron with two exponential shapes
are implemented in NEST, no such model exists for the integrate-and-�re neuron
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model with one alpha-shape and one exponential shape. And the multiplication
instructions for the update step for the corresponding ODE are far from canonical,
see Section 5.1.4. But neuron model implementations with varying post-synaptic re-
sponses are useful to modellers since di�erent groups of neurons can elicit di�ering
responses in a neuron (26). An integrate-and-�re neuron with one alpha and one
exponential shape can easily be implemented using NESTML. De�ning lines 86-87
in Listing 7.1 as

shape I_shape_in = pA * exp(-1/ tau_syn_in*t)

shape I_shape_ex = pA * (e/tau_syn_ex) * t * exp(-1/ tau_syn_ex*t)

de�nes such a neuron model and generates the multiplication instruction for its
ODE system and its NEST implementation automatically.
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Chapter 8

Application to common models

This work has been submitted for publication to the Journal Frontiers in Neuroin-
formatics and is currently under review. The research for this section was performed
by Inga Blundell and Dimitri Plotnikov and supervised by Jochen Martin Eppler
and Abigail Morrison.

To evaluate the proposed framework for the semantic analysis of a system of
ODEs and assessment of its sti�ness we have chosen two approaches. One was to
apply the sti�ness tester to the neuron models currently implemented in the NEST
Modeling Language (NESTML; 82), the other was to compare runtimes of explicit
and implicit evolution schemes applied to two commonly used simpli�ed versions of
the Hodgkin-Huxley model.

The sti�ness tester was integrated and successfully used in the tooling for NESTML,
a domain speci�c language for the de�nition of neuron models for the neuronal sim-
ulator NEST (33; 60). NESTML is built using MontiCore (e.g. 57; 42). MontiCore
is a language workbench (30) that enables an agile and incremental implementation
of lightweight DSLs including the symbol table functionality (69), code generation
facilities (e.g. 94; 92) and support for editors in Eclipse IDE (e.g. 109; 58). NEST's
focus is on the simulation of the dynamics of large networks of spiking neurons (e.g.
83; 107; 59). Neuron models in NEST are usually rather simple point neurons or
models with a few electrical compartments instead of rich compartmental neurons
built from morphologically detailed reconstructions. The simulator is capable of run-
ning on a large range of computer architectures ranging from laptops over standard
workstations to the largest supercomputers available today (61).

Within NESTML, the analysis toolbox developed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 is
used for the numerical analysis of neuron models de�ned as systems of ODEs and
provides either the implementation of an e�cient and accurate analytical integration
scheme or recommends a good numerical solver. Therefore it allows the simulation
of a large variety of biological neuron models in NEST.
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As a simple yet meaningful validation of the stability checks introduced in Sec-
tion 5.2, we applied the sti�ness tester to all neuron models currently implemented
in NESTML (see https://github.com/nest/nestml/tree/master/models). The
result of this evaluation is that with default parametrization, the systems of ODEs
of all neuron models are non-sti� and can thus be safely integrated using an explicit
numerical integration scheme without any detrimental e�ects on e�ciency and ac-
curacy. This is a reassuring �nding, as it indicates that previous studies using these
neuron models are unlikely to contain distorted results due to numeric instabilities
in the integration, for a counter-example see Pauli et al. (77).

However, when the default parametrization is slightly altered, the sti�ness test
�nds that some systems of ODEs are now evaluated as being sti�, which suggests
that the choice of an implicit evolution scheme would be more advisable than the
default choice. Figure 8.1 summarizes these observations for a selection of six com-
monly used neuron models and shows how a systematic change of one parameter in
these models results in an evaluation as sti� or non-sti�.

As a second test, we apply the sti�ness tester to the Fitzhugh-Nagumo and
Morris-Lecar models (31; 75; 70), non-linear oscillators that include the generation
of an action potential as part of the dynamics, rather than applying an arti�cial
threshold as many point neuron models do.

Figure 8.2 demonstrates a comparison of the implicit and explicit methods ap-
plied to the FitzHugh-Nagumo model. The model comprises two variables, one for
the membrane potential V and a recovery variable W . The dynamics are given by:

V ′ = V − 1

3
V 3 −W + 0.25

W ′ = τ(V + 0.7− 0.8W ). (8.1)

The �gure shows the quotient of the time that the corresponding GSL-solvers
for the explicit and implicit methods spent on integrating the ODE system for 20
milliseconds with a desired accuracy of 10−5. For all resolutions shown in Figure 8.2,
the explicit scheme is faster, and is also the approach recommended by our toolbox.
As the resolution becomes coarser (increased values of h), the curves shift down
towards the point at which the implicit method would be faster. For h > 0.185,
our toolbox recommends an implicit approach, and indeed in such cases the explicit
scheme crashes. For a higher required accuracy of 10−10, all curves shift to below
the red line (data not shown), and the toolbox recommends an implicit solver for
all tested resolutions.

We apply the same approach to the Morris-Lecar model (70):
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Figure 8.1: Results of the sti�ness test for six neuron models from NEST.
Red bars indicate the default value of the selected parameter in NEST, blue indi-
cates the value range in which the system of ODEs evaluates as non-sti�, green
indicates the range in which it evaluates as sti�. aeif_cond_alpha is a conductance-
based adaptive exponential integrate-and-�re model with alpha-shaped postsynaptic
conductances, hh_psc_alpha a Hodgkin-Huxley type model with alpha-shaped postsy-
naptic currents, iaf_cond_alpha a conductance-based integrate-and-�re neuron with
alpha-shaped postsynaptic conductances, iaf_cond_alpha_mc a conductance-based
integrate-and-�re neuron with alpha-shaped postsynaptic conductances and mul-
tiple compartments, iaf_psc_alpha a current-based integrate-and-�re neuron with
alpha-shaped postsynaptic currents and izhikevich the model dynamics proposed
by Izhikevich (50). The test was applied to the ODE systems for varying values of
the parameter tau_syn of the �rst �ve models and for the parameter a of the last
model.
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Figure 8.2: Application of the sti�ness tester to the Fitzhugh-Nagumo
model. Ratio of runtimes for the implicit and explicit method as a function of the
factor τ in Equation 8.1, for varying resolution h and a desired accuracy of 10−5.
Curves averaged over 5 runs of 20 ms each. Red bar as in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 8.3: Application of the sti�ness tester to the Morris-Lecar model.
Ratio of runtimes for the implicit and explicit method as a function of the factor
ε in Equation 8.2, for varying resolution h and a desired accuracy of 10−5. Curves
averaged over 5 runs of 20 ms each. Red bar as in Figure 5.2.
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V ′ = I + 2W (−0.7− V ) + 0.5(−0.5− V )

+ 1.1m(V )(1− V )

W ′ = ελ(V )(w(V )−W ) (8.2)

m(V ) =
1

2

(
1 + tanh

(
V + 0.01

0.15

))
w(V ) =

1

2

(
1 + tanh

(
V + 0.12

0.3

))
λ(V ) = cosh

(
V − 0.22

2 · 0.3

)
,

where I represents injected current. Figure 8.3 shows that for a resolution of
h = 0.2, the explicit solver is faster, but for larger values of h the implicit solver
becomes more e�cient. Accordingly, our toolbox recommends explicit for the former
and implicit for the latter. Note also that the explicit solver crashes for h = 1.5 with
values of ε above 1.4. Again, the toolbox catches this risk of numerical instability
and recommends the implicit scheme.

These results show that the toolbox can correctly assess where it is safe and e�-
cient to use an explicit scheme, and where an implicit scheme would be appropriate,
either for reasons of speed or for numerical stability.
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Chapter 9

Related work

In this chapter I analyse the current state of research for solving ordinary di�eren-
tial equations for neuron models with respect to the requirements of a modelling
language for neural simulation software. To that end I �rst consider other neural
simulators and their approaches to integrating ordinary di�erential equations. I fur-
ther consider general mathematical software for symbolic computation and �nally
inspect other applications with possibly similar mathematical settings and technical
requirements.

9.1 Neural simulators

This work has been submitted for publication to the Journal Frontiers in Neuroin-
formatics and is currently under review. The research for this section was performed
by Inga Blundell.

In this section I compare the proposed framework for choosing evolution schemes
for systems of ODEs in neural models with the corresponding approaches imple-
mented in two of the most wide-spread simulators: Brian (38; 102) and NEURON
(47; 18).

9.1.1 Brian

Similar to the framework proposed in this thesis, the implementation of the Brian
simulator (39) also makes a distinction between systems of ODEs that can be solved
analytically and systems that can only be solved e�ciently in a numeric manner. In
addition to simple integrate-and-�re neurons, Brian also supports spatial neurons
and neurons described by stochastic ODEs. As these types of models cannot be
currently analysed by our ODE analysis toolbox, I do not take them into account
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here. Instead I focus on non-spatial deterministic neuron models as I can only draw
a meaningful comparison for this group of neuron models.

In Brian, neuron dynamics can be described by a system consisting of ODEs and
time-dependent functions. They are either classi�ed as linear, meaning they can
be solved analytically, or euler (for problems using this method see Section 5.4.2),
meaning they cannot be solved analytically and must be solved numerically. In
theory, linear constant coe�cient ODEs can be solved analytically by Brian. How-
ever, if the dynamics of a neuron are described using a time-dependent function,
which is not constant, it is always solved numerically. This is improved by using
the proposed framework, which allows an analytical solver to be generated even for
a system consisting of time-dependent functions that satisfy a linear homogeneous
ODE and feed into a linear constant coe�cient ODE. Our framework thus allows
an analytical evolution for a larger class of neuron dynamics.

All systems of ODEs in Brian that are not evolved by an analytical evolution
scheme are by default evolved using the simple Euler method. To circumvent this,
it is possible to choose a numerical evolution scheme from a list of other methods.
This approach works well for users who are aware of the numerical consequences of
their choice of solver but can be problematic for scientists who lack the ability to
weigh up the advantages and disadvantages of di�erent numerical evolution schemes
for their particular system of ODEs. Moreover, as demonstrated in Figure 8.1, the
choice of an appropriate evolution scheme might depend on the exact parameters
for the ODEs and thus not be obvious even for an advanced user.

9.1.2 NMODL

NMODL is the model speci�cation language of the NEURON simulator. It was cre-
ated for describing large multi-compartmental neuron models and thus also supports
a wider range of models than our proposed framework currently does. I again only
contrast those types of models for which a comparison is meaningful.

For linear systems of ODEs, NMODL chooses an evolution method that prop-
agates the system by evolving each variable under the assumption that all other
variables are constant during one time step. In many cases this approach approx-
imates the true solution well, but it is still less accurate than an actual analytical
solution. For all other systems of ODEs, i.e. all non-linear ODEs, an implicit method
is chosen, regardless of the exact properties of the equations to guarantee an evo-
lution of sti� ODEs without causing numeric instabilities (22). This is a robust
solution but may lead to excessively large simulation run times in cases where the
choice of an explicit evolution scheme for non-sti� ODE systems would be su�cient.
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9.2 Software for symbolic computation and scien-

ti�c computing

In this section I consider the application of software for symbolic computation (for
exact mathematical calculations) or scienti�c computing (for numerical calculations)
to the setting of language modelling for neural simulators.
Symbolic computation programs are well developed and manifold. Wide-spread
software for symbolic computation and scienti�c computing is, e.g. Wolfram Math-
ematica (7), Modelica (105), MATLAB (34) and Maple (111).
All four provide frameworks for solving ordinary di�erential equations both sym-
bolically and numerically. I describe their conceptual abilities both for symbolic or
exact integration of ODEs and their restrictions and go on to describe capabilities
and restrictions for numeric integrators. I further brie�y name technological restric-
tions.

9.2.1 Conceptual abilities

Symbolic integrators

At �rst appearance the integration schemes provided by the programming languages
(actually, Modelica is a modelling language) seem appropriate: As seen in Chapter 2
the ordinary di�erential equations used to de�ne neuron models and to describe their
dynamical behaviour are typically linear (though not homogeneous and not linear
with a constant coe�cient) and can in several cases be solved analytically by any
of the programs above. For the speci�c requirements, with respect to NEST and
NESTML they are, however, not entirely suitable for several reasons:

� The di�erential equations given for one instantiation of a neuron model in
NEST change for every simulation step, see Chapter 2. Although each of these
di�erential equations can be integrated easily using, e.g. Wolfram Mathemat-
ica, one is not provided with a general, exact solution for each integration step,
that takes into account changes to the system of di�erential equations due to
incoming spikes, see Chapter 2, Equation 2.4 and Equation 2.7.

� Calling external software for symbolic computation of ordinary di�erential
equations during run time of NEST is too costly: A network in NEST can
contain up to 105 neurons so that solving each neuron's di�erential equations
individually and symbolically is too time consuming. Moreover in many of
the runtime environments, NEST is running in, calling an external program is
simply not permitted by the system policies.
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Numerical integrators

There are a number of approaches to automatically select numeric integrators de-
pending on whether the problem is sti� or non-sti� (96; 97; 78). These approaches
are typically designed to switch integration schemes during runtime when the prob-
lem changes its properties. All of them rely in one way or another on the behaviour
of the Jacobian matrix evaluated at the point of integration. Typically, the methods
try to approximate the dominant eigenvalue of the Jacobian with a low cost com-
pared to that of the stepping algorithm. The programming languages mentioned
above provide packages for scienti�c computing that do not typically test for sti�-
ness. But in some cases they provide integration schemes that may change from
an explicit to an implicit integration scheme, when necessary, using the Jacobian
method. However, for a spiking neural network simulation, the determination of
the sti�ness of the system, and thus the solver, should occur before the simulation
starts, as to minimize runtime costs.

Thus the question remains whether it would be possible to carry out these kind
of tests during generation of the neuron model. Applying the test to a large num-
ber of randomly selected values of the state variables, or carrying out a number of
test runs using representative spike trains would allow to work around the fact that
the solution up to a given point is not yet known. However, as these tests rely on
determining the sti�ness through the properties of the Jacobian, they would still
not be completely precise. As we have the advantage of e�ectively no computa-
tional constraints during generation of the neuron model, there is thus no advantage
by using such a low-cost strategy. In our approach we compute the full solution
using both explicit and implicit schemes and compare their behavior a posteriori,
thus obtaining an accurate assessment of the appropriate solver for a given set of
parameters.

In addition, as for symbolic integration, the packages that provide such sti�ness
testing capability for numeric integration do not provide a framework for handling
a run-time determined variable input due to incoming spikes. Thus we conclude
that the speci�c problem addressed by our toolbox lies outside the scope of general
purpose symbolic and numeric integration packages.

In the following I exemplarily evaluate the functionality that is provided by
MATLAB and show in what sense MATLAB is not able to replace the functionality
provided by the approach presented in Chapter 5

Functionality provided by MATLAB

MATLAB provides tools for the symbolic as well as the numeric integration of ODEs.
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For the symbolic integration of ODEs it provides the command dsolve. Given
for example the ODE

dV

dt
= −1

τ
V +

1

C
I (9.1)

for constants τ, C and a constant function I, dsolve can be called in the following
way

1 >> dsolve(diff(V,t) == 1/tau * V + I/C)

which yields the answer

1 ans =

2 c1*exp(t/tau)- I*tau/C

which is the correct symbolic solution to Equation 9.1. Even if I is a known
function of t, e.g. an alpha-function te−t:

dV

dt
= −1

τ
V +

1

C
(te−t),

again using dsolve:

1 >> dsolve(diff(V,t) == -1/tau * V + t * exp(-t) / C)

gives the correct analytical solution. Hence, even for a sum of such alpha func-
tions c1 · te−t + c2 · te−t, the command

1 >> dsolve(diff(V,t) == -1/tau * V + t * (c1*exp(-t)+c2exp(-t)) / C)

can give a symbolical solution.

The problem class presented in Chapter 2 though, is slightly di�erent, so that
the symbolic solver for ODEs dsolve, provided by MATLAB is insu�cient in the
following sense:

I represents the current input to the neuron, causing a voltage change in the
membrane. This current is caused by spikes occurring at adjacent neurons during
simulation time. So that the current is given by a sum

I(t) =
∑
i:ti≤t

∑
k∈Sti

ωkIk(t− ti) + Iext(t), (9.2)
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where St is the set of synapses that deliver a spike to the neuron at time t and
Ik is a known function that represents the current that enters the neuron through
synapse k. As this is in principle a �nite sum dsolve is able to solve the correspond-
ing ODE. However, the spike times are known only during simulation so that the
components of the sum are also known only during runtime.

Therefore dsolve cannot be used to solve the equation during generation of the
model but can only be used during simulation and must in that case be called in
every simulation step, since the sum composing I changes in every simulation step
due to incoming spikes.

Calling dsolve as often as there are grid points in the simulation is of course com-
putationally forbidingly expensive. Especially because this symbolic computation
must be performed for every simulated neuron separately. In contrast to this, the
approach proposed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 requires only the calculation of the
propagator matrix once when generating the model, before runtime of the simula-
tion. During simulation only a matrix multiplication and the addition of a vector
is performed in each time step. This also has the advantage that the additional
installation of MATLAB is not necessary.

Therefore it is clear that MATLAB is not able to provide the functionalities
presented in Chapter 5. Nevertheless it is instructive to check whether MATLAB is
able to perform one of the following main steps of the algorithm:

1. Calculating the coe�cients (ai)i∈N ⊂ R of the ODE(
d

dt

)n
I =

n−1∑
i=0

ai

(
d

dt

)i
I. (9.3)

2. Calculating the matrix exponential in order to obtain the propagator matrix.

3. Calculating an update formula from several propagator matrices.

1. Calculating the coe�cients of the ODE is a kind of reverse problem in the
respect that one basically computes the problem from the solution. As stated before
in Section 5.1 this is very unusual and therefore MATLAB does not provide means
to do that.
2. Since this is a standard matrix operation MATLAB is perfectly suited to compute
the matrix exponential but SymPy is just as suitable.
3. There is no function in MATLAB that provides a combined update rule using
several propagation matrices.
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MATLAB includes several explicit and implicit integrations schemes for ODE
systems that can't be solved analytically due to the complexity of the system or
consideratios of e�ciency. MathWorks notes ((66))

Some ODE problems exhibit sti�ness, or di�culty in evaluation. Sti�-
ness is a term that de�es a precise de�nition, but in general, sti�ness
occurs when there is a di�erence in scaling somewhere in the problem.
For example, if an ODE has two solution components that vary on dras-
tically di�erent time scales, then the equation might be sti�.

Still MATLAB does not provide an automated way to decide whether a certain
system of ODEs is sti� or non-sti�.

MathWorks provides eight di�erent numerical solvers out of which the user must
choose. It recommends the function ode45 as standard numerical solver, which is an
explicit Runge-Kutta (4,5) scheme and suggests to use other provided integration
schemes in case the ODE is sti� or problems occur when using the standard solver.
Given for example the ODE system for a conductance based integrate-and-�re neu-
ron

dV

dt
k = −1

τ
V +

1

C
G(t)V (t),

one can, e.g. call the solver ode45 in the following way

1 >> F=@(t,y) -1/tau y+ 1/C G(t)y

2 >> ode45(F,0:0.1:1,0)

where the �rst argument is the ODE, the second argument is the list of time
points and the third argument is the initial value. If the user suspects that the ode
is sti� though, or runs into problems using ode45, she can call one of the implicit
solvers, e.g. ode15s.

1 >> F=@(t,y) -1/tau y+ 1/C G(t)y

2 >> ode15s(F,0:0.1:1,0)

This method is clearly inferior to the systematic and automated approach pre-
sented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, where the most suitable integration scheme is
determined by considering the sti�ness of the system.
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9.2.2 Technology

As NEST and NESTML are often employed on large HPC clusters and supercom-
puters (45), it is sensible to avoid the installation of the software above. In addition,
Python is installed on most machines anyway (73) and provides the package SymPy
that is su�cient for symbolic computation in this context. Also, C++ must be in-
stalled for usage of NEST and provides numerical integration schemes via the GNU
Scienti�c Library (40) that can be called for solving ordinary di�erential equations
during simulation of networks within NEST. These numerical integration schemes
have proven to be su�ciently e�cient and close to the exact solution, as they include
error estimations and step size control.

9.3 Ordinary di�erential equations in other appli-

cations

In this section I look into ODE solving for other applications beyond neural simu-
lations. I show that the approaches and tools used in the �elds I consider, although
similar, are not strictly suited to the requirements proposed in Chapter 2. I analyse
approaches to ODE solving taken in control engineering(56; 84) and molecular sim-
ulation (93) as I consider both to be closest to our requirements. Though molecular
simulation is even closer to the neural setting in its biological relevance and control
engineering is not, I consider both applications to be close on a modelling level.

9.3.1 Molecular Simulation

Molecular dynamics (MD) is a computer simulation method for studying the phys-
ical movements of atoms and molecules. The dynamics of many-particle systems
are described by large systems of ODEs coming from Newton's or Lagrange's laws
of motion. Since particles interact through potentials, the occurring equations are
heavily coupled as every particle experiences the in�uence of every other particle
in the system for at least most physical potentials. Even for small system sizes
it quickly becomes impossible to extract properties of those systems analytically.
Therefore numerical methods have been devised to study such systems and draw
meaningful data from simulations.

The MD method was developed in the 1950s for uses in theoretical physics but
is used today in a wide range of �elds such as materials science, chemistry and bio-
chemistry for simulating collections of atoms as well as folding processes of large
biomolecules, e.g. proteins.
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The setting of the problem is usually the following. A set of initial conditions in
the phase space (position and velocity) is given for the particles (time derivatives
are indicated by dots):

X i(0) = X i
0, i = 1, . . . , N

Ẋ i(0) = V i
0 i = 1, . . . , N,

whereN is the number of particles, X i is the position in space and Ẋ i the velocity
of the ith particle. The particles move according to Newton's law of motion, i.e.

miẌ i = Fi, i = 1, . . . , N,

where the force is usually given by the gradient of the potential U of the system:
Fi = −∇XiU(X1, . . . , XN). The potential is given by theoretical and empirical
considerations concerning the particle system and might be a sum of pair potentials

U(X1, . . . , XN) =
∑
i 6=j

Up(X
i, Xj),

where the pair potential could be, e.g. the Coulomb potential for the electrostatic
interaction Up(x1, x2) = C

|x1−x2|2 or the Lennard-Jones potential for the interaction
of non-charged particles

Up(x1, x2) = ε

[(
rm

|x1 − x2|

)12

− 2

(
rm

|x1 − x2|

)6
]
.

Although many physical potentials are given by pair potentials, there are also
some potentials that are not of this form.

There might also be situations where it is suitable to consider Lagrange's equa-
tion of motion, or to include stochastic terms in order to model a solvent that is not
explicitly modelled as atoms. I do not discuss those cases here as NESTML does
not, at the moment, cover stochastic terms and the important features can already
be seen in the case of Newton's equations of motion.

The problem at hand is ill-conditioned for long times, i.e. small perturbations in
velocity and position at one time may cause large deviations in the dynamics in the
long run. This leads to typically very small simulation times. To accomplish these
simulation times, though, several integration schemes have been devised. Typically
one uses so-called symplectic integrator methods such as the Velocity-Verlet algo-
rithm (93). This type of integrator leaves the Hamiltonian of the system invariant
and is time reversible which are two important properties of the original dynamical
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system. A simple semi-implicit Euler method on the other hand does not satisfy
those two conditions. For completeness I state here the Velocity-Verlet algorithm:
Both position and velocity are treated as independent variables. An update step is
given by �rst computing the new position at time t+ ∆t from the data at t:

X(t+ ∆t) = X(t) + Ẋ(t)∆t+ Ẍ(t)
1

2
(∆t)2,

where the acceleration at t is given by Newton's law and the explicit knowledge
of the potential. Since the potential only depends on the positions it is now possible
to compute the acceleration at time t+ ∆t and to update the velocity according to:

Ẋ(t+ ∆t) = Ẋ(t) +
1

2
[Ẍ(t) + Ẍ(t+ ∆t)]∆t.

As in the case of the simulation of neural networks, in MD large systems of units
in�uencing each other are considered, where in MD one unit is a particle while in
neural simulation it is one neuron. The dynamics of the units in both cases are
governed by ODEs. But there is a notable di�erence in the way the units interact
with each other. While in MD all particles in�uence each other all the time via the
potential, in neural simulation, the neurons only interact via spikes, which can occur
only in so many instances per unit of time. While by the discretisation of time in both
cases the interaction only happens on certain points in time in the MD case this is
arti�cial while in the neural case the interaction is a priori discrete and the spikes are
only forced to occur on the grid points. This di�erence in the way the units interact
causes another disparity in the simulation behaviour. While in MD the particles'
motion never stops obeying the law of motion, in neural simulation the membrane
potential is decoupled from external in�uences while in the refractory period after
a spike. This kind of behaviour, namely the spike and the refractory period are
phenomena that cannot be modelled in the scope of methods developed for MD.
Finally even for very simple potentials it is hopeless trying to solve MD problems
analytically (already three body problems are typically not explicitly solvable). As
was shown, this is not the case for neural simulation, again due to the spikes only
occurring in discrete points in time, (71).

9.3.2 Control engineering

Control engineering is a branch of engineering that is concerned with the design
of systems exhibiting a prede�ned behaviour by continuously measuring the output
and in�uencing parameters and input via feedback. A typical example for a control
engineering application is cruise control in a car.

In the mathematical modelling of control problems ODEs play an important role.
Again a system might consist of many individual units (in this case this can e.g.
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be electrical components of large circuits or mechanical components of a machine
or both), leading to large systems of coupled ODEs. In order to make predictions
about the response of the system to variations of input parameters, it is necessary
to solve these ODEs. For this, numerical integration schemes can be applied.

Comparing to the MD case, the interaction of the components is much more
similar to neural networks since the components also form a network and only in-
teract with direct neighbours. Additionally, spiking may be modelled very well in
this kind of systems using discrete signals. In principle it is thus possible to model
a neural network in the scope of the tools from control engineering. But although
there might be electrical, mechanical or other components that exhibit an integrate-
and-�re like behaviour, i.e. integrating an input until a certain threshold is reached
and then releasing some kind of large but temporarily localized signal or impulse,
large systems typically do not consist of only these elements. Therefore, it is not
possible as in neural simulation to exploit the structure of the discrete interaction.
On the one hand control engineering systems typically also have continuous parts of
interaction. On the other hand, for neural simulation it is explicitly used that the
units interact via a very small set (most of the time containing only one element) of
shapes. The potentially large sum of terms, related to the incoming spikes, in the
ODE for the membrane potential can therefore be reduced to numerically solving
just one (or a very small number of) ODE(s) for the shape(s) and just updating the
data at the grid points corresponding to new incoming spikes.

In the context of control engineering this cannot be exploited in the same way,
since the potential variety of interaction forms is much larger and the solver would be
forced to consider every spike on its own and to handle large sums thereby a�ecting
e�ciency.
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Chapter 10

Evaluation of NESTML

In this chapter I present the NESTML workshops and discuss the �ndings of the
evaluations that were undertaken by the participants during these workshops.

In the course of the creation of NESTML, two workshops (80; 12) were organized
for interested users and potential future users. The goal of these workshops was
�rstly to train interested scientists to use NESTML and to increase motivation and
acceptance among actual and potential NESTML users. Secondly to enlarge the
community of potential users in order to establish NESTML as a modelling language
for NEST. And thirdly to get direct feedback from the target group regarding the
usability of NESTML.

During the workshops the NESTML language for neuron modelling was intro-
duced using a NESTML-tutorial (79, chap. 9) that was designed by Inga Blundell
and Dimitri Plotnikov. The various concepts and steps leading to the creation of
a NESTML model, generating the corresponding C++ code and using it in a sim-
ulation, were discussed in detail. Finally, a lot of input from the participants was
generated on the one hand in the form of informal comments and discussions, which
also led to changes in the syntax of NESTML. And on the other hand in the form of
an evaluation form that was �lled in by every participant at the end of the workshop.
The forms were evaluated by Inga Blundell and Dimitri Plotnikov. A discussion of
the results can also be found in (79).

In response to the feedback given by the participants, the notation of physical
units was extended to include a simple form of inverse units and the notation of the
equations block was tightened. Originally, the equation blocks could be inserted at
any point inside the update block. Currently, all equations are collected in the sepa-
rated equations block while all ODE variables are updated by calling integrate_odes

in the update block.
An overall amount of 27 evaluation forms was �lled in at the end of the work-

shops. Figure 10.1 shows the composition of the �eld of participants. The main
group of participants was constituted of Ph.D.-students and postdocs. The vast
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majority of participants was little or medium experienced in the usage of NEST,
but there were also participants with no and with a lot of experience.
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Figure 10.1: Academic degrees of the participants (top) and experience
of the participants regarding the NEST simulator (bottom).

One of the main parts of the workshop was a problem that had to be solved by the
participants using NESTML: to implement a neuron model speci�ed in a scienti�c
paper using NESTML and to then use the generated NEST code to simulate the
neuron model and reproduce the �ndings of the article. The model in question was
the Izhikevich neuron model (50) that consists of two di�erential equations and one
update rule. All participants successfully solved the problem in a time span of one
hour, implementing the model in NESTML and reproducing the published spike
trains using the generated NEST code. This indicates that it is possible to learn
the syntax an functionality of NESTML during the relatively short timespan of a
workshop.

Figure 10.2 to Figure 10.4 show the results of the evaluation. The questions were
answered referring to a scale of 0 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).

The participants of the workshop rated both the clarity of the NESTML language
and the simplicity of the contained functionalities as good to very good.

The majority of the participants thought that writing a NESTML model was
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Figure 10.2: The error messages that are produced during the model
analysis are helpful.

easier than writing the same model in C++ for NEST as was stating mathematical
expressions.

Finally, most of the participants were satis�ed with the amount and quality of
the error messages that are produced by the NESTML tool.

Even though the number of participants was relatively low in absolute terms, it
represents a considerable fraction of the target group. Nevertheless the participants
were not chosen randomly from the group of people that are quali�ed for such a
workshop. Even the exact de�nition and size of this group is unclear. The partici-
pants rather decided to join the workshop by themselves responding to advertising
that was made, leading to a clear bias to people who are interested to learn and
use NESTML. Some of the participants were even invited directly based on their
scienti�c proximity to the NEST (and NESTML) community. When viewing the
results of the evaluation it is therefore necessary to account for a probable positive
bias towards NESTML, since the evaluation was additionally conducted by the de-
velopers, so that the participants were prossibly reluctant to give negative feedback.
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From this perpective the evaluation of the error messages was only satisfying but
not good. This indicates that possible future evaluations should try to ask in which
way the error messages could be made clearer in order to be more useful.

Regarding the clarity of the NESTML syntax there is a clear peak at the second
best option. Here it would be interesting to take a second poll among experienced
NESTML users at a later time, as this might be an e�ect of the language beeing
new to the participants. Another possible e�ect is that di�erent users rate di�erent,
possibly con�icting aspects of a language as important for clarity. Thus balancing
these opinions would lead to a slighly suboptimal result for everyone leading to most
of the users rating the clarity just next to best.

About eighty percent of the participants said that NESTML was easy to under-
stand and learn. Noone said it was hard. This was expected since users interested in
learning NESTML will usually have experience with other programming languages.
Since NESTML is domain speci�c, scientists in the �eld of computational neuro-
science should �nd it easier to learn than other programming languages.

Finally comparing NESTML with C++ one would expect at least a slight bias
towards C++ since many NEST users are used to working with it. None of the
participants however gave a straight negative answer to the question whether it was
easier to implement a model in NESTML than implementing it in NEST C++ code.
This is a strong indication that NESTML is actually an improvement compared to
the implementation of models directly as NEST C++ code.
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Figure 10.3: The syntax of a NESTML language is clear (A). It is easy to under-
stand/learn the functionalities of NESTML (B).
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Figure 10.4: Writing a NESTML model is easier than writing a NEST C++ code
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Chapter 11

Discussion

I have presented a novel simulator-independent framework for the analysis of sys-
tems of ODEs in the context of neuronal modelling and have provided a reference
implementation for the selection and generation of appropriate integration schemes
as open source software.

Non-experts in numerics of ODE systems are now able to construct neuron mod-
els with correct, e�cient and accurate integration schemes. Neuron models can be
de�ned in terms of equations modelling their variables behaviour, independent of
considerations of numerics and technical implementations. This will lead to a richer
variety in neuron models available for experiments in computational neuroscience
but also to better comparability of simulations and neuron models.

In this chapter I summarize the restrictions of the framework, discuss alternative
ideas for the implementation and describe possible future additions.

11.1 Restrictions of the framework

The framework I propose is currently limited to the analysis of equations for non-
stochastic non-spatial integrate-and-�re neuron models. The reason for this is that
the analysis toolbox was developed in the context of the NESTML project, in which I
put my main focus on the class of neurons presently available in the NEST simulator.
The extension of the framework to other classes of neurons is one of my current
research objectives.

11.1.1 Stochastic neuron models

In particular, this work includes support for systems of stochastic ODEs, see Sec-
tion 11.3. Since the chemical and electrical processes of signal transmission between
neurons take place on the molecular level it is reasonable to take into account the
brownian motion of particles due to temperature.
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These microscopic motions are of stochastic nature and, since the molecules and
ions are carriers of charge, may in�uence the behaviour of the membrane potential
or incoming and outgoing currents.
Therefore it is desirable to be able to add stochastic noise terms to the ODEs de-
scribing the membrane potential and other parameters. The simplest and most
common stochastic extension of usual ODEs is to add a so-called white noise term
which represents an undirected random gaussian noise (88).
In the case of the current based integrate-and-�re model the corresponding stochas-
tic di�erential equation (SDE) would be

d

dt
V (t) = −1

τ
V (t) +

1

C
I(t) + σdW. (11.1)

Here, the term dW represents the white noise and has the property that its
temporal integral W (t) =

∫ t
0
dW is a so-called Wiener-process (see Figure 11.1).

Figure 11.1: A plot of a Wiener process, and a zoomed plot of a subin-
terval showing that the curve does not get smoother when it is zoomed
in. (taken from 112)

Let us for simplicity ignore the current I. Then from Equation 11.1 the following
incremental formula is obtained

V (t+ h) = −e−
h
τ +

∫ t+h

t

e
t′
τ σdW (t′)e−

t+h
τ .
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For the last term compute

∫ t+h

t

e
t′
τ σdW (t′)e−

t+h
τ ∼ N(0,

∫ t+h

t

e
2t′
τ σ2dt′e−

2(t+h)
τ )

= N

(
0,
σ2τ

2

(
1− e−

2h
τ

))
.

This yields the formula for the solution at t+ h:

V (t+ h) = −e−
h
τ +

√
σ2τ

2

(
1− e− 2h

τ

)
Z,

where Z is a normal distributed random variable, i.e. Z ∼ N(0, 1).
If the noise term should be added to the system by adding it to the current,

then, e.g the system

d

dt
V (t) = −1

τ
V (t) +

1

C
I(t)

d

dt
I(t) = − 1

τI
I(t) + σdW,

might arise, which is of the general form

d

dt
X(t) = AX(t) + CdW,

where

A =

(
− 1
τI

0
1
C
− 1
τ

)
.

The propagator matrix is still given by

P (h) = ehA =

(
e
− 1
τI 0)

1
τ−τI

(
e−

h
τ − e−

1
τI

)
e−

h
τ

)
,

and the incremental formula reads

X(t+ h) = P (h)X(t) +

∫ t+h

t

e(t+h−t
′)ACdW (t′)

= P (h)X(t) +N

(
0, eAh

∫ t+h

t

e−t
′ACCT e−t

′AT dt′ehA
T

)
.
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The goal is to supply a NESTML-function whitenoise that can be added to
arbitrary ODEs in the equations block, thereby de�ning SDEs and to develop a
general scheme for the solution of the corresponding SDEs. This would allow for the
modelling of a multitude of general stochastic e�ects in di�erent neuron models.

11.1.2 Analyzing shape functions that do not obey a linear
homogeneous ODE

Another restriction of the framework is that it can only analyse systems of ODEs
including shapes that obey a linear homogeneous ODE. This is due to the fact that
evolving a system including shapes as pure functions would result in a very long
sum of multiple linear combinations of shifts of this function for each incoming
spike. Evaluating such a sum would make the evolution of the system containing it
computationally very costly.
The approach here, will be to evaluate only a certain number of shape functions at
each time step and to ignore all shape functions whose values are so small that they
are no longer signi�cant.
Take for example the alpha-function Ik = e

0.2
te
−t
0.2 from Chapter 7. The current at

any time point t (excluding any external current) is

I(t) =
∑
i:ti≤t

∑
k∈Sti

ωkIk(t− ti),

where St is the set of synapses that deliver a spike to the neuron at time t. As
seen in Figure 7.3, the alpha-function (and other shape-functions) decay strongly.
The sum above consists of terms given at all past time points of a simulation, which
is what makes evaluating the sum costly. If one takes into account the decay of the
shape-functions, though, only a certain number of most recent shape-functions is
actually relevant for achieving the desired precision.
To acquire the correct number of terms in the sum NESTML will perform a test
that checks the values of the shape-function in relation to the desired precision
depending on the size of a time step and evaluate at which time step its value is no
longer signi�cant.

11.2 Alternative methods

The implementation of the analytical integration scheme was chosen to be as close as
possible to the implementation in NEST, which is currently the main target platform
of NESTML. As noted in Chapter 5 this is evident in the calculation of eAh, which
may become di�cult to compute analytically rather than numerically if the matrix
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A becomes very large. In this case the integration scheme may be, strictly speaking,
not analytical anymore.

When comparing implicit and explicit integration schemes the framework com-
pares the average step size and the minimal step size of the respective schemes.
An alternative possibility would be to use �xed step sizes instead and compare the
results of the explicit and implicit schemes using the results of the implicit scheme
as a reference. This could be implemented alongside the current sti�ness tester to
provide a higher degree of certainty.

As pointed out in Chapter 8, the sti�ness of a system of ODEs depends greatly
on its parametrization. Therefore it might be a useful extension to run the sti�ness
test not only during the generation of the model code, but also when instantiating
the model in a simulator and when model parameters are changed. This would,
however, require a call to the analysis toolbox at run time, which might not be
easily possible on all machines a particular simulator may run on. For example in
a supercomputer environment job allocations are usually �xed and not all libraries
required by the toolbox may be available. An alternative solution to the problem
could be to run the sti�ness test for varying parameters during the generation phase
of the model. This way the analysis toolbox could create a lookup table mapping
parameter values to the most appropriate integration scheme.

11.2.1 ODE systems that can be solved partly analytically

When the analysis toolbox described in Section 5.1 is given an ODE system con-
sisting of ODEs that cannot be solved analytically and e�ciently as a whole it is
always solved numerically after the sti�ness test from Section 5.2 is performed.
This framework does not take into account the case where the system contains some
ODEs that can sensibly be solved analytically and others that cannot.
Take, for example the conductance-based integrate-and-�re model with alpha-shaped
conductances. The dynamics could be given by

V ′ = −1

τ
V +

1

C
G,

G′′ =
−1

a2
G− 2

a
G′, (11.2)

where the alpha-shapes are not given as functions but as the ODE in Equa-
tion 11.2. In this case the solution of the ODE is the alpha function G = a · t · et/a.
To deal with such cases the analysis-toolbox could provide a framework that calcu-
lates the solution of such homogeneous ODEs:
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Given a homogeneous ODE of order n(
d

dt

)n
I =

n−1∑
i=0

ai

(
d

dt

)i
I

with initial values

I ′(t0) = z1, . . . , I
(n)(t0) = zn.

First one can transform this ODE of order n to a system of ODEs of �rst order by
de�ning:

y0 = I(t)

y1 = y′0 = I ′(t)

y2 = y′1 = I ′′(t)

...

yn−1 = y′n−2 = I(n−1)(t).

Then, using y = (y1, y2, . . . , yn)t and y′ = (y′1, y
′
2, . . . , y

′
n)t, it holds


y′0
y′1
...

y′n−1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

y′

=


0 1 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 1 0 . . . 0
... . . . . . . . . . . . . ...
a0 a1 . . . . . . an−2 an−1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

A


y0
y0
...

yn−1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

y

.

To solve this system one calculates the Jordan-matrix of A, i.e a matrix that
satis�es J = QtAQ, where Q is an orthogonal matrix, i.e. QTQ = I and J is of the
form

J =


J1

J2
. . .

Jp

 ,with Jordancells Ji =


λi 1 0

λi
. . .
. . . 1

0 λi

 ,
where λi ∈ C are the eigenvalues of A and the size of Ji is determined by the mul-
tiplicity of the eigenvalue λi.
Now let v be the solution of v′ = Jv with initial values v(t0) = Q−1y(t0) =
Q−1(z0, z1, . . . , zn−1)

t. Then y = Qv is the solution of y′ = Ay with initial val-
ues y(t0):
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y′ = (Qv)′ = Qv′ = QJv = AQv = Ay

Therefore only v must be calculated. For simplicity assume that

J =


λ 1 0

λ
. . .
. . . 1

0 λ

 ,

for the eigenvalue λ with multiplicity n. Then


v′0
v′1
...

v′n−1

 =


λ 1 0

λ
. . .
. . . 1

0 λ

 ·


v0
v1
...

vn−1

 =


λv0 + v1
λv1 + v2

...
λvn−1


t

.

The solution vector v is obtained by calculating vn−1 = c · eλt and successively
calculating vn−2, vn−3, ....

11.3 Future work

NESTML was developed to ease the implementation of neuron models for modellers
using NEST. This was due to the fact that neuron models play the most signi�-
cant role in neural network modelling. Nevertheless synapse models, modelling the
connections between neurons play a similarly important role. They are particu-
larly important for simulations that examine plasticity and learning. Also scientists
writing synapse models for NEST face similar problems as scientists writing neuron
models: the implementation expects deep knowledge of C++, internal technical de-
tails of NEST and numerical integration of ODEs. Thus, the extension of NESTML
to synapse models is of very high priority. Also, the presented framework for neuron
models is very close to the problem class of synapse models which might make an
extension easily obtainable.

Another possible extension of the current framework could be to implement im-
plicit and explicit integration schemes by hand for evolving the systems of ODEs
during the sti�ness analysis and thereby gain independence of PyGSL, which is
often di�cult to install. These custom implementations could be tailored to the
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speci�c requirements of the analysis toolkit and give more control over the integra-
tion scheme and the exact methodology for adaptive step size control.

Future versions of NESTML should also support systems of stochastic ODEs
and support for analytical solutions of linear homogeneous ODEs contained in ODE
systems that cannot be solved analytically as a whole as described above.

The presented framework is re-usable independently of NESTML and NEST. The
source code is freely available on GitHub at https://github.com/nest/ode-toolbox/
and I hope that the code can serve as a basis for a future community e�ort in devel-
oping a simulator-independent system for the analysis of neuronal model equations
and that neuroscientists bene�t from the system already.
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Appendix: Implementation of an

integrate-and-�re neuron model with

alpha-shaped post synaptic currents

in NEST

1 /*

2 * iaf_psc_alpha.cpp

3 *

4 * This file is part of NEST.

5 *

6 * Copyright (C) 2004 The NEST Initiative

7 *

8 * NEST is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

9 * it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

10 * the Free Software Foundation, either version 2 of the License, or

11 * (at your option) any later version.

12 *

13 * NEST is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

14 * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

15 * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the

16 * GNU General Public License for more details.

17 *

18 * You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

19 * along with NEST. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

20 *

21 */

22

23 #include "iaf_psc_alpha.h"

24

25 // C++ includes:

26 #include <limits>

27

28 // Includes from libnestutil:

29 #include "numerics.h"

30 #include "propagator_stability.h"

31
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32 // Includes from nestkernel:

33 #include "exceptions.h"

34 #include "kernel_manager.h"

35 #include "universal_data_logger_impl.h"

36

37 // Includes from sli:

38 #include "dict.h"

39 #include "dictutils.h"

40 #include "doubledatum.h"

41 #include "integerdatum.h"

42

43 nest::RecordablesMap< nest::iaf_psc_alpha >

44 nest::iaf_psc_alpha::recordablesMap_;

45

46 namespace nest

47 {

48

49 /*

50 * Override the create() method with one call to RecordablesMap::insert_()

51 * for each quantity to be recorded.

52 */

53 template <>

54 void

55 RecordablesMap< iaf_psc_alpha >::create()

56 {

57 // use standard names whereever you can for consistency!

58 insert_( names::V_m, &iaf_psc_alpha::get_V_m_ );

59 insert_( names::weighted_spikes_ex, &iaf_psc_alpha:: ... );

60 insert_( names::weighted_spikes_in, &iaf_psc_alpha:: ... );

61 insert_( names::I_syn_ex, &iaf_psc_alpha::get_I_syn_ex_ );

62 insert_( names::I_syn_in, &iaf_psc_alpha::get_I_syn_in_ );

63 }

64

65 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------

66 * Default constructors defining default parameters and state

67 * ---------------------------------------------------------------- */

68

69 iaf_psc_alpha::Parameters_::Parameters_()

70 : Tau_( 10.0 ) // ms

71 , C_( 250.0 ) // pF

72 , TauR_( 2.0 ) // ms

73 , E_L_( -70.0 ) // mV

74 , I_e_( 0.0 ) // pA

75 , V_reset_( -70.0 - E_L_ ) // mV, rel to E_L_

76 , Theta_( -55.0 - E_L_ ) // mV, rel to E_L_

77 , LowerBound_( -std::numeric_limits< double >::infinity() )

78 , tau_ex_( 2.0 ) // ms

79 , tau_in_( 2.0 ) // ms

80 {



81 }

82

83 iaf_psc_alpha::State_::State_()

84 : y0_( 0.0 )

85 , dI_ex_( 0.0 )

86 , I_ex_( 0.0 )

87 , dI_in_( 0.0 )

88 , I_in_( 0.0 )

89 , y3_( 0.0 )

90 , r_( 0 )

91 {

92 }

93

94 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------

95 * Parameter and state extractions and manipulation functions

96 * ---------------------------------------------------------------- */

97

98 void

99 iaf_psc_alpha::Parameters_::get( DictionaryDatum& d ) const

100 {

101 def< double >( d, names::E_L, E_L_ ); // Resting potential

102 def< double >( d, names::I_e, I_e_ );

103 def< double >( d, names::V_th, Theta_ + E_L_ ); // threshold value

104 def< double >( d, names::V_reset, V_reset_ + E_L_ );

105 def< double >( d, names::V_min, LowerBound_ + E_L_ );

106 def< double >( d, names::C_m, C_ );

107 def< double >( d, names::tau_m, Tau_ );

108 def< double >( d, names::t_ref, TauR_ );

109 def< double >( d, names::tau_syn_ex, tau_ex_ );

110 def< double >( d, names::tau_syn_in, tau_in_ );

111 }

112

113 double

114 iaf_psc_alpha::Parameters_::set( const DictionaryDatum& d )

115 {

116 // if E_L_ is changed, we need to adjust all variables defined relative to

117 // E_L_

118 const double ELold = E_L_;

119 updateValue< double >( d, names::E_L, E_L_ );

120 const double delta_EL = E_L_ - ELold;

121

122 if ( updateValue< double >( d, names::V_reset, V_reset_ ) )

123 V_reset_ -= E_L_;

124 else

125 V_reset_ -= delta_EL;

126

127 if ( updateValue< double >( d, names::V_th, Theta_ ) )

128 Theta_ -= E_L_;

129 else



130 Theta_ -= delta_EL;

131

132 if ( updateValue< double >( d, names::V_min, LowerBound_ ) )

133 LowerBound_ -= E_L_;

134 else

135 LowerBound_ -= delta_EL;

136

137 updateValue< double >( d, names::I_e, I_e_ );

138 updateValue< double >( d, names::C_m, C_ );

139 updateValue< double >( d, names::tau_m, Tau_ );

140 updateValue< double >( d, names::tau_syn_ex, tau_ex_ );

141 updateValue< double >( d, names::tau_syn_in, tau_in_ );

142 updateValue< double >( d, names::t_ref, TauR_ );

143

144 if ( C_ <= 0.0 )

145 throw BadProperty( "Capacitance must be > 0." );

146

147 if ( Tau_ <= 0.0 )

148 throw BadProperty( "Membrane time constant must be > 0." );

149

150 if ( tau_ex_ <= 0.0 || tau_in_ <= 0.0 )

151 throw BadProperty( "All synaptic time constants must be > 0." );

152

153 if ( TauR_ < 0.0 )

154 throw BadProperty( "The refractory time t_ref can't be negative." );

155

156 if ( V_reset_ >= Theta_ )

157 throw BadProperty( "Reset potential must be smaller than threshold." );

158

159 return delta_EL;

160 }

161

162 void

163 iaf_psc_alpha::State_::get( DictionaryDatum& d, const Parameters_& p ) const

164 {

165 def< double >( d, names::V_m, y3_ + p.E_L_ ); // Membrane potential

166 }

167

168 void

169 iaf_psc_alpha::State_::set( const DictionaryDatum& d,

170 const Parameters_& p,

171 double delta_EL )

172 {

173 if ( updateValue< double >( d, names::V_m, y3_ ) )

174 y3_ -= p.E_L_;

175 else

176 y3_ -= delta_EL;

177 }

178



179 iaf_psc_alpha::Buffers_::Buffers_( iaf_psc_alpha& n )

180 : logger_( n )

181 {

182 }

183

184 iaf_psc_alpha::Buffers_::Buffers_( const Buffers_&, iaf_psc_alpha& n )

185 : logger_( n )

186 {

187 }

188

189

190 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------

191 * Default and copy constructor for node

192 * ---------------------------------------------------------------- */

193

194 iaf_psc_alpha::iaf_psc_alpha()

195 : Archiving_Node()

196 , P_()

197 , S_()

198 , B_( *this )

199 {

200 recordablesMap_.create();

201 }

202

203 iaf_psc_alpha::iaf_psc_alpha( const iaf_psc_alpha& n )

204 : Archiving_Node( n )

205 , P_( n.P_ )

206 , S_( n.S_ )

207 , B_( n.B_, *this )

208 {

209 }

210

211 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------

212 * Node initialization functions

213 * ---------------------------------------------------------------- */

214

215 void

216 iaf_psc_alpha::init_state_( const Node& proto )

217 {

218 const iaf_psc_alpha& pr = downcast< iaf_psc_alpha >( proto );

219 S_ = pr.S_;

220 }

221

222 void

223 iaf_psc_alpha::init_buffers_()

224 {

225 B_.ex_spikes_.clear(); // includes resize

226 B_.in_spikes_.clear(); // includes resize

227 B_.currents_.clear(); // includes resize



228

229 B_.logger_.reset();

230

231 Archiving_Node::clear_history();

232 }

233

234 void

235 iaf_psc_alpha::calibrate()

236 {

237 // ensures initialization in case mm connected after Simulate

238 B_.logger_.init();

239

240 const double h = Time::get_resolution().get_ms();

241

242 // these P are independent

243 V_.P11_ex_ = V_.P22_ex_ = std::exp( -h / P_.tau_ex_ );

244 V_.P11_in_ = V_.P22_in_ = std::exp( -h / P_.tau_in_ );

245

246 V_.P33_ = std::exp( -h / P_.Tau_ );

247

248 V_.expm1_tau_m_ = numerics::expm1( -h / P_.Tau_ );

249

250 // these depend on the above. Please do not change the order.

251 V_.P30_ = -P_.Tau_ / P_.C_ * numerics::expm1( -h / P_.Tau_ );

252 V_.P21_ex_ = h * V_.P11_ex_;

253 V_.P21_in_ = h * V_.P11_in_;

254

255 // these are determined according to a numeric stability criterion

256 V_.P31_ex_ = propagator_31( P_.tau_ex_, P_.Tau_, P_.C_, h );

257 V_.P32_ex_ = propagator_32( P_.tau_ex_, P_.Tau_, P_.C_, h );

258 V_.P31_in_ = propagator_31( P_.tau_in_, P_.Tau_, P_.C_, h );

259 V_.P32_in_ = propagator_32( P_.tau_in_, P_.Tau_, P_.C_, h );

260

261 V_.EPSCInitialValue_ = 1.0 * numerics::e / P_.tau_ex_;

262 V_.IPSCInitialValue_ = 1.0 * numerics::e / P_.tau_in_;

263

264 // TauR specifies the length of the absolute refractory period as

265 // a double in ms. The grid based iaf_psc_alpha can only handle refractory

266 // periods that are integer multiples of the computation step size (h).

267 // To ensure consistency with the overall simulation scheme such conversion

268 // should be carried out via objects of class nest::Time. The conversion

269 // requires 2 steps:

270 // 1. A time object is constructed defining representation of

271 // TauR in tics. This representation is then converted to computation

272 // time steps again by a strategy defined by class nest::Time.

273 // 2. The refractory time in units of steps is read out get_steps(), a

274 // member function of class nest::Time.

275 //

276 // The definition of the refractory period of the iaf_psc_alpha is consistent



277 // the one of iaf_psc_alpha_ps.

278 //

279 // Choosing a TauR that is not an integer multiple of the computation time

280 // step h will lead to accurate (up to the resolution h) and self-consistent

281 // results. However, a neuron model capable of operating with real valued

282 // spike time may exhibit a different effective refractory time.

283

284 V_.RefractoryCounts_ = Time( Time::ms( P_.TauR_ ) ).get_steps();

285 // since t_ref_ >= 0, this can only fail in error

286 assert( V_.RefractoryCounts_ >= 0 );

287 }

288

289 /* ----------------------------------------------------------------

290 * Update and spike handling functions

291 */

292

293 void

294 iaf_psc_alpha::update( Time const& origin, const long from, const long to )

295 {

296 assert(

297 to >= 0 && ( delay ) from < kernel().connection_manager.get_min_delay() );

298 assert( from < to );

299

300 for ( long lag = from; lag < to; ++lag )

301 {

302 if ( S_.r_ == 0 )

303 {

304 // neuron not refractory

305 S_.y3_ = V_.P30_ * ( S_.y0_ + P_.I_e_ ) + V_.P31_ex_ * S_.dI_ex_

306 + V_.P32_ex_ * S_.I_ex_ + V_.P31_in_ * S_.dI_in_ + V_.P32_in_ * S_.I_in_

307 + V_.expm1_tau_m_ * S_.y3_ + S_.y3_;

308

309 // lower bound of membrane potential

310 S_.y3_ = ( S_.y3_ < P_.LowerBound_ ? P_.LowerBound_ : S_.y3_ );

311 }

312 else // neuron is absolute refractory

313 --S_.r_;

314

315 // alpha shape EPSCs

316 S_.I_ex_ = V_.P21_ex_ * S_.dI_ex_ + V_.P22_ex_ * S_.I_ex_;

317 S_.dI_ex_ *= V_.P11_ex_;

318

319 // Apply spikes delivered in this step; spikes arriving at T+1 have

320 // an immediate effect on the state of the neuron

321 V_.weighted_spikes_ex_ = B_.ex_spikes_.get_value( lag );

322 S_.dI_ex_ += V_.EPSCInitialValue_ * V_.weighted_spikes_ex_;

323

324 // alpha shape EPSCs

325 S_.I_in_ = V_.P21_in_ * S_.dI_in_ + V_.P22_in_ * S_.I_in_;



326 S_.dI_in_ *= V_.P11_in_;

327

328 // Apply spikes delivered in this step; spikes arriving at T+1 have

329 // an immediate effect on the state of the neuron

330 V_.weighted_spikes_in_ = B_.in_spikes_.get_value( lag );

331 S_.dI_in_ += V_.IPSCInitialValue_ * V_.weighted_spikes_in_;

332

333 // threshold crossing

334 if ( S_.y3_ >= P_.Theta_ )

335 {

336 S_.r_ = V_.RefractoryCounts_;

337 S_.y3_ = P_.V_reset_;

338 // A supra-threshold membrane potential should never be observable.

339 // The reset at the time of threshold crossing enables accurate

340 // integration independent of the computation step size, see [2,3] for

341 // details.

342

343 set_spiketime( Time::step( origin.get_steps() + lag + 1 ) );

344 SpikeEvent se;

345 kernel().event_delivery_manager.send( *this, se, lag );

346 }

347

348 // set new input current

349 S_.y0_ = B_.currents_.get_value( lag );

350

351 // log state data

352 B_.logger_.record_data( origin.get_steps() + lag );

353 }

354 }

355

356 void

357 iaf_psc_alpha::handle( SpikeEvent& e )

358 {

359 assert( e.get_delay() > 0 );

360

361 const double s = e.get_weight() * e.get_multiplicity();

362

363 if ( e.get_weight() > 0.0 )

364 B_.ex_spikes_.add_value( e.get_rel_delivery_steps(

365 kernel().simulation_manager. ... ),

366 s );

367 else

368 B_.in_spikes_.add_value( e.get_rel_delivery_steps(

369 kernel().simulation_manager. ... ),

370 s );

371 }

372

373 void

374 iaf_psc_alpha::handle( CurrentEvent& e )



375 {

376 assert( e.get_delay() > 0 );

377

378 const double I = e.get_current();

379 const double w = e.get_weight();

380

381 B_.currents_.add_value(

382 e.get_rel_delivery_steps( kernel().simulation_manager.get_slice_origin() ),

383 w * I );

384 }

385

386 void

387 iaf_psc_alpha::handle( DataLoggingRequest& e )

388 {

389 B_.logger_.handle( e );

390 }

391

392 } // namespace

1 /*

2 * iaf_psc_alpha.h

3 *

4 * This file is part of NEST.

5 *

6 * Copyright (C) 2004 The NEST Initiative

7 *

8 * NEST is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

9 * it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

10 * the Free Software Foundation, either version 2 of the License, or

11 * (at your option) any later version.

12 *

13 * NEST is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

14 * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

15 * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the

16 * GNU General Public License for more details.

17 *

18 * You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

19 * along with NEST. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

20 *

21 */

22

23 #ifndef IAF_PSC_ALPHA_H

24 #define IAF_PSC_ALPHA_H

25

26 // Includes from nestkernel:

27 #include "archiving_node.h"

28 #include "connection.h"

29 #include "event.h"

30 #include "nest_types.h"

31 #include "recordables_map.h"



32 #include "ring_buffer.h"

33 #include "universal_data_logger.h"

34

35 /* BeginDocumentation

36 Name: iaf_psc_alpha - Leaky integrate-and-fire neuron model.

37

38 Description:

39

40 iaf_psc_alpha is an implementation of a leaky integrate-and-fire model

41 with alpha-function shaped synaptic currents. Thus, synaptic currents

42 and the resulting post-synaptic potentials have a finite rise time.

43

44 The threshold crossing is followed by an absolute refractory period

45 during which the membrane potential is clamped to the resting potential.

46

47 The linear subthresold dynamics is integrated by the Exact

48 Integration scheme [1]. The neuron dynamics is solved on the time

49 grid given by the computation step size. Incoming as well as emitted

50 spikes are forced to that grid.

51

52 An additional state variable and the corresponding differential

53 equation represents a piecewise constant external current.

54

55 The general framework for the consistent formulation of systems with

56 neuron like dynamics interacting by point events is described in

57 [1]. A flow chart can be found in [2].

58

59 Critical tests for the formulation of the neuron model are the

60 comparisons of simulation results for different computation step

61 sizes. sli/testsuite/nest contains a number of such tests.

62

63 The iaf_psc_alpha is the standard model used to check the consistency

64 of the nest simulation kernel because it is at the same time complex

65 enough to exhibit non-trivial dynamics and simple enough compute

66 relevant measures analytically.

67

68 Remarks:

69

70 The present implementation uses individual variables for the

71 components of the state vector and the non-zero matrix elements of

72 the propagator. Because the propagator is a lower triangular matrix

73 no full matrix multiplication needs to be carried out and the

74 computation can be done "in place" i.e. no temporary state vector

75 object is required.

76

77 The template support of recent C++ compilers enables a more succinct

78 formulation without loss of runtime performance already at minimal

79 optimization levels. A future version of iaf_psc_alpha will probably

80 address the problem of efficient usage of appropriate vector and



81 matrix objects.

82

83

84 Parameters:

85

86 The following parameters can be set in the status dictionary.

87

88 V_m double - Membrane potential in mV

89 E_L double - Resting membrane potential in mV.

90 C_m double - Capacity of the membrane in pF

91 tau_m double - Membrane time constant in ms.

92 t_ref double - Duration of refractory period in ms.

93 V_th double - Spike threshold in mV.

94 V_reset double - Reset potential of the membrane in mV.

95 tau_syn_ex double - Rise time of the excitatory synaptic alpha function in ms.

96 tau_syn_in double - Rise time of the inhibitory synaptic alpha function in ms.

97 I_e double - Constant external input current in pA.

98 V_min double - Absolute lower value for the membrane potential.

99

100 Remarks:

101

102 If tau_m is very close to tau_syn_ex or tau_syn_in, the model

103 will numerically behave as if tau_m is equal to tau_syn_ex or

104 tau_syn_in, respectively, to avoid numerical instabilities.

105 For details, please see IAF_Neruons_Singularity.ipynb in

106 the NEST source code (docs/model_details).

107

108 References:

109 [1] Rotter S & Diesmann M (1999) Exact simulation of time-invariant linear

110 systems with applications to neuronal modeling. Biologial Cybernetics

111 81:381-402.

112 [2] Diesmann M, Gewaltig M-O, Rotter S, & Aertsen A (2001) State space

113 analysis of synchronous spiking in cortical neural networks.

114 Neurocomputing 38-40:565-571.

115 [3] Morrison A, Straube S, Plesser H E, & Diesmann M (2006) Exact subthreshold

116 integration with continuous spike times in discrete time neural network

117 simulations. Neural Computation, in press

118

119 Sends: SpikeEvent

120

121 Receives: SpikeEvent, CurrentEvent, DataLoggingRequest

122 FirstVersion: September 1999

123 Author: Diesmann, Gewaltig

124 SeeAlso: iaf_psc_delta, iaf_psc_exp, iaf_cond_exp

125 */

126

127 namespace nest

128 {

129 /**



130 * Leaky integrate-and-fire neuron with alpha-shaped PSCs.

131 */

132 class iaf_psc_alpha : public Archiving_Node

133 {

134

135 public:

136 iaf_psc_alpha();

137 iaf_psc_alpha( const iaf_psc_alpha& );

138

139 /**

140 * Import sets of overloaded virtual functions.

141 * @see Technical Issues / Virtual Functions: Overriding,

142 * Overloading, and Hiding

143 */

144 using Node::handle;

145 using Node::handles_test_event;

146

147 port send_test_event( Node&, rport, synindex, bool );

148

149 void handle( SpikeEvent& );

150 void handle( CurrentEvent& );

151 void handle( DataLoggingRequest& );

152

153 port handles_test_event( SpikeEvent&, rport );

154 port handles_test_event( CurrentEvent&, rport );

155 port handles_test_event( DataLoggingRequest&, rport );

156

157 void get_status( DictionaryDatum& ) const;

158 void set_status( const DictionaryDatum& );

159

160 private:

161 void init_state_( const Node& proto );

162 void init_buffers_();

163 void calibrate();

164

165 void update( Time const&, const long, const long );

166

167 // The next two classes need to be friends

168 // to access the State_ class/member

169 friend class RecordablesMap< iaf_psc_alpha >;

170 friend class UniversalDataLogger< iaf_psc_alpha >;

171

172 // ----------------------------------------------------------------

173

174 struct Parameters_

175 {

176

177 /** Membrane time constant in ms. */

178 double Tau_;



179

180 /** Membrane capacitance in pF. */

181 double C_;

182

183 /** Refractory period in ms. */

184 double TauR_;

185

186 /** Resting potential in mV. */

187 double E_L_;

188

189 /** External current in pA */

190 double I_e_;

191

192 /** Reset value of the membrane potential */

193 double V_reset_;

194

195 /** Threshold, RELATIVE TO RESTING POTENTIAL(!).

196 I.e. the real threshold is (E_L_+Theta_). */

197 double Theta_;

198

199 /** Lower bound, RELATIVE TO RESTING POTENTIAL(!).

200 I.e. the real lower bound is (LowerBound_+E_L_). */

201 double LowerBound_;

202

203 /** Time constant of excitatory synaptic current in ms. */

204 double tau_ex_;

205

206 /** Time constant of inhibitory synaptic current in ms. */

207 double tau_in_;

208

209 Parameters_(); //!< Sets default parameter values

210

211 void get( DictionaryDatum& ) const; //!< Store current values in dictionary

212

213 /** Set values from dictionary.

214 * @returns Change in reversal potential E_L, to be passed to State_::set()

215 */

216 double set( const DictionaryDatum& );

217 };

218

219 // ----------------------------------------------------------------

220

221 struct State_

222 {

223

224 double y0_; //!< Constant current

225 double dI_ex_;

226 double I_ex_;

227 double dI_in_;



228 double I_in_;

229 //! This is the membrane potential RELATIVE TO RESTING POTENTIAL.

230 double y3_;

231

232 int r_; //!< Number of refractory steps remaining

233

234 State_(); //!< Default initialization

235

236 void get( DictionaryDatum&, const Parameters_& ) const;

237

238 /** Set values from dictionary.

239 * @param dictionary to take data from

240 * @param current parameters

241 * @param Change in reversal potential E_L specified by this dict

242 */

243 void set( const DictionaryDatum&, const Parameters_&, double );

244 };

245

246 // ----------------------------------------------------------------

247

248 struct Buffers_

249 {

250

251 Buffers_( iaf_psc_alpha& );

252 Buffers_( const Buffers_&, iaf_psc_alpha& );

253

254 /** buffers and summs up incoming spikes/currents */

255 RingBuffer ex_spikes_;

256 RingBuffer in_spikes_;

257 RingBuffer currents_;

258

259 //! Logger for all analog data

260 UniversalDataLogger< iaf_psc_alpha > logger_;

261 };

262

263 // ----------------------------------------------------------------

264

265 struct Variables_

266 {

267

268 /** Amplitude of the synaptic current.

269 This value is chosen such that a post-synaptic potential with

270 weight one has an amplitude of 1 mV.

271 */

272 double EPSCInitialValue_;

273 double IPSCInitialValue_;

274 int RefractoryCounts_;

275

276 double P11_ex_;



277 double P21_ex_;

278 double P22_ex_;

279 double P31_ex_;

280 double P32_ex_;

281 double P11_in_;

282 double P21_in_;

283 double P22_in_;

284 double P31_in_;

285 double P32_in_;

286 double P30_;

287 double P33_;

288 double expm1_tau_m_;

289

290 double weighted_spikes_ex_;

291 double weighted_spikes_in_;

292 };

293

294 // Access functions for UniversalDataLogger -------------------------------

295

296 //! Read out the real membrane potential

297 inline double

298 get_V_m_() const

299 {

300 return S_.y3_ + P_.E_L_;

301 }

302

303 inline double

304 get_weighted_spikes_ex_() const

305 {

306 return V_.weighted_spikes_ex_;

307 }

308

309 inline double

310 get_weighted_spikes_in_() const

311 {

312 return V_.weighted_spikes_in_;

313 }

314

315 inline double

316 get_I_syn_ex_() const

317 {

318 return S_.I_ex_;

319 }

320

321 inline double

322 get_I_syn_in_() const

323 {

324 return S_.I_in_;

325 }



326

327 // Data members -----------------------------------------------------------

328

329 /**

330 * @defgroup iaf_psc_alpha_data

331 * Instances of private data structures for the different types

332 * of data pertaining to the model.

333 * @note The order of definitions is important for speed.

334 * @{

335 */

336 Parameters_ P_;

337 State_ S_;

338 Variables_ V_;

339 Buffers_ B_;

340 /** @} */

341

342 //! Mapping of recordables names to access functions

343 static RecordablesMap< iaf_psc_alpha > recordablesMap_;

344 };

345

346 inline port

347 nest::iaf_psc_alpha::send_test_event( Node& target,

348 rport receptor_type,

349 synindex,

350 bool )

351 {

352 SpikeEvent e;

353 e.set_sender( *this );

354 return target.handles_test_event( e, receptor_type );

355 }

356

357 inline port

358 iaf_psc_alpha::handles_test_event( SpikeEvent&, rport receptor_type )

359 {

360 if ( receptor_type != 0 )

361 throw UnknownReceptorType( receptor_type, get_name() );

362 return 0;

363 }

364

365 inline port

366 iaf_psc_alpha::handles_test_event( CurrentEvent&, rport receptor_type )

367 {

368 if ( receptor_type != 0 )

369 throw UnknownReceptorType( receptor_type, get_name() );

370 return 0;

371 }

372

373 inline port

374 iaf_psc_alpha::handles_test_event( DataLoggingRequest& dlr,



375 rport receptor_type )

376 {

377 if ( receptor_type != 0 )

378 throw UnknownReceptorType( receptor_type, get_name() );

379 return B_.logger_.connect_logging_device( dlr, recordablesMap_ );

380 }

381

382 inline void

383 iaf_psc_alpha::get_status( DictionaryDatum& d ) const

384 {

385 P_.get( d );

386 S_.get( d, P_ );

387 Archiving_Node::get_status( d );

388

389 ( *d )[ names::recordables ] = recordablesMap_.get_list();

390 }

391

392 inline void

393 iaf_psc_alpha::set_status( const DictionaryDatum& d )

394 {

395 Parameters_ ptmp = P_; // temporary copy in case of errors

396 const double delta_EL = ptmp.set( d ); // throws if BadProperty

397 State_ stmp = S_; // temporary copy in case of errors

398 stmp.set( d, ptmp, delta_EL ); // throws if BadProperty

399

400 // We now know that (ptmp, stmp) are consistent. We do not

401 // write them back to (P_, S_) before we are also sure that

402 // the properties to be set in the parent class are internally

403 // consistent.

404 Archiving_Node::set_status( d );

405

406 // if we get here, temporaries contain consistent set of properties

407 P_ = ptmp;

408 S_ = stmp;

409 }

410

411 } // namespace

412

413 #endif /* #ifndef IAF_PSC_ALPHA_H */



Appendix: NESTML

implementations of commonly used

neuron models

All models were written in cooperation with Dimitri Plotnikov (10).

.1 The adaptive exponential integrate-and-�re neu-

ron with alpha-shaped conductances: aeif_cond_alpha

1 /*

2 Name: aeif_cond_alpha -

3 Conductance based exponential integrate-and-fire neuron

4 model according to Brette and Gerstner (2005).

5

6 Description:

7 aeif_cond_alpha is the adaptive exponential integrate and fire

8 neuron according to Brette and Gerstner (2005).

9 Synaptic conductances are modelled as alpha-functions.

10

11 This implementation uses the embedded 4th order Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg

12 solver with adaptive step size to integrate the differential equation.

13

14 The membrane potential is given by the following differential equation:

15 C dV/dt= -g_L(V-E_L)+g_L*Delta_T*exp((V-V_T)/Delta_T)-g_e(t)(V-E_e)

16 -g_i(t)(V-E_i)-w +I_e

17

18 and

19

20 tau_w * dw/dt= a(V-E_L) -W

21

22 Author: Marc-Oliver Gewaltig

23

24 Sends: SpikeEvent

25

26 Receives: SpikeEvent, CurrentEvent, DataLoggingRequest

176



27

28 References: Brette R and Gerstner W (2005) Adaptive Exponential

29 Integrate-and-Fire Model as an Effective Description of Neuronal

30 Activity. J Neurophysiol 94:3637-3642

31

32 SeeAlso: iaf_cond_alpha, aeif_cond_exp

33 */

34 neuron aeif_cond_alpha_neuron:

35

36 initial_values:

37 V_m mV = E_L # Membrane potential

38 w pA = 0pA # Spike-adaptation current

39 end

40

41 equations:

42 function V_bounded mV = bounded_min(V_m, V_peak)

43 # prevent exponential divergence

44 shape g_in = (e/tau_syn_in) * t * exp(-t/tau_syn_in)

45 shape g_ex = (e/tau_syn_ex) * t * exp(-t/tau_syn_ex)

46

47 # Add functions to simplify the equation definition of V_m

48 function exp_arg real = (V_bounded-V_th)/Delta_T

49 function I_spike pA = g_L*Delta_T*exp(exp_arg)

50 function I_syn_exc pA = convolve(g_ex, spikesExc) * ( V_bounded - E_ex )

51 function I_syn_inh pA = convolve(g_in, spikesInh) * ( V_bounded - E_in )

52

53 V_m' = (-g_L*(V_bounded-E_L)+I_spike-I_syn_exc-I_syn_inh-w+I_e+I_stim)/C_m

54 w' = (a*(V_m - E_L) - w)/tau_w

55 end

56

57 parameters:

58 # membrane parameters

59 C_m pF = 281.0pF # Membrane Capacitance in pF

60 t_ref ms = 0.0ms # Refractory period in ms

61 V_reset mV = -60.0mV # Reset Potential in mV

62 g_L nS = 30.0nS # Leak Conductance in nS

63 E_L mV = -70.6mV

64 # Leak reversal Potential (aka resting potential) in mV

65 I_e pA = 0pA # Constant Current in pA

66

67 # spike adaptation parameters

68 a nS = 4nS # Subthreshold adaptation

69 b pA = 80.5pA # pike-triggered adaptation

70 Delta_T mV = 2.0mV # Slope factor

71 tau_w ms = 144.0ms # Adaptation time constant

72 V_th mV = -50.4mV # Threshold Potential in mV

73 V_peak mV = 0mV # Spike detection threshold

74

75 # synaptic parameters



76 E_ex mV = 0mV # Excitatory reversal Potential in mV

77 tau_syn_ex ms = 0.2ms

78 # Synaptic Time Constant Excitatory Synapse in ms

79 E_in mV = -85.0mV # Inhibitory reversal Potential in mV

80 tau_syn_in ms = 2.0ms

81 # Synaptic Time Constant for Inhibitory Synapse in ms

82

83 # Input current injected by CurrentEvent.

84 # This variable is used to transport the current applied into the

85 # _dynamics function computing the derivative of the state vector.

86 I_stim pA = 0pA

87 end

88

89 internals:

90 # Impulse to add to DG_EXC on spike arrival to evoke unit-amplitude

91 # conductance excursion.

92 PSConInit_E nS/ms = nS * e / tau_syn_ex

93

94 # Impulse to add to DG_INH on spike arrival to evoke unit-amplitude

95 # conductance excursion.

96 PSConInit_I nS/ms = nS * e / tau_syn_in

97

98 # refractory time in steps

99 RefractoryCounts integer = steps(t_ref)

100 # counts number of tick during the refractory period

101 r integer

102 end

103

104 input:

105 spikesInh nS <- inhibitory spike

106 spikesExc nS <- excitatory spike

107 currents <- current

108 end

109

110 output: spike

111

112 update:

113 integrate_odes()

114

115 if r > 0: # refractory

116 r = r - 1 # decrement refractory ticks count

117 V_m = V_reset

118 elif V_m >= V_peak: # threshold crossing detection

119 r = RefractoryCounts

120 V_m = V_reset # clamp potential

121 w += b

122 emit_spike()

123 end

124



125 end

126

127 end

.2 The Hodgkin Huxley neuron model: hh_psc_alpha

1 /* BeginDocumentation

2 Name: hh_psc_alpha_nestml - Hodgkin Huxley neuron model.

3

4 Description:

5

6 hh_psc_alpha is an implementation of a spiking neuron using the Hodkin-Huxley

7 formalism.

8

9 (1) Post-syaptic currents

10 Incoming spike events induce a post-synaptic change of current modelled

11 by an alpha function. The alpha function is normalised such that an event of

12 weight 1.0 results in a peak current of 1 pA.

13

14

15 (2) Spike Detection

16 Spike detection is done by a combined threshold-and-local-maximum search: if

17 there is a local maximum above a certain threshold of the membrane potential,

18 it is considered a spike.

19

20 Problems/Todo:

21

22 better spike detection

23 initial wavelet/spike at simulation onset

24

25 References:

26

27 Spiking Neuron Models:

28 Single Neurons, Populations, Plasticity

29 Wulfram Gerstner, Werner Kistler, Cambridge University Press

30

31 Theoretical Neuroscience:

32 Computational and Mathematical Modeling of Neural Systems

33 Peter Dayan, L. F. Abbott, MIT Press (parameters taken from here)

34

35 Hodgkin, A. L. and Huxley, A. F.,

36 A Quantitative Description of Membrane Current

37 and Its Application to Conduction and Excitation in Nerve,

38 Journal of Physiology, 117, 500-544 (1952)

39

40 Sends: SpikeEvent

41

42 Receives: SpikeEvent, CurrentEvent, DataLoggingRequest



43

44 Authors: Schrader

45 SeeAlso: hh_cond_exp_traub

46 */

47 neuron hh_psc_alpha_neuron:

48 state:

49 r integer # number of steps in the current refractory phase

50 end

51

52 initial_values:

53 V_m mV = -65. mV # Membrane potential

54

55 function alpha_n_init real =

56 (0.01*(V_m/mV+55.))/(1.-exp(-(V_m/mV+55.)/10.))

57 function beta_n_init real = 0.125*exp(-(V_m/mV+65.)/80.)

58 function alpha_m_init real =

59 (0.1*(V_m/mV+40.))/(1.-exp(-(V_m/mV+40.)/10.))

60 function beta_m_init real = 4.*exp(-(V_m/mV+65.)/18.)

61 function alpha_h_init real = 0.07*exp(-(V_m/mV+65.)/20.)

62 function beta_h_init real = 1./(1.+exp(-(V_m/mV+35.)/10.))

63

64 Act_m real = alpha_m_init / ( alpha_m_init + beta_m_init )

65 # Activation variable m

66 Act_h real = alpha_h_init / ( alpha_h_init + beta_h_init )

67 # Activation variable h

68 Inact_n real = alpha_n_init / ( alpha_n_init + beta_n_init )

69 # Inactivation variable n

70 end

71

72 equations:

73 # synapses: alpha functions

74 shape I_syn_in = (e/tau_syn_in) * t * exp(-t/tau_syn_in)

75 shape I_syn_ex = (e/tau_syn_ex) * t * exp(-t/tau_syn_ex)

76

77 function I_syn_exc pA = convolve(I_syn_ex, spikeExc)

78 function I_syn_inh pA = convolve(I_syn_in, spikeInh)

79 function I_Na pA =

80 g_Na * Act_m * Act_m * Act_m * Act_h * ( V_m - E_Na )

81 function I_K pA =

82 g_K * Inact_n * Inact_n * Inact_n * Inact_n * ( V_m - E_K )

83 function I_L pA = g_L * ( V_m - E_L )

84 V_m' = ( -( I_Na + I_K + I_L )

85 + currents + I_e + I_syn_inh + I_syn_exc ) / C_m

86

87 # Inact_n

88 function alpha_n real =

89 (0.01*(V_m/mV+55.))/(1.-exp(-(V_m/mV+55.)/10.))

90 function beta_n real = 0.125 * exp( -( V_m / mV + 65. ) / 80. )

91 Inact_n' = ( alpha_n * ( 1 - Inact_n ) - beta_n * Inact_n ) / ms



92 # n-variable

93

94 # Act_m

95 function alpha_m real = (0.1*(V_m/mV+40.))/(1.-exp(-(V_m/mV+40.)/10.))

96 function beta_m real = 4. * exp( -( V_m / mV + 65. ) / 18. )

97 Act_m' = ( alpha_m * ( 1 - Act_m ) - beta_m * Act_m ) / ms # m-variable

98

99 # Act_h'

100 function alpha_h real = 0.07 * exp( -( V_m / mV + 65. ) / 20. )

101 function beta_h real = 1. / ( 1. + exp( -( V_m / mV + 35. ) / 10. ) )

102 Act_h' = ( alpha_h * ( 1 - Act_h ) - beta_h * Act_h ) / ms # h-variable

103 end

104

105 parameters:

106 t_ref ms = 2.0 ms # Refractory period

107 g_Na nS = 12000.0nS # Sodium peak conductance

108 g_K nS = 3600.0nS # Potassium peak conductance

109 g_L nS = 30nS # Leak conductance

110 C_m pF = 100.0pF # Membrane Capacitance

111 E_Na mV = 50mV # Sodium reversal potential

112 E_K mV = -77.mV # Potassium reversal potentia

113 E_L mV = -54.402mV

114 # Leak reversal Potential (aka resting potential) in mV

115 tau_syn_ex ms = 0.2ms

116 # Rise time of the excitatory synaptic alpha function i

117 tau_syn_in ms = 2.0ms

118 # Rise time of the inhibitory synaptic alpha function

119 I_e pA = 0pA # Constant Current in pA

120 end

121

122 internals:

123 RefractoryCounts integer = steps(t_ref) # refractory time in steps

124 end

125

126 input:

127 spikeInh pA <- inhibitory spike

128 spikeExc pA <- excitatory spike

129 currents <- current

130 end

131

132 output: spike

133

134 update:

135 U_old mV = V_m

136 integrate_odes()

137 # sending spikes: crossing 0 mV, pseudo-refractoriness and local maximum...

138 if r > 0: # is refractory?

139 r -= 1

140 elif V_m > 0 mV and U_old > V_m: # threshold && maximum



141 r = RefractoryCounts

142 emit_spike()

143 end

144

145 end

146

147 end

.3 The conductance-based integrate-and-�re neuron

with alpha-shaped conductances: iaf_cond_alpha

1 /*

2 Name: iaf_cond_alpha_neuron -

3 Simple conductance based leaky integrate-and-fire neuron model.

4

5 Description:

6 iaf_cond_alpha is an implementation of a spiking neuron using

7 IAF dynamics with conductance-based synapses. Incoming spike

8 events induce a post-synaptic change of conductance modelled

9 by an alpha function. The alpha function is normalised such

10 that an event of weight 1.0 results in a peak current of 1 nS

11 at t = tau_syn.

12

13 Sends: SpikeEvent

14

15 Receives: SpikeEvent, CurrentEvent, DataLoggingRequest

16

17 References:

18

19 Meffin, H., Burkitt, A. N., & Grayden, D. B. (2004). An analytical

20 model for the large, fluctuating synaptic conductance state typical of

21 neocortical neurons in vivo. J. Comput. Neurosci., 16, 159-175.

22

23 Bernander, O ., Douglas, R. J., Martin, K. A. C., & Koch, C. (1991).

24 Synaptic background activity influences spatiotemporal integration in

25 single pyramidal cells. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, 88(24),

26 11569-11573.

27

28 Kuhn, Aertsen, Rotter (2004) Neuronal Integration of Synaptic Input in

29 the Fluctuation- Driven Regime. Jneurosci 24(10) 2345-2356

30

31 Author: Schrader, Plesser

32

33 SeeAlso: iaf_cond_exp, iaf_cond_alpha_mc

34 */

35 neuron iaf_cond_alpha_neuron:

36



37 state:

38 r integer

39 # counts number of tick during the refractory period

40 end

41

42 initial_values:

43 V_m mV = E_L # membrane potential

44 end

45

46 equations:

47 shape g_in = (e/tau_syn_in) * t * exp(-t/tau_syn_in)

48 shape g_ex = (e/tau_syn_ex) * t * exp(-t/tau_syn_ex)

49

50 function I_syn_exc pA = convolve(g_ex, spikeExc) * ( V_m - E_ex )

51 function I_syn_inh pA = convolve(g_in, spikeInh) * ( V_m - E_in )

52 function I_leak pA = g_L * ( V_m - E_L )

53

54 V_m' = ( -I_leak - I_syn_exc - I_syn_inh + currents + I_e ) / C_m

55 end

56

57 parameters:

58 V_th mV = -55.0mV # Threshold Potential in mV

59 V_reset mV = -60.0mV # Reset Potential in mV

60 t_ref ms = 2.ms # Refractory period in ms

61 g_L nS = 16.6667nS # Leak Conductance in nS

62 C_m pF = 250.0 pF # Membrane Capacitance in pF

63 E_ex mV = 0mV # Excitatory reversal Potential in mV

64 E_in mV = -85.0mV # Inhibitory reversal Potential in mV

65 E_L mV = -70.0mV # Leak reversal Potential (aka resting potential) in mV

66 tau_syn_ex ms = 0.2ms # Synaptic Time Constant Excitatory Synapse in ms

67 tau_syn_in ms = 2.0ms # Synaptic Time Constant for Inhibitory Synapse in ms

68 I_e pA = 0pA # Constant Current in pA

69 end

70

71 internals:

72 RefractoryCounts integer = steps(t_ref) # refractory time in steps

73 end

74

75 input:

76 spikeInh nS <- inhibitory spike

77 spikeExc nS <- excitatory spike

78 currents <- current

79 end

80

81 output: spike

82

83 update:

84 integrate_odes()

85 if r != 0: # neuron is absolute refractory



86 r = r - 1

87 V_m = V_reset # clamp potential

88 elif V_m >= V_th: # neuron is not absolute refractory

89 r = RefractoryCounts

90 V_m = V_reset # clamp potential

91 emit_spike()

92 end

93 end

94

95 end

.4 The current-based integrate-and-�re neuron with

alpha-shaped post-synaptic currents: iaf_psc_alpha

1 /*

2 Name: iaf_psc_alpha - Leaky integrate-and-fire neuron model.

3

4 Description:

5

6 iaf_psc_alpha is an implementation of a leaky integrate-and-fire model

7 with alpha-function shaped synaptic currents. Thus, synaptic currents

8 and the resulting post-synaptic potentials have a finite rise time.

9

10 The threshold crossing is followed by an absolute refractory period

11 during which the membrane potential is clamped to the resting potential.

12

13 The linear subthresold dynamics is integrated by the Exact

14 Integration scheme [1]. The neuron dynamics is solved on the time

15 grid given by the computation step size. Incoming as well as emitted

16 spikes are forced to that grid.

17

18 An additional state variable and the corresponding differential

19 equation represents a piecewise constant external current.

20

21 The general framework for the consistent formulation of systems with

22 neuron like dynamics interacting by point events is described in

23 [1]. A flow chart can be found in [2].

24

25 Critical tests for the formulation of the neuron model are the

26 comparisons of simulation results for different computation step

27 sizes. sli/testsuite/nest contains a number of such tests.

28

29 The iaf_psc_alpha is the standard model used to check the consistency

30 of the nest simulation kernel because it is at the same time complex

31 enough to exhibit non-trivial dynamics and simple enough compute

32 relevant measures analytically.

33



34 Remarks:

35

36 The present implementation uses individual variables for the

37 components of the state vector and the non-zero matrix elements of

38 the propagator. Because the propagator is a lower triangular matrix

39 no full matrix multiplication needs to be carried out and the

40 computation can be done "in place" i.e. no temporary state vector

41 object is required.

42

43 The template support of recent C++ compilers enables a more succinct

44 formulation without loss of runtime performance already at minimal

45 optimization levels. A future version of iaf_psc_alpha will probably

46 address the problem of efficient usage of appropriate vector and

47 matrix objects.

48

49 Remarks:

50

51 If tau_m is very close to tau_syn_ex or tau_syn_in, the model

52 will numerically behave as if tau_m is equal to tau_syn_ex or

53 tau_syn_in, respectively, to avoid numerical instabilities.

54 For details, please see IAF_Neruons_Singularity.ipynb in

55 the NEST source code (docs/model_details).

56

57 References:

58 [1] Rotter S & Diesmann M (1999) Exact simulation of time-invariant linear

59 systems with applications to neuronal modeling. Biologial Cybernetics

60 81:381-402.

61 [2] Diesmann M, Gewaltig M-O, Rotter S, & Aertsen A (2001) State space

62 analysis of synchronous spiking in cortical neural networks.

63 Neurocomputing 38-40:565-571.

64 [3] Morrison A, Straube S, Plesser H E, & Diesmann M (2006) Exact subthreshold

65 integration with continuous spike times in discrete time neural network

66 simulations. Neural Computation, in press

67

68 Sends: SpikeEvent

69

70 Receives: SpikeEvent, CurrentEvent, DataLoggingRequest

71 FirstVersion: September 1999

72 Author: Diesmann, Gewaltig

73 SeeAlso: iaf_psc_delta, iaf_psc_exp, iaf_cond_exp

74 */

75 neuron iaf_psc_alpha_neuron:

76

77 state:

78 r integer

79 # counts number of tick during the refractory period

80 end

81

82 initial_values:



83 V_abs mV = 0mV

84 function V_m mV = V_abs + E_L # Membrane potential.

85 end

86

87 equations:

88 shape I_shape_in = pA * (e/tau_syn_in) * t * exp(-1/tau_syn_in*t)

89 shape I_shape_ex = pA * (e/tau_syn_ex) * t * exp(-1/tau_syn_ex*t)

90 function I pA =

91 conv(I_shape_in,in_spikes)+conv(I_shape_ex,ex_spikes)+I_e+currents

92 V_abs' = -1/Tau * V_abs + 1/C_m * I

93 end

94

95 parameters:

96 C_m pF = 250pF # Capacity of the membrane

97 Tau ms = 10ms # Membrane time constant.

98 tau_syn_in ms = 2ms # Time constant of synaptic current.

99 tau_syn_ex ms = 2ms # Time constant of synaptic current.

100 t_ref ms = 2ms # Duration of refractory period in ms.

101 E_L mV = -70mV # Resting potential.

102 function V_reset mV = -70mV - E_L

103 # Reset potential of the membrane in mV.

104 function Theta mV = -55mV - E_L # Spike threshold in mV.

105 I_e pA = 0pA # Constant external input current in pA.

106 end

107

108 internals:

109 RefractoryCounts integer = steps(t_ref) # refractory time in steps

110 end

111

112 input:

113 ex_spikes pA <- excitatory spike

114 in_spikes pA <- inhibitory spike

115 currents <- current

116 end

117

118 output: spike

119

120 update:

121 if r == 0: # neuron not refractory

122 integrate_odes()

123 else: # neuron is absolute refractory

124 r = r - 1

125 end

126

127 if V_abs >= Theta: # threshold crossing

128 # A supra-threshold membrane potential should never be observable.

129 # The reset at the time of threshold crossing enables accurate

130 # integration independent of the computation step size, see [2,3] for

131 # details.



132 r = RefractoryCounts

133 V_abs = V_reset

134 emit_spike()

135 end

136

137 end

138

139 end

.5 The Izhikevich model: izhikevich

1 /*

2 Name: izhikevich_nestml - Izhikevich neuron model

3

4 Description:

5 Implementation of the simple spiking neuron model introduced by Izhikevich

6 [1]. The dynamics are given by:

7 dv/dt = 0.04*v^2 + 5*v + 140 - u + I

8 du/dt = a*(b*v - u)

9

10 if v >= V_th:

11 v is set to c

12 u is incremented by d

13

14 v jumps on each spike arrival by the weight of the spike.

15

16 As published in [1], the numerics differs from the standard forward Euler

17 technique in two ways:

18 1) the new value of u is calculated based on the new value of v, rather than

19 the previous value

20 2) the variable v is updated using a time step half the size of that used to

21 update variable u.

22

23 This model offers both forms of integration, they can be selected using the

24 boolean parameter consistent_integration. To reproduce some results published

25 on the basis of this model, it is necessary to use the published form of the

26 dynamics. In this case, consistent_integration must be set to false. For all

27 other purposes, it is recommended to use the standard technique for forward

28 Euler integration. In this case, consistent_integration must be set to true

29 (default).

30

31 References:

32 [1] Izhikevich, Simple Model of Spiking Neurons,

33 IEEE Transactions on Neural Networks (2003) 14:1569-1572

34

35 Sends: SpikeEvent

36

37 Receives: SpikeEvent, CurrentEvent, DataLoggingRequest



38 FirstVersion: 2009

39 Author: Hanuschkin, Morrison, Kunkel

40 SeeAlso: iaf_psc_delta, mat2_psc_exp

41 */

42 neuron izhikevich_neuron:

43

44 initial_values:

45 V_m mV = -65mV # Membrane potential in mV

46 U_m real = 0 # Membrane potential recovery variable

47 end

48

49 equations:

50 V_m' =(0.04*V_m*V_m/mV+5.0*V_m+(140-U_m)*mV+((currents+I_e)*GOhm))/ms

51 U_m' = a*(b*V_m-U_m * mV) / (mV*ms)

52 end

53

54 parameters:

55 a real = 0.02 # describes time scale of recovery variable

56 b real = 0.2 # sensitivity of recovery variable

57 c mV = -65 mV # after-spike reset value of V_m

58 d real = 8.0 # after-spike reset value of U_m

59 I_e pA = 0 pA # Constant input current in pA. (R=1)

60 V_min mV = -inf * mV # Absolute lower value for the membrane potential.

61 end

62

63 input:

64 spikes mV <- spike

65 currents <- current

66 end

67

68 output: spike

69

70 update:

71 integrate_odes()

72 # Add synaptic current

73 V_m += spikes

74

75 # lower bound of membrane potential

76 V_m = (V_m < V_min)? V_min : V_m

77

78 # threshold crossing

79 if V_m >= 30mV:

80 V_m = c

81 U_m += d

82 emit_spike()

83 end

84

85 end

86



87 end





Related InterestingWork from the SE Group, RWTH

Aachen

Agile Model Based Software Engineering

Agility and modeling in the same project? This question was raised in (Rum04): �Using
an executable, yet abstract and multi-view modeling language for modeling, designing and
programming still allows to use an agile development process.� Modeling will be used in
development projects much more, if the bene�ts become evident early, e.g with executable
UML (Rum02) and tests (Rum03). In (GKRS06), for example, we concentrate on the
integration of models and ordinary programming code. In (Rum12) and (Rum16), the
UML/P, a variant of the UML especially designed for programming, refactoring and evo-
lution, is de�ned. The language workbench MontiCore (GKR+06; GKR+08) is used to
realize the UML/P (Sch12). Links to further research, e.g., include a general discussion of
how to manage and evolve models (LRSS10), a precise de�nition for model composition as
well as model languages (HKR+09) and refactoring in various modeling and programming
languages (PR03). In (FHR08) we describe a set of general requirements for model qual-
ity. Finally (KRV06) discusses the additional roles and activities necessary in a DSL-based
software development project. In (CEG+14) we discuss how to improve reliability of adap-
tivity through models at runtime, which will allow developers to delay design decisions to
runtime adaptation.

Generative Software Engineering

The UML/P language family (Rum12; Rum11; Rum16) is a simpli�ed and semantically
sound derivative of the UML designed for product and test code generation. (Sch12)
describes a �exible generator for the UML/P based on the MontiCore language workbench
(KRV10; GKR+06; GKR+08). In (KRV06), we discuss additional roles necessary in a
model-based software development project. In (GKRS06) we discuss mechanisms to keep
generated and handwritten code separated. In (Wei12) demonstrate how to systematically
derive a transformation language in concrete syntax. To understand the implications of
executability for UML, we discuss needs and advantages of executable modeling with UML
in agile projects in (Rum04), how to apply UML for testing in (Rum03) and the advantages
and perils of using modeling languages for programming in (Rum02).

Uni�ed Modeling Language (UML)

Starting with an early identi�cation of challenges for the standardization of the UML in
(KER99) many of our contributions build on the UML/P variant, which is described in the
two books (Rum16) and (Rum12) implemented in (Sch12). Semantic variation points of
the UML are discussed in (GR11). We discuss formal semantics for UML (BHP+98) and
describe UML semantics using the �System Model� (BCGR09a), (BCGR09b), (BCR07b)
and (BCR07a). Semantic variation points have, e.g., been applied to de�ne class dia-
gram semantics (CGR08). A precisely de�ned semantics for variations is applied, when

191



checking variants of class diagrams (MRR11c) and objects diagrams (MRR11d) or the
consistency of both kinds of diagrams (MRR11e). We also apply these concepts to activity
diagrams (MRR11b) which allows us to check for semantic di�erences of activity diagrams
(MRR11a). The basic semantics for ADs and their semantic variation points is given in
(GRR10). We also discuss how to ensure and identify model quality (FHR08), how models,
views and the system under development correlate to each other (BGH+98) and how to use
modeling in agile development projects (Rum04), (Rum02). The question how to adapt
and extend the UML is discussed in (PFR02) describing product line annotations for UML
and more general discussions and insights on how to use meta-modeling for de�ning and
adapting the UML are included in (EFLR99), (FELR98) and (SRVK10).

Domain Speci�c Languages (DSLs)

Computer science is about languages. Domain Speci�c Languages (DSLs) are better to
use, but need appropriate tooling. The MontiCore language workbench (GKR+06; KRV10;
Kra10; GKR+08) allows the speci�cation of an integrated abstract and concrete syntax for-
mat (KRV07b) for easy development. New languages and tools can be de�ned in modular
forms (KRV08; GKR+07; Völ11) and can, thus, easily be reused. (Wei12) presents a tool
that allows to create transformation rules tailored to an underlying DSL. Variability in DSL
de�nitions has been examined in (GR11). A successful application has been carried out in
the Air Tra�c Management domain (ZPK+11). Based on the concepts described above,
meta modeling, model analyses and model evolution have been discussed in (LRSS10) and
(SRVK10). DSL quality (FHR08), instructions for de�ning views (GHK+07), guidelines
to de�ne DSLs (KKP+09) and Eclipse-based tooling for DSLs (KRV07a) complete the
collection.

Software Language Engineering

For a systematic de�nition of languages using composition of reusable and adaptable lan-
guage components, we adopt an engineering viewpoint on these techniques. General ideas
on how to engineer a language can be found in the GeMoC initiative (CBCR15; CCF+15).
As said, the MontiCore language workbench provides techniques for an integrated de�-
nition of languages (KRV07b; Kra10; KRV10). In (SRVK10) we discuss the possibilities
and the challenges using metamodels for language de�nition. Modular composition, how-
ever, is a core concept to reuse language components like in MontiCore for the frontend
(Völ11; KRV08) and the backend (RRRW15)]. Language derivation is to our believe a
promising technique to develop new languages for a speci�c purpose that rely on existing
basic languages. How to automatically derive such a transformation language using con-
crete syntax of the base language is described in (HRW15; Wei12) and successfully applied
to various DSLs. We also applied the language derivation technique to tagging languages
that decorate a base language (GLRR15) and delta languages (HHK+15a; HHK+13), where
a delta language is derived from a base language to be able to constructively describe dif-
ferences between model variants usable to build feature sets.



Modeling Software Architecture & the MontiArc Tool

Distributed interactive systems communicate via messages on a bus, discrete event signals,
streams of telephone or video data, method invocation, or data structures passed between
software services. We use streams, statemachines and components (BR07) as well as ex-
pressive forms of composition and re�nement (PR99) for semantics. Furthermore, we built
a concrete tooling infrastructure called MontiArc (HRR12) for architecture design and ex-
tensions for states (RRW13b). MontiArc was extended to describe variability (HRR+11)
using deltas (HRRS11? ) and evolution on deltas (HRRS12). (GHK+07) and (GHK+08)
close the gap between the requirements and the logical architecture and (GKPR08) ex-
tends it to model variants. (MRR14) provides a precise technique to verify consistency of
architectural views (Rin14; MRR13) against a complete architecture in order to increase
reusability. Co-evolution of architecture is discussed in (MMR10) and a modeling technique
to describe dynamic architectures is shown in (HRR98).

Compositionality & Modularity of Models

(HKR+09) motivates the basic mechanisms for modularity and compositionality for model-
ing. The mechanisms for distributed systems are shown in (BR07) and algebraically under-
pinned in (HKR+07). Semantic and methodical aspects of model composition (KRV08)
led to the language workbench MontiCore (KRV10) that can even be used to develop
modeling tools in a compositional form. A set of DSL design guidelines incorporates reuse
through this form of composition (KKP+09). (Völ11) examines the composition of context
conditions respectively the underlying infrastructure of the symbol table. Modular editor
generation is discussed in (KRV07a). (RRRW15) applies compositionality to Robotics con-
trol. (CBCR15) (published in (CCF+15)) summarizes our approach to composition and
remaining challenges in form of a conceptual model of the �globalized� use of DSLs. As a
new form of decomposition of model information we have developed the concept of tagging
languages in (GLRR15). It allows to describe additional information for model elements
in separated documents, facilitates reuse, and allows to type tags.

Semantics of Modeling Languages

The meaning of semantics and its principles like underspeci�cation, language precision
and detailedness is discussed in (HR04). We de�ned a semantic domain called �System
Model� by using mathematical theory in (RKB95; BHP+98) and (GKR96; KRB96). An
extended version especially suited for the UML is given in (BCGR09b) and in (BCGR09a)
its rationale is discussed. (BCR07a; BCR07b) contain detailed versions that are applied to
class diagrams in (CGR08). To better understand the e�ect of an evolved design, detection
of semantic di�erencing as opposed to pure syntactical di�erences is needed (MRR10).
(MRR11a; MRR11b) encode a part of the semantics to handle semantic di�erences of
activity diagrams and (MRR11e) compares class and object diagrams with regard to their
semantics. In (BR07), a simpli�ed mathematical model for distributed systems based
on black-box behaviors of components is de�ned. Meta-modeling semantics is discussed



in (EFLR99). (BGH+97) discusses potential modeling languages for the description of
an exemplary object interaction, today called sequence diagram. (BGH+98) discusses
the relationships between a system, a view and a complete model in the context of the
UML. (GR11) and (CGR09) discuss general requirements for a framework to describe
semantic and syntactic variations of a modeling language. We apply these on class and
object diagrams in (MRR11e) as well as activity diagrams in (GRR10). (Rum12) de�nes
the semantics in a variety of code and test case generation, refactoring and evolution
techniques. (LRSS10) discusses evolution and related issues in greater detail.

Evolution & Transformation of Models

Models are the central artifact in model driven development, but as code they are not
initially correct and need to be changed, evolved and maintained over time. Model trans-
formation is therefore essential to e�ectively deal with models. Many concrete model
transformation problems are discussed: evolution (LRSS10; MMR10; Rum04), re�nement
(PR99; KPR97; PR94), refactoring (Rum12; PR03), translating models from one language
into another (MRR11c; Rum12) and systematic model transformation language develop-
ment (Wei12). (Rum04) describes how comprehensible sets of such transformations sup-
port software development and maintenance (LRSS10), technologies for evolving models
within a language and across languages, and mapping architecture descriptions to their im-
plementation (MMR10). Automaton re�nement is discussed in (PR94; KPR97), re�ning
pipe-and-�lter architectures is explained in (PR99). Refactorings of models are important
for model driven engineering as discussed in (PR01; PR03; Rum12). Translation between
languages, e.g., from class diagrams into Alloy (MRR11c) allows for comparing class dia-
grams on a semantic level.

Variability & Software Product Lines (SPL)

Products often exist in various variants, for example cars or mobile phones, where one
manufacturer develops several products with many similarities but also many variations.
Variants are managed in a Software Product Line (SPL) that captures product common-
alities as well as di�erences. Feature diagrams describe variability in a top down fashion,
e.g., in the automotive domain (GHK+08) using 150% models. Reducing overhead and as-
sociated costs is discussed in (GRJA12). Delta modeling is a bottom up technique starting
with a small, but complete base variant. Features are additive, but also can modify the
core. A set of commonly applicable deltas con�gures a system variant. We discuss the ap-
plication of this technique to Delta-MontiArc (HRR+11; HRR+11) and to Delta-Simulink
(HKM+13). Deltas can not only describe spacial variability but also temporal variability
which allows for using them for software product line evolution (HRRS12). (HHK+13) and
(HRW15) describe an approach to systematically derive delta languages. We also apply
variability to modeling languages in order to describe syntactic and semantic variation
points, e.g., in UML for frameworks (PFR02). Furthermore, we speci�ed a systematic way
to de�ne variants of modeling languages (CGR09) and applied this as a semantic language
re�nement on Statecharts in (GR11).



Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS)

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) (KRS12) are complex, distributed systems which control
physical entities. Contributions for individual aspects range from requirements (GRJA12),
complete product lines (HRRW12), the improvement of engineering for distributed automo-
tive systems (HRR12) and autonomous driving (BR12a) to processes and tools to improve
the development as well as the product itself (BBR07). In the aviation domain, a modeling
language for uncertainty and safety events was developed, which is of interest for the Eu-
ropean airspace (ZPK+11). A component and connector architecture description language
suitable for the speci�c challenges in robotics is discussed in (RRW13b; RRW14). Mon-
itoring for smart and energy e�cient buildings is developed as Energy Navigator toolset
(KPR12; FPPR12; KLPR12).

State Based Modeling (Automata)

Today, many computer science theories are based on statemachines in various forms in-
cluding Petri nets or temporal logics. Software engineering is particularly interested
in using statemachines for modeling systems. Our contributions to state based mod-
eling can currently be split into three parts: (1) understanding how to model object-
oriented and distributed software using statemachines resp. Statecharts (GKR96; BCR07b;
BCGR09b; BCGR09a), (2) understanding the re�nement (PR94; RK96; Rum96) and com-
position (GR95) of statemachines, and (3) applying statemachines for modeling systems.
In (Rum96) constructive transformation rules for re�ning automata behavior are given and
proven correct. This theory is applied to features in (KPR97). Statemachines are embed-
ded in the composition and behavioral speci�cation concepts of Focus (BR07). We apply
these techniques, e.g., in MontiArcAutomaton (RRW13a; RRW14) as well as in building
management systems (FLP+11).

Robotics

Robotics can be considered a special �eld within Cyber-Physical Systems which is de�ned
by an inherent heterogeneity of involved domains, relevant platforms, and challenges. The
engineering of robotics applications requires composition and interaction of diverse dis-
tributed software modules. This usually leads to complex monolithic software solutions
hardly reusable, maintainable, and comprehensible, which hampers broad propagation of
robotics applications. The MontiArcAutomaton language (RRW13a) extends ADL Mon-
tiArc and integrates various implemented behavior modeling languages using MontiCore
(RRW13b; RRW14; RRRW15) that perfectly �t Robotic architectural modeling. The
LightRocks (THR+13) framework allows robotics experts and laymen to model robotic
assembly tasks.



Automotive, Autonomic Driving & Intelligent Driver Assis-
tance

Introducing and connecting sophisticated driver assistance, infotainment and communi-
cation systems as well as advanced active and passive safety-systems result in complex
embedded systems. As these feature-driven subsystems may be arbitrarily combined by
the customer, a huge amount of distinct variants needs to be managed, developed and
tested. A consistent requirements management that connects requirements with features
in all phases of the development for the automotive domain is described in (GRJA12).
The conceptual gap between requirements and the logical architecture of a car is closed
in (GHK+07; GHK+08). (HKM+13) describes a tool for delta modeling for Simulink
(HKM+13). (HRRW12) discusses means to extract a well-de�ned Software Product Line
from a set of copy and paste variants. (RSW+15) describes an approach to use model check-
ing techniques to identify behavioral di�erences of Simulink models. Quality assurance,
especially of safety-related functions, is a highly important task. In the Carolo project
(BR12a; BR12b), we developed a rigorous test infrastructure for intelligent, sensor-based
functions through fully-automatic simulation (BBR07). This technique allows a dramatic
speedup in development and evolution of autonomous car functionality, and thus enables
us to develop software in an agile way (BR12a). (MMR10) gives an overview of the current
state-of-the-art in development and evolution on a more general level by considering any
kind of critical system that relies on architectural descriptions. As tooling infrastructure,
the SSELab storage, versioning and management services (HKR12) are essential for many
projects.

Energy Management

In the past years, it became more and more evident that saving energy and reducing
CO2 emissions is an important challenge. Thus, energy management in buildings as well
as in neighborhoods becomes equally important to e�ciently use the generated energy.
Within several research projects, we developed methodologies and solutions for integrating
heterogeneous systems at di�erent scales. During the design phase, the Energy Navigators
Active Functional Speci�cation (AFS) (FPPR12; KPR12) is used for technical speci�cation
of building services already. We adapted the well-known concept of statemachines to be
able to describe di�erent states of a facility and to validate it against the monitored values
(FLP+11). We show how our data model, the constraint rules and the evaluation approach
to compare sensor data can be applied (KLPR12).

Cloud Computing & Enterprise Information Systems

The paradigm of Cloud Computing is arising out of a convergence of existing technolo-
gies for web-based application and service architectures with high complexity, criticality
and new application domains. It promises to enable new business models, to lower the
barrier for web-based innovations and to increase the e�ciency and cost-e�ectiveness of
web development (KRR14). Application classes like Cyber-Physical Systems and their



privacy (HHK+14; HHK+15b), Big Data, App and Service Ecosystems bring attention
to aspects like responsiveness, privacy and open platforms. Regardless of the application
domain, developers of such systems are in need for robust methods and e�cient, easy-to-
use languages and tools (KRS12). We tackle these challenges by perusing a model-based,
generative approach (NPR13). The core of this approach are di�erent modeling languages
that describe di�erent aspects of a cloud-based system in a concise and technology-agnostic
way. Software architecture and infrastructure models describe the system and its physical
distribution on a large scale. We apply cloud technology for the services we develop, e.g.,
the SSELab (HKR12) and the Energy Navigator (FPPR12; KPR12) but also for our tool
demonstrators and our own development platforms. New services, e.g., collecting data
from temperature, cars etc. can now easily be developed.
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